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ABSTRACT 
 
OPTICAL AND STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF SHAPE-CONTROLLED 
SEMICONDUCTOR NANOCRYSTALS AND THEIR SELF-ASSEMBLED SOLIDS 
Benjamin Tavenner Diroll 
Dr. Christopher Bruce Murray 
Colloidal nanocrystals are prominent candidates to displace current electronic active 
layers in solid-state device technologies and offer a body of physics which diverges from 
those of bulk materials and discreet molecules. Realizing the potential of colloidal 
nanocrystals may transform the costs and performance of common technologies, but 
understanding of the relationship between particle size, shape, uniformity, and 
composition and outputs like physical properties or device performance is often 
incomplete. This work uses the controlled synthesis of anisotropic colloidal nanocrystals 
to implement characterization techniques including X-ray diffraction and simulation, 
which allows an ensemble-level description of particle structure, as well as polarized and 
time-resolved spectroscopy, which demonstrates subtle synthetic control over the 
properties of quantum-mechanical wavefunctions. Time- and temperature-resolved 
optical spectroscopy is employed to analyze the behavior of nanocrystal samples under 
more realistic device operating conditions and to determine the structure/property 
relationships that underpin improved performance. Highly-uniform samples of colloidal 
nanocrystals are self-assembled into large-area thin films. Discussion of self-assembly is 
placed within the context the fundamentals of self-assembly processes and the roadmap 
to high-performance devices based upon colloidal nanocrystals. X-ray diffraction and 
vi 
 
microscopic analysis are performed to analyze and qualify the structure of self-assembled 
films. These measurement techniques provide figures of merit for nanocrystal assemblies 
including the sample crystallinity and purity, surface coverage, homogeneity. Diffraction 
analysis is further used to measure alignment of nanocrystal assemblies with respect to a 
substrate and the orientation of individual particles within assemblies. Monodisperse 
anisotropic building blocks encode the unique optoelectronic properties of isolated 
nanocrystals into solid state materials with long-range structural orientation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Technological Uses of Nanocrystals 
Colloidal nanocrystals are one proposed answer to a host of technological problems 
traditionally addressed by other technologies, including lighting,1 lasers,2 displays,3 solar 
concentrators,4 smart windows,5 photovoltaics and photodetection,6 thermoelectric power 
conversion,7 magnetic storage and magnetic resonance imaging,8,9 transistors and flexible 
circuitry,10 and battery technology.11 Improving control over size, shape, and composition 
has allowed advances in understanding in traditional applications of small crystallites like 
catalysis.12,13 Last, nanocrystals are also enabling new technologies including addressable 
medical therapies14 and biolables.15,16 The motivations of this particular work are 
primarily focused on the charge-transporting and light-emitting applications of colloidal 
nanocrystals, and these are explained in greater detail below. 
 Driving many of the end applications of colloidal nanocrystals are both the 
anticipated growth in global energy consumption and concern for the negative 
consequences of the methods, primarily burning of carbon-based fuels, which may meet 
that demand. Although the phenomenon called “global warming” or “climate change”, in 
which CO2 emissions from carbon-based fuels causes a rise in global surface 
temperatures, is the most widely publicized motivation for wide-scale deployment of 
low- or no-carbon energy-generation, other reasons have also received attention. Use of 
carbon-based fuels can have acute and immediate negative impacts on human and 
environmental health and may drive geopolitical instabilities. Thus, cleaner, particularly 
renewable, sources of energy have become the focus of intense scientific interest. Solar 
radiation is the most abundant energy source available on Earth. Silicon-based solar cells, 
which perform with excellent module efficiencies and long service lives, are among the 
fastest-growing segments of energy-generation. Silicon photovoltaics demonstrate 
excellent performance but must be manufactured with exacting standards of purity using 
energy-intensive processes. 
Nanocrystal-based solar cells may offer a way forward to photovoltaic inks, 
which are one way to dramatically reduce the cost of fabrication by the use of solution-
phase deposition, like painting. Most candidate nanocrystals for photovoltaic 
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technologies have extinction coefficients as much as ten times greater than silicon, so the 
photovoltaic cell can be much thinner and the purity of the material can typically be 
lower. Although the cost of nanocrystal-inks for photovoltaics and other technologies is 
potentially very low, the performance and particularly the reproducibility of such devices 
is still far off of that in commercial silicon photovoltaics. Understanding of chemical 
synthesis and processing techniques to make nanocrystals in colloidal solutions into 
conductive solid-state materials is advancing in ways that have enabled significant 
improvements in device performance.  Record device efficiencies in nanocrystal 
photovoltaics based on 3 nm PbS nanocrystals now sit above 9% and have improved 
steadily over the last 5 years. Other work has shown that solution-cast nanocrystals can 
be annealed into polycrystalline films with large grains to achieve photovoltaic 
efficiencies of  >15%.17 Many other nanocrystal-based devices look forward to the same 
promise: scalable deposition methods typically using lower-purity ingredients and lower 
process temperatures than present-day technologies. Among these are flexible thin film 
circuitry, photodetectors, smart windows, and transparent conductors.  
Many other technologies, and especially those which are already commercially 
active, exploit properties that are unique to nanocrystals. In particular, light-emitting 
technologies including LEDs and downconverting nanocrystal layers have a small but 
growing commercial market. Colloidal nanocrystals can be engineered to have nearly 
perfect quantum yields, extremely narrow emission bands, and long service lifetimes. 
Typically illuminated with GaN blue diodes, then emitting for the display colors, 
cadmium selenide-based nanocrystals are particularly prized for their unequaled color 
purity, which stems from exceptionally well-controlled synthesis. Small energy losses 
from the efficient downconversion of light result in substantial net energy savings in the 
operation of displays. Another application of absorption and efficient downconversion of 
light is shown in Figure 1.1c: luminescent solar concentrators use a dye diluted into a 
transparent matrix material.18 The dye (e.g. nanocrystals) can absorb and re-radiate light 
at a well-defined wavelength that is trapped by total internal reflection and can be 
directed to the edges of a large plate. By trapping light from a large surface, re-radiated 
light can be concentrated on to a photovoltaic cell positioned at the edges of the plate. 
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Figure 1.1 (a) Schematic of a spray-coating system for the fabrication of solution-cast 
nanocrystal-based solar cells. Image from Kramer et al..19 (b) Early example of cellular 
using fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals. Adapted from Bruchez et al..16 (c) 
Photograph of core/shell emissive quantum dots embedded in a polymer block. The 
sample is irradiated with a 532 nm pen light and emits light at 600 nm. The emitted light 
is substantially trapped through total internal reflection. (d) Flexible ring oscillator circuit 
fabricated on Kapton using colloidal nanocrystal inks. Modified from Kim et al..20 
  A niche area in which colloidal nanocrystals have made a significant mark in 
commercial products is in biolabeling.15 Since nearly all particles absorb strongly in the 
ultraviolet, but the emission color of colloidal nanocrystals can be dictated through 
synthetic control of the size, shape, and composition of particles, multiplex imaging 
studies are substantially easier than with organic or biomolecular dyes. Recent work has 
exploited the infrared emission of colloidal nanocrystals for imaging through the infrared 
transparency window of the human body.21 Additionally, colloidal quantum dots tend to 
be more stable than organic fluorophores to continuous irradiation and thus allow longer-
term tracking. 
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1.2 Physical Properties of Nanocrystals 
In addition to their potential technological uses, colloidal nanocrystals offer 
fundamentally divergent physics from those of bulk semiconductors. Some properties, 
like high surface area, are supremely consequential for the behavior of nanocrystals (e.g. 
in catalytic reactions) but not clearly distinct from the properties of larger crystallites. 
Other properties, such as quantum confinement and localized plasmon resonances are 
distinct from continuous bulk crystals. As shown in Figure 1.2, the physics of 
nanocrystals fall within a regime intermediate of that occupied by atoms or molecules 
and bulk solids. Nanocrystals of semiconductors, often called quantum dots, are of a size 
comparable to the natural delocalization scale of a bound electron-hole pair (exciton). 
Confining the exciton within a volume smaller than the natural delocalization length 
adjusts the energy-levels available to the nanocrystal, hence quantum dots.22 Quantum 
dots demonstrate a lower density of states, with size-dependent spacing between the 
energy-level of electronic states near the band gap. In metallic nanoparticles something 
else occurs: confinement of the large number of free electrons on the particle of defined 
geometry yields resonant wave modes of the electron plasma, called localized surface 
plasmon resonances. Recent work has extended this phenomenon to heavily-doped 
semiconductor nanocrystals.23 In the case of both semiconductor and metallic 
nanocrystals, confinement of electrons within shapes that are not spherical adjusts their 
properties in a manner which is not necessarily predicable based strictly on far field 
dielectric effects. In metals, the plasmon wave symmetry is lost and the plasmon modes 
along different axes become non-degenerate, resulting in multiple spectral features. In 
semiconductor nanocrystals, anisotropic shapes will adjust the degree of quantum 
confinement along different axes, which in turn adjust the symmetry of wavefunctions in 
the nanocrystal, often resulting in polarized emission properties. 
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Figure 1.2 Size-dependent evolution of energy versus density of states semiconducting  
particles (a) and metallic (c) particles. Reproduced from Zhang.24 (b) Absorption spectra 
and photoluminescence spectra of three sizes of CdSe nanocrystals.25 (d) Absorption 
spectrum of gold nanoparticle showing the localized surface plasmon resonance 
contribution and the interband contribution to absorption. Reproduced from Henglein.26 
 Similar to atoms and molecules, when solidified into a condensed state, colloidal 
nanocrystal solids can act as insulators, semiconductors, and metals. The optoelectronic 
properties of colloidal nanocrystals in the solid state emerge from the variable degree of 
interparticle coupling and the chemistry of isolated particles. The transformation of 
particles from a colloidal state to highly-conductive assemblies has reached great levels 
of sophistication. Although it is not a primary focus of this work, efforts to build better 
solid state devices drive much research on both anisotropic nanocrystals and colloidal 
self-assembly. Anisotropic nanocrystals can be most easily applied to light-emitting 
applications in which the polarized emission source enhances value. But because exciton 
transport and fission occur on length-scales similar to those of the particles, the shape of 
nanocrystals can have a dramatic influence on the efficiency of transport.27 
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Self-assembly of colloidal nanocrystals has received significant attention from the 
time at which monodisperse syntheses were achieved. Akin to the emergence of 
electronic structure in crystalline solids from disordered materials, nanocrystals forming 
self-assembled networks offer tremendous opportunities for enhanced transport 
properties. There are at least three types of disorder in nanocrystal solids: disorder in the 
energy landscape of particles, which occurs when semiconductor nanocrystals are not 
exactly the same size or have variable composition or defects; disorder in the interparticle 
structure—i.e. nanocrystals themselves may show no systematic packing relationship or 
they may crystallize into many classic crystal structures; and disorder of the nanocrystals 
at each site in a lattice. Many nanocrystal solids, particularly assemblies, will show long-
range alignment of the crystal axes of the individual particles. Figure 1.3 shows the 
simplest nanocrystal assembly, a heptamer of hexagonally-packed PbSe nanocrystals.28 
Even within this simple system, co-alignment of the crystal axes of the particles yields 
dramatically-enhanced coupling and transport between the particles. Regular crystalline 
superlattices offer a manner of enforcing regular alignment of the underlying nanocrystal 
lattices through subtle truncation effects and potentially also through dipolar coupling of 
neighboring particles. 
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Figure 1.3 (a) Cartoon of wavefunction coupling between nanocrystals via tunneling 
through interparticle barriers. (b) Model of the wavefunction amplitude of a heptamer of 
PbSe nanocrystals. (c) Energy mixing diagram of a cluster of quantum dots. (d) Coupling 
energy between spherical and cubic quantum dots at different distances. Figure 
reproduced from Liljeroth.28 
1.3 Summary of Thesis Contents 
This thesis covers six chapters of content. Chapter 2 reviews nanocrystal synthesis with 
an emphasis on the development and elaboration of II-VI semiconductor (e.g. CdSe) 
synthesis into many size-, shape-, and compositionally-defined structures. Different 
methods of structural characterization are discussed with particular attention paid to 
relatively-underdeveloped transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques and 
especially to X-ray scattering data collection and simulation. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 focus 
on optical characterizations of semiconductor nanocrystals with a particular focus on the 
properties of colloidal nanorods. Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical principles of optical 
anisotropy, practicalities of polarized optical measurements, and spectroscopic analysis. 
Chapter 4 is a detailed study of the role of the physical structure of core/shell 
heterostructures in dictating the symmetry of electronic wavefunctions of nanocrystals, 
studied through polarized spectroscopy. Chapter 5 focuses on temperature-dependent 
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photoluminescence behavior of colloidal nanocrystals with an emphasis on the role of 
core/shell structure and its influence on the temperature-dependent lifetime properties of 
nanocrystal emitters. Chapter 6 outlines the general principles of nanocrystal self-
assembly with a focus on novel fabrication methods and X-ray studies of interparticle 
ordering in superlattices. Collective properties of nanocrystal solids, such as electronic 
transport of emergent optical phenomena, are discussed as well as methods and 
challenges for obtaining well-ordered, but highly-conductive materials. Chapter 7 
contains a detailed structural study of self-assembled superlattices made from colloidal 
nanorods that crystallize into long-range liquid crystalline assemblies. This chapter 
describes methods for quantitative interpretation of grazing incidence diffraction patterns 
and correlates the polarized optical properties of self-assembled structures with real space 
imaging. 
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2 SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION 
OF ANISOTROPIC NANOCRYSTALS 
2.1 Synthesis of Nanocrystals 
Nanocrystals have been known in explicit form since at least the mid-19th discovery of 
subdiffraction-sized gold colloids by Faraday.29 These colloids were prepared by 
chemically-stripping gold films using cyanide ions and remain a stable dispersion in 
water to this day (Figure 2.1). The chemical variety and sophistication of synthesis has 
increased tremendously since the first discovery of colloidal gold. Simple and highly-
reproducible recipes for gold nanoparticles (Turkevich method) first appeared in the 
1950s.30 Sol-gel methods, in which molecular precursors condense into polymeric 
matrices, which may or may not be crystalline, have been widely applied to synthesize 
ultrafine crystallites, particularly oxide materials.31 The best known of these is the Stöber 
process for making uniform spheres of silica by the condensation of silenol groups 
formed in the basic hydrolysis of a silyl ether, typically tetraethylorthosilicate.32 Many of 
these early efforts to make submicron-sized particles occurred alongside advances in 
understanding of the growth of uniform colloidal particles. The model developed by 
LaMer to explain the growth of monodisperse particles divided particle growth into three 
stages: induction, in which the concentration of monomers increases up to a threshold 
saturation limit, followed by nucleation, in which supersaturation is relieved by 
precipitation of monomers into nuclei, and growth, in which monomers add to the nuclei 
until the free monomer concentration reaches an equilibrium value with the crystallized 
species.33 Division of the nucleation and growth stages was determined to be critical for 
obtaining monodisperse particles. 
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Figure 2.1 Faraday’s gold colloids, on display at the Royal Institution of Great Britain.34  
The samples studied throughout this work consist primarily of semiconductor 
nanocrystals, for which the targeted syntheses of nanometer-scale particles accelerated 
much later, in the 1980s. Initially, small crystallites of CdS were targeted because they 
would provide a higher surface-to-volume ratio which would be useful in studying 
photocatalytic reactions in solution. These syntheses typically involved aqueous 
precipitation of CdS from cadmium sulfate and ammonium sulfide in the presence of a 
polymer and an organic acid to act as stabilizers against agglomeration. In a series of 
foundational works, Louis Brus and co-workers found that very small crystallites of CdS 
deviated from bulk CdS crystals in their optical properties, reduction potentials, and 
Raman scattering.35–37 At the same time, different synthetic methods were developed to 
precipitate II-VI and I-VII particles of 10-1000 angstroms in glass matrices and these 
showed similar size-dependent optical properties. It was realized that these effects were 
arose naturally from the confinement of excitons in a volume smaller than their natural 
delocalization scale in bulk crystals and this led to terminology the of “quantum 
confinement” and “quantum dots”.22,38 Similar to the manner in which conjugation causes 
a redshift in the absorption energy of a molecule, the first absorption feature of quantum 
dots redshifts with increasing size due to the increased delocalization of electrons and 
holes.  
Although these efforts made clear that quantum dots were distinctive materials 
vis-à-vis bulk semiconductors, they lacked good control over size, which is necessary to 
clearly observe the optoelectronic structure which emerges from quantum confinement 
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effects.39 Following extensive literature on the pyrolysis of metal carboxylate compounds 
forming metal oxides, decomposition of molecular organometallic precursors was 
established as a method for synthesizing II-VI metal chalcogenide particles.40 Although 
much synthesis continues using aqueous precipitation or sol-gel chemistry, non-aqueous, 
high-temperature methods have made the greatest strides in producing highly-uniform, 
shape- and composition-controlled crystallites with nanometer dimensions. 
 
Figure 2.2 (a) LaMer model of induction, nucleation, and growth with the concentration 
of monomer versus time profile. (b) Prolate CdSe nanocrystals made via hot injection 
method. 
The publication in 1993 of the so-called “hot injection” method from Murray et 
al. established the framework for most subsequent efforts in the synthesis of quantum dot 
materials.41 This method exploits the LaMer model in a straightforward manner. In the 
hot injection method, a high-boiling solvent material (e.g. trioctylphosphine oxide, 
TOPO) is held at elevated temperature (300-380°C is typical for CdE) and organometallic 
precursor chemicals of the desired compound are rapidly injected, quickly forming 
monomers in solution. Rapid injection of a sufficient quantity of precursor causes a 
supersaturation of the solution, which induces precipitation of nuclei. The formation of 
nuclei reduces the free monomer/precursor solution, arresting nucleation. Further growth 
by addition of monomers to nuclei proceeds in time until the free monomers are 
consumed and Ostwald ripening, in which small particles dissolve and larger particles 
grow, initiates. Separating the nucleation and growth processes in time is critical to 
achieving monodisperse products which can be made in a tunable manner by adjusting 
the reaction time and temperature. Hot-injection based methods have subsequently been 
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applied to synthesize other II-VI,42 IV-VI,43–45 III-V,46,47 I-VI,48 II-V,49 I-III-VI,50 and I-
II-IV-VI51,52 semiconductors as well as metallic53 and semimetallic54 nanocrystals. 
Although the hot injection method dominates the production of many 
nanocrystalline materials, alternate methods of non-aqueous, high-temperature syntheses 
have also developed to yield monodisperse nanocrystals of many compositions. The 
primary alternative to hot injection is to combine the precursor chemicals in the reaction 
flask at low temperature and controllably ramp the reaction temperature to induce 
decomposition. Although this method is a less straightforward application of the LaMer 
model of nucleation and growth, studies of metal oxide decomposition have demonstrated 
rapid nucleation processes.55 Ramping reactions from low temperature has been used 
with particular success to synthesize oxide,56 metal,53 and halide nanocrystals57 but it was 
also successfully applied to synthesize II-VI quantum dots. In particular, CdSe can be 
produced in the cubic zinc blende phase when the temperature is ramped up from room 
temperature, whereas it typically crystallizes into the hexagonal (high temperature) 
wurtzite phase in syntheses that utilize hot injection.58 
A third method of minor but quickly growing significance in the synthesis of 
nanocrystals of many compositions is to exploit the phenomenon of ion exchange. 
Reactions which exchange the cations or anions of a lattice are typically self-limiting in 
bulk crystals, but they can rapidly proceed to complete exchange in nanocrystals. Well-
known systems involve the formation of I-VI materials (e.g. Cu2S) from cadmium or lead 
chalcogenides, preserving the anion lattice while replacing the cation lattice.59 More 
sophisticated treatments can generate materials via sequential cation exchanges.60 Ion 
exchange offers a method for synthesis of particles for which the nucleation thresholds 
are too difficult to achieve in direct synthesis and new particle morphologies that cannot 
be obtained within a single crystal system. A related phenomenon, known as the 
Kirkendall effect, offers a manner of morphological control. In the Kirkendall effect, 
hollow particles can be generated as the diffusion of metal or ions out of the core of a 
particle is faster than diffusion of ions or metal in to a particle.61 An example of the 
Kirkendall effect is shown in Figure 2.3. Heterodimer particles of Au/CdO heated in the 
presence of defined amounts of (NH4)2S, which first form a partially anion-exchanged 
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core/shell structure of the CdO/CdS and continue to completion at which point the 
differential diffusion of oxygen and sulfur makes a hollow CdS shell. 
 
Figure 2.3 (a) Au/CdO heterodimer particles. (b) Au/CdO/CdS particles formed by anion 
exchange of the CdO lattice with (NH4)2S. (c) Au/CdS particles formed by anion 
exchange of the CdO lattice with (NH4)2S and the Kirkendall effect.* 
2.2 Synthesis of Anisotropic Nanocrystals 
Initial use of TOPO as a high-boiling and potentially coordinating solvent in the synthesis 
of CdE nanocrystals was performed with technical grade material (90% purity) and it was 
found that reactions do not proceed when using higher purity TOPO and those reactions 
with technical grade material have significant batch-dependent kinetics. The role of 
impurities in TOPO was fully exploited by later researchers who used reagents of high 
purity which were known to appear as impurities in technical grade TOPO. Carefully 
choosing specific phosphonic acids and highly-purified TOPO allowed the synthesis of 
anisotropic II-IV materials.62 The explanation for this observation is that phosphonic 
acids (carboxylates, amines, phosphines, or alcohols in other systems) bind to the 
surface-exposed metal sites of the growing nanocrystal similar to ligands in 
organometallic chemistry. This mechanism stabilizes the samples against agglomeration 
in non-polar solvents because the polar head group of the ligand binds to the particle 
surface and the non-polar aliphatic tail is dissolved in solution. The binding strength and 
density of ligands depends on the particular crystal surface to which the ligand is bound. 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: X. Ye, D.R. Hickey, J. Fei, B.T. Diroll, T. Paik, J. Chen, C.B. Murray. 
Seeded Growth of Metal-Doped Plasmonic Oxide Heterodimer Nanocrystals and Their Chemical 
Transformation. JACS 2014, 136 (13), 5106-5115. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. 
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For CdSe nanocrystals synthesized by hot injection, the typical crystal phase is a 
hexagonal wurtzite structure with a unique c-axis.  
 Although most findings remain essentially empirical, it was found that specific 
mixtures of alkylphosphonic acids and specific temperature regimes induce the growth of 
primarily uniaxial CdSe nanorods which grow along the unique c-axis of the crystallite.62 
Multipod-type structures with long legs grow in a similar manner, from a cubic “core” 
structure.63 More recent work has shown that platelets of CdSe can be synthesized with 
hexagonal crystal structure, growing preferentially along the ab-plane.64 Preferential 
growth along a unique axis or specific axes, mediated by ligands and temperature, is the 
most general mechanism to explain growth of anisotropic nanocrystals. Consequentially, 
such structures have shapes which can be related to the underlying symmetry of the 
crystal structure, similar to macroscopic crystals of minerals. 
 Different methods of shape control of semiconductor nanocrystals have been 
achieved in other II-VI, III-V, and IV-VI systems. Nanoplatelets of cubic CdSe have been 
grown through a mechanism which appears to involve a soft template of organic 
surfactants.65 In III-V systems (e.g. InAs nanorods), growth occurs through a solution-
liquid-solid mechanism in which precursors dissolve into a liquid metallic particle until 
saturation and then precipitate a solid nanorod or nanowire.66 Yet another method for 
growing elongated structures is the oriented attachment of isotropic building blocks, 
which has been implicated in the growth of PbSe nanowires and nanorods and PbS 
nanosheets.67–69 In such systems, colloidal particles agglomerate and fuse along specific 
crystal faces (e.g. [111] or [100]), possibly driven by the presence of transient dipole. The 
role of ligands, although known to influence the morphology of the oriented attachment 
product, is not well understood. 
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Figure 2.4 Cartoon illustrating the various pathways for growing nanocrystals of CdSe 
including core/shell nanocrystals. 
2.3 Heterostructures and Compositional Control* 
At the same time as the above developments, a great deal of interest arose in 
compositional modulation of nanocrystalline material. New epitaxial structures, primarily 
core/shell nanocrystals, were synthesized shortly after the development of methods to 
make monodisperse core materials.70 By coating the inner core quantum dot with an 
inorganic shell of a different material, the spatial arrangement of electrons and holes can 
be controlled. Using the traditional nomenclature of semiconductor heterojunctions, 
core/shell or epitaxial nanostructures can typically be classified as type I (e.g. CdSe/ZnS), 
in which the valence and conduction bands of one material straddle those of the other and 
confine both the electron and hole to one material, or type II (e.g. CdSe/CdTe), in which 
the valence and conduction bands are staggered, driving the electron and hole into 
different materials. The energy alignments of conduction and valence bands for several 
semiconductors are shown in Figure 2.5. The utilization of quantum confinement in one 
or both components of a heterojunction and the bonding between components can 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, T.R. Gordon, E.A. Gaulding, D.K. Klein, T. Paik, H.J. Yun, 
E.D. Goodwin, D. Damodhar, C.R. Kagan, C.B. Murray. Optical and Electrical Characterization of 
Transparent Conducting Films Spin-Cast from N-Type Plasmonic Oxide Nanocrystal Inks. Chemistry of 
Materials 2014, 26 (15), 4579-4588. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. 
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complicate the application of simple bulk band alignment, but generally this is the 
starting point of most analyses. Broadly, type I heterojunctions have been used 
extensively to improve the photoluminescence quantum yield (fraction of emitted 
photons to absorbed photons) because the inorganic shell of a larger band-gap material 
passivates non-radiative recombination pathways on the particle surface. Such 
heterojunctions have moderate-scale commercial use in biological imaging and tracking 
and solid-state lighting and remain the larger focus of this document. Type II 
heterojuctions, in which the electron and hole separate, may have potential use in the 
extraction of photoexcited charge, but they remain substantially less developed.27 
 
Figure 2.5 (a) Band-alignments of Type I and Type II epitaxial core/shell nanostructures. 
(b) Bulk conduction band (light gray), valence band (dark gray), and band gap (white) 
energies with respect to vacuum. Reprinted in modified form from Reiss et al..70 
 The synthesis of core/shell heterostructures, especially type I heterojunctions, has 
typically been accomplished by first synthesizing a core material, purifying the core, and 
then growing the shell in a separate reaction. The earliest examples of type I 
heterojunctions employed cores of CdSe and shells of ZnS,71 CdS,72 or ZnSe.73 These 
procedures raised the quantum yield of photoluminescence of as-synthesized CdSe 
nanocrystals from single integer efficiencies to as high as 70%. To minimize 
homogeneous nucleation of nanocrystals, core/shell reactions typically occur (or at least 
begin) at a lower temperature (typically 180-240 °C) to reduce decomposition rates of 
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precursors and employ a lower concentration of precursors for the shell, often delivered 
via a syringe pump. This technique was subsequently broken into component parts with 
the development of SILAR (Single Ion Layer Adsorption and Reaction) on colloidal 
nanocrystals.74 In SILAR, the composition of each layer of the nanocrystal shell is, in 
principle, controlled for desired results, including graded-composition alloys which are 
believed to improve photoluminescence quantum yields. 
Not all materials will form homogeneous shells on other materials: dewetting at 
the interface yields dimer particles, as shown above in Figure 2.3. To obtain core/shell 
structures with conformal coatings of tunable thickness, semiconductors with a small 
lattice mismatch—and a similar or the same structure—are typically used. For example, 
although wurtzite ZnS has excellent type I alignment with virtually all common visible 
and infrared band-gap nanocrystals, lattice mismatch (12% with CdSe) often constrains 
the thickness the shell can obtain without developing defects from epitaxial mismatch. 
Such defects in the shell can reduce the performance of the light-emission. CdS, with a 
smaller confinement potential for electrons but a smaller lattice mismatch, has become 
the preferred choice for “100%” quantum yield materials, often subsequently formed with 
a second shell of ZnS or CdZnS alloy. The synthetic conditions have evolved in the 
choice of low-reactivity precursors (e.g. decomposition of thiols as a sulfur source) in 
core/shell reactions performed at temperatures close to those used for nanocrystal core 
synthesis, >300 °C.75 High reaction temperatures are believed to allow interdiffusion of 
material within the nanocrystal, smoothing the potential barriers between core and shell, 
and are speculated to anneal defects in the crystal lattice. 
For the growth of anisotropic shells, a somewhat different methodology was 
developed. It was initially realized that applying the original recipes for CdSe/CdS 
core/shell structures at lower temperature (120 °C) and large excess of sulfur precursor 
yielded elongated nanorod structures.76 The differences in the kinetics of shell growth of 
the hexagonal wurtzite CdS structure along different axes were sufficiently large that they 
could be exploited to make anisotropic dot-in-rod structures. Subsequently, the 
innovations used to synthesize anisotropic core materials described above were applied to 
the formation of core/shell structures through “seeded growth”.77,78 In seeded growth 
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reactions, a hot injection of one precursor is made simultaneously with the hot injection 
of the pre-formed core particles. The reaction flask is typically filled with specific 
phosphonic acids that direct the growth of anisotropic shells similarly to the synthesis of 
anisotropic particles. This methodology grows wurtzite CdS nanorod shells on various II-
VI cores. If the core material has a cubic crystal structure, tetrapods or octapods are 
formed; if the core has a hexagonal structure, dot-in-rod structures are formed. The size 
of the resulting shell is controlled by the concentration of shell precursors, reaction 
temperature, reaction time, and the concentration of seed particles. Dot-in-rod (or rod-in-
rod, where the seed core is a nanorod) have become prominent structures in the field and 
in the work of this thesis that follows because they combine strong light-emitting 
properties with polarized emission. 
Another common dimension of compositional control with extensive antecedents 
in bulk semiconductor work is doping. Whereas heterostructures represent substantially 
inhomogeneous compositions on the same structure, doping implies that the sample is 
homogenous in composition with a small amount of randomly-distributed impurities. 
Alloying is a natural extension of doping without a clear cut-off in the fraction of 
impurity that represents a “doped” or “alloyed” system. Many nanocrystalline systems 
are unintentionally doped by nonstoichiometry: for example, both II-VI and IV-VI 
nanocrystals have been demonstrated to show greater than 1:1 metal:chalcogenide ratios, 
often attributed to a metal-rich surface,79 which is known to dope semiconductors. 
Indeed, metal-rich nanocrystal surfaces show dramatically different photoluminescence 
in solution and electron transport in solids compared with chalcogenide-rich 
nanocrystals.80–82 One way to study this phenomenon independently of interparticle 
coupling, which still exploits a material with a large surface-to-volume ratio, is to study 
nanowires. Colloidal nanowires can be deposited across electrodes using electrophoretic 
alignment and then treated with metal or chalcogenide salts to manipulate the surface 
chemistry along the wire. Studies of PbSe and CdSe nanowires have shown that device 
polarity and conductance can be modulated using this “remote doping” methodology.83,84 
Direct synthesis of internally doped or alloyed nanocrystalline systems is difficult 
because it necessitates that the precursor conversion kinetics are very similar for each 
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constituent of the desired final product. This problem stymies even the synthesis of 
stoichiometric binary crystals. Dissimilar reaction rates or surface potentials for the 
constituent elements will tend toward a heterostructure geometry. A further difficulty is 
in how to characterize the extent of doping in nanocrystal systems. Indirect routes to 
doped products have also developed, including using cation-exchange to selectively 
replace cations with the pre-formed nanocrystal lattice. Many groups have nonetheless 
successfully devised methods of incorporating dopant atoms into nanocrystal lattices 
through direct synthesis.85 Among the first demonstrations was the decomposition of 
manganese organometallic compounds simultaneously with the growth of CdSe 
nanocrystals, which embedded manganese atoms in the CdSe nanocrystals, which could 
be determined unambiguously from the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of the 
manganese atoms.86 Following this work, similar strategies were used to dope several 
phosphor atoms into II-VI and lanthanide-based oxide and fluoride hosts. Although 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies demonstrate the effects of doping on the 
electronic structure of nanocrystals,87 semiconductor nanocrystals doped during the 
synthesis have not yet shown the extensive range of properties achievable in bulk 
systems. Indeed, the effects of post-synthetic doping (often on the particle surface) in thin 
films have thus far proven much more powerful than any demonstrations of internally-
doped particles.80,83,84,88,89 
However, one area in which doped nanocrystalline systems show extensively-
tunable and synthetically-controllable properties is in the family of heavily-doped 
semiconductors which are used for transparent electrodes. These compounds, dominated 
in commercial devices by tin-doped indium oxide (somewhat confusingly abbreviated 
ITO), with smaller use of fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and aluminum-doped zinc 
oxide (AZO), have high doping concentrations often exceeding 10% of metal content. 
Although toxic, indium-doped cadmium oxide (ICO, another II-VI semiconductor) and 
cadmium stannate (Cd2SnO4) have demonstrated higher conductivities than those 
achieved with other thin film transparent electrodes and may be acceptable for certain 
niche applications. Nanocrystals of these and similar materials are similar to gold or 
silver colloids: they are so heavily doped that they no longer behave like semiconductors 
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and instead appear like electron-deficient metals with free electron concentrations of 1017 
to 1019 cm-3. (Metals typically have values of 1022 to 1023 cm-3.) Localization of large 
numbers of charge carriers in spherical or other geometries causes the resonant oscillation 
of carriers in a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which occurs in the infrared 
due to the lower carrier concentration.90–97 Figure 2.6 shows the infrared plasmonic 
absorption features and blue or ultraviolet band-gap absorption features for a series of 
several plasmonic oxide nanocrystals synthesized with variable doping levels. These 
samples, primarily based on cadmium oxide, are synthesized through the rapid through 
thermal decomposition of metal carboxylate precursors at the reflux temperature of a 
high-boiling solvent (octadecene, ~316 °C). The sharp and symmetric profiles of many 
peaks in the infrared spectral region are tunable with the doping level of the samples, 
which was measured by inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-
AES). A more subtle optical effect which occurs simultaneously is a blue shift of the 
band-gap absorption (~2.5 eV) with increasing doping, known as the Burstein-Moss 
shift.98,99 
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Figure 2.6 Optical extinction spectra in the infrared (left) and the blue and UV (right) for 
co-doped CdO, tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), tin-doped cadmium oxide (TCO), 
aluminum-doped cadmium oxide (ACO), gallium-doped cadmium oxide (GCO), and 
indium-doped cadmium oxide (ICO). The metal content of the dopant(s) are included on 
the plot. The asterisk indicates that the crystal structure of the sample is that of CdSnO3. 
Although not all compositions of material will yield sharp LSPR features, 
prerequisites to obtain a sharp LSPR are uniform doping and uniform shape. High-
temperature non-aqueous syntheses have demonstrated an extensive range of 
compositional variation with excellent size and shape control in doped semiconductors 
based on ZnO,90,100,101 In2O3,91 CdO,92 WO3,93,94 and copper chalcogenide compounds.102 
Co-doping strategies have increased the upper range of achievable doping in certain 
compounds.103 It has even been shown that the radial distribution of dopants in a 
spherical nanocrystal can be controlled to alter the symmetry of the LSPR feature.104 
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2.4 Characterization of Anisotropic Nanocrystals 
2.4.1 Electron Microscopy Techniques 
Most researchers rely on straightforward brightfield transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) imaging of ensembles to characterize the size, shape, and monodispersity of 
colloidal nanocrystals. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.7, in which a low-
magnification bright field image shows a representative fraction of a PbSe ensemble. 
This is an effective means of approximating the average size and shape of the sample, 
although it can be used misleadingly through selection biases. The inset high-resolution 
TEM (HRTEM) image has important uses. The observation of lattice fringes in HRTEM 
is taken as a priori evidence of crystallinity. In HRTEM, contrast arises from the 
alignment of columns of atoms within a crystal, leading to the appearance of lattice 
fringes. The lattice fringe spacing and symmetry can be indexed to the expected spacings 
of the bulk crystal structure to verify in real space a correspondence with known crystals. 
Last, as in this case, the lattice structure can be used to understand the growth properties 
and truncation of the crystal. In II-VI nanorods, for example, stacking faults occur 
commonly along the axis of elongation. The inset of Figure 2.7 shows the square lattice 
of a PbSe nanorod with spacing of 0.308 Å closely matches the expected symmetry and 
spacing of the (200) planes of the PbSe crystal. This consistent with elongated growth 
along one (100) axis, which is distinct from examples in PbSe nanowires which can also 
grow along (111) axes.67 
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Figure 2.7 Brightfield TEM image of PbSe nanorods with HRTEM micrograph inset top 
left. The square-pattern lattice fringes of the PbSe nanorods can be indexed to the 0.308 
nm spacing of the PbSe (200) planes. 
Researchers have exploited other measurement techniques to extract more 
information from single particles. Among the most accessible is electron diffraction, in 
which the direct beam is blocked and diffracted electrons are collected at angles 
corresponding to the Bragg angles of the lattice planes. Similar to X-ray scattering 
(discussed later in more detail), these diffraction rings are specifically related to the 
crystal phase of the material and thus provide a means of structural identification. In 
darkfield imaging, the image is formed by scattered electrons. Darkfield imaging is often 
accompanied by the use of an annular detector in scanning TEM (STEM) mode, in which 
the annular detector will only detect those electrons which are diffracted through a 
defined solid angle, although the exact contrast mechanisms are very complex and angle-
dependent. Depending on whether this angle is low (Low Angle Annular Dark Field, 
LAADF) or high (HAADF), detection can be a greater function of the mass of the atoms 
responsible for diffraction. HAADF imaging was used to improve contrast compared to 
bright field images for core/shell structures. This approach was successfully used to 
distinguish, for example, PbSe/CdSe core/shell structures in which the deflection of the 
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electron beam by the Pb atoms is substantially greater than by the Cd atoms at the high-
angle of the annular detector.105 
An example of LAADF imaging applied to CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod structures is 
shown in Figure 2.8. In this case, bright field imaging and even HAADF do not always 
distinguish the core and shell, which differ only by the chalcogenide. However, the 
LAADF image shows much different contrast between the CdSe core and the CdS shell 
which allows for a statistical analysis of core locations. This is due to the fact that 
LAADF is more sensitive to lattice strain induced by the three-dimensional epitaxial 
interface of the core/shell. For example, LAADF has previously been used to detect the 
strain fields arising from oxygen vacancies that cause local static displacements.106 
Similarly, in this case, subtle lattice displacements alter the contrast of diffusely-scattered 
electrons. By collecting LAADF images of reaction aliquots at different times, the growth 
rates of specific facets and the location of the core within the core/shell can be obtained. 
 
Figure 2.8 LAADF image of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystals in which the polar 
“bullet” termination of the nanorod shell and the brighter CdSe core nanocrystals are 
apparent. Image courtesy of Aaron Johnston-Peck (private communication). 
For three-dimensional nanomaterials, tomography can be used to reconstruct the 
three-dimensional shape of a nanoparticle rather than rely on the assortment of 
projections available in a typical brightfield image.107 This has been particularly 
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instructive in demonstrating the shape of samples in which the available two-dimensional 
projections do not obviously indicate the particle shape. Another technique which has 
been applied specifically to CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod heterostructures is exit-wave 
reconstruction.108 By observing the change of phase and amplitude of the electron wave 
transmitted through a sample, a three-dimensional model of a crystal can be obtained. In 
particular, it was shown that CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod structures have two tapered ends with 
different polarity. The (002ത) direction forms a sharper tapered end and the (002) direction 
forms a blunt end. Exit wave reconstruction also determined that the faceting on the side 
walls of the rod is non-polar and composed primarily of three longer facets and three 
shorter facets (with somewhat rounded vertices) in a distorted hexagon profile. 
2.4.2 Atomistic X-ray Simulation using the Debye Equation* 
X-ray scattering in conjunction with simulation can act as a compliment to electron 
microscopy for the analysis of nanocrystal phase and composition.109,110 The basis for this 
simulation is the Debye formula, described by the formula’s namesake in 1915, which 
allows calculation of the X-ray scattering intensity at arbitrary angle for any set of 
atomistic coordinates.111,112 This formula has since been utilized for the analysis of X-ray 
scattering from nanosized crystallites,110,113–118 as well as the analysis of scattering from 
proteins, polymers, and other macromolecules.119–121 
The q-dependent X-ray diffraction intensity, I(q), is calculated using the Debye 
equation 2.1:109 
ܫሺݍሻ ൌ ܫ଴෍෍ܨ௠ܨ௡
sinሺݍݎ௠௡ሻ
ݍݎ௠௡௡௠
 
(2.1) 
where I0 is the incident intensity,  q = 4π sinθ / λ is the scattering parameter for X-rays of 
wavelength λ diffracted through the angle θ, rmn is the distance between atoms m and n, 
with atomic form factors Fm and Fn, respectively. Atomic form factors are calculated 
                                                            
*This work (sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) was developed over several publications with the X-ray simulation 
code and methodology submitted for publication as: T.R. Gordon, B.T. Diroll, T. Paik, V.V.T. Doan-
Nguyen, C.B. Murray. Charaterization of Shape and Monodispersity of Anisotropic Nanocrystals through 
Atomistic X-ray Scattering Simulation. Under review. 
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from Cromer-Mann coefficients.122–124 To improve calculation time, the Debye equation 
is discretized by binning identical distances to give the following equation 2.2:125  
ܫሺݍሻ ൌ
ܫ଴
ݍ
෍෍ܨ௠ܨ௡
ߩሺݎ௠௡ሻ
ݎ௠௡
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(2.2) 
where ρ(rmn) is the multiplicity of each unique distance rmn in the structure. Thermal 
vibrations distort the diffraction pattern due to uncertainty in the atomic positions and 
these are simulated by multiplication of the atomic form factors by a temperature factor, 
which has the Debye-Waller factor B as the input: 
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(2.3) 
where and ai, bi and c are the Cromer-Mann coefficients.123 Particle size distribution is 
incorporated using a probability distribution of particle sizes which is reasonable for the 
sample, typically Gaussian or log-normal, which appear very similar at small size 
dispersions. The simulated X-ray pattern of each atomistic model size is then summed in 
a Gaussian distribution to obtain an ensemble simulation. A code which can implement 
the Debye function on a series of atomically-defined nanocrystals with a given shape and 
composition was developed over many publications and several years.50,92,126,127 
There are two angular regimes of X-ray scattering which may be used to 
characterize dispersed species, such as NCs, biomolecules and polymers, which are 
categorized as small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray scattering 
(WAXS). SAXS encompasses the q range of roughly < 1 Å-1. In assemblies of NCs, this 
angular range is useful for probing superlattice structures or nearest neighbor 
distances.109,128 In a dilute homogeneous solution, where the structure factor does not 
contribute strongly to scattering, SAXS is a measurement of the form factor of the NC, 
although the signal at very small angles is associated with interparticle potentials in 
solution.129–131 This particle form factor represents the Fourier transform of the particle 
shape, and has been solved analytically for some morphologies (e.g. ellipsoid, infinitely 
long rod, etc.), assuming that the particle has uniform electron density.129 On the other 
hand, this is a clear oversimplification, as colloidal particles are composed of 
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arrangements of atoms with non-uniform electron density and truncation at defined lattice 
sites, especially prominent for small NCs, which do not conform to ideal shapes. Both 
phenomena result in smearing of the form factor.109 In addition, most colloid 
morphologies are not solved analytically, forcing researchers to use a similar morphology 
in analysis (e.g. ellipsoid for rod, sphere for cube, etc.), limiting the accuracy of the 
particle dimensions and distribution parameters retrieved.  
WAXS covers the larger q and 2θ angular range corresponding to the interatomic 
distances present in a material.  WAXS is an indispensable method to identify the 
crystalline structure of NCs. Although the peaks are broad at small particle size due to 
Scherrer broadening, patterns are typically indexed against bulk crystal patterns. Less 
appreciated is that WAXS patterns are quite sensitive to NC morphology, as the intensity 
and breadth of each peak are highly dependent on the number of each contributing atomic 
plane.62,64 Although not the focus of this work, WAXS data and atomistic simulations can 
also describe the diffraction from defective or strained nanocrystalline materials.132,133 On 
the other hand, WAXS patterns, particularly of anisotropic NCs, are subject to the effects 
of preferred orientation, in which NCs organize anisotropically upon deposition onto a 
flat substrate, complicating interpretation of the particle shape. 
The Debye equation provides a method by which a self-consistent atomisitic 
model can be constructed for NCs by simulating both WAXS and SAXS simultaneously. 
The NC sample is first characterized through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to 
identify the likely morphology, average particle size, and approximate size distribution. 
Then, an atomistic model is developed based on the crystal structure identified by a 
WAXS measurement and the appropriate morphology. Finally, the Debye function is 
used to generate both a SAXS and a WAXS pattern for the atomistic model along with a 
distribution. The advantages of this approach include the capacity of SAXS and WAXS 
to quickly provide a bulk measurement of average NC morphology, which overcomes the 
potential biases of microscopy, and the ability to easily simulate the scattering pattern of 
materials with arbitrary shape. 
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Figure 2.9 SAXS and WAXS (open circles) patterns with atomistic X-ray simulation 
(solid red) for (a) PbSe spheres, (b) CdSe nanorods, (c) PbTe cuboctahedra, (d) anatase 
bipyramids, (e) PbSe cubes, (f) GdF3 plates, (g) CdO octahedral, (h) prolate CdSe 
ellipsoids, and (i) PbSe nanorods. A TEM image of the PbSe nanorod sample appears 
above. 
Nine SAXS/WAXS patterns for NCs (black circles) along with Debye function 
simulations (red lines) are presented in Figure 2.9. As expected, spherical PbSe NCs in 
Figure 1a exhibit a classic pattern in the SAXS regime indicative of a spherical Bessel 
function. In addition to simulating the mean diameter of the NC, the SAXS pattern of an 
ensemble must be simulated using an ensemble distribution, as particles of different size 
dampen the pattern. To accomplish this, simulations are performed for many NC 
diameters spanning the mean value, typically by at least two standard deviations, which 
are then Gaussian-weighted and summed. Although a Gaussian distribution is used here, 
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any distribution function that accurately models the particle size distribution can be used. 
Many common distributions (e.g. log-normal, gamma) result in very similar patterns at 
small distributions in particle size.  
In addition to spherical NCs, which may be fit using analytical solutions, Figure 1 
also depicts a diverse array of NC shapes which have be simulated using our method: 
12.8±1.3 nm x 4.3±0.4 nm CdSe rods (Figure 1b), 11.3±0.7 nm PbTe cuboctahedra 
(Figure 1c) 18.0±2.7 nm long x 10.0±1.5 nm wide truncated anatase bipyramids (Figure 
1d), 12.1±1.1 nm PbSe cubes (Figure 1e), 34.5±1.6 nm tip-to-tip x 2.1±0.1 nm thick 
rhombic plates of GdF3 (Figure 1f), 61.0±3.4 nm octahedra of CdO (Figure 1g), 4.4±0.7 
nm prolate CdSe ellipsoids with aspect ratio 1.4 (Figure 1h), and 14.6±1.3 nm long x 
5.3±0.5 nm diameter PbSe rods (Figure 1i). An analytical solution for each of these 
shapes is unavailable, but they are reasonably simulated with atomistic scattering models. 
The monodispersity of the samples varies from ~5% (CdO octahedra) to 15% (TiO2 
truncated bipyramids). For the samples presented in Figure 1, percent deviation in size is 
applied isotropically along all axes of the structure, which approximates the distributions 
well. However, some samples, such as atomically-flat sheets,134 may show uncorrelated 
dispersions along different growth directions and these can be simulated by applying 
direction-specific dispersions. 
Distinguishing particular shapes of NCs from the X-ray scattering patterns alone 
is not recommended; X-ray simulation should be used to provide a statistically-valid 
estimate of size, shape, and monodisperisty. However, certain shapes, such as the 
nanorods shown in Figure 2.9b are relatively easily distinguished from the X-ray 
scattering pattern because the peak intensities and line broadening of the diffraction peaks 
are quite distinct from the bulk. The nanorods in Figure 1i are further distinguished as 
anisotropic by the two distinct contributions  to broadening of the signal at 29.1° in 2θ. 
However, similar shapes such as spheres and cuboctahedra, as in Figures 2.9a and 2.9c, 
show very similar scattering patterns in the 10 nm size range; TEM is important to 
distinguish between these shapes.  
In all cases except for the PbSe nanorods, the NCs are shaped in a manner 
commensurate with the underlying symmetry of the atomic crystal. For example, wurtzite 
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CdSe grows preferentially along the hexagonal c-axis to form elongated rods or cubic 
NCs (e.g. PbE, CdO) show varying truncation along (100) and (111) facets to generate 
shapes from cubes to cuboctahedra to octahedra.  
PbSe nanorods, which form by oriented attachment of smaller crystallites,68 
represent a rarer situation in which the underlying symmetry of the crystal structure is not 
preserved in the particle shape. This is also apparent in the powder and simulated X-ray 
patterns from the distinctive (200) reflection at 29.1° in 2θ, which shows both a sharp 
reflection from the nanorod long axis and a broader reflection from the short axes. The 
sharp (200) reflection unambiguously identifies the (100) as the direction of oriented 
attachment in PbSe nanorods. 
2.4.3 Experimental Considerations of X-ray Scattering Measurements 
Atomistic X-ray simulation is a powerful tool for NC size and shape determination, but it 
cannot be applied without appropriate data. Both Guinier and Klug and Alexander 
provide extensive information on sample preparation for the best measurements.112,129,135 
Resolution, especially important in the ringing patterns of SAXS measurements, is 
strongly affected by the X-ray beam size according to well-known slit 
functions.129Resolution is primarily a function of the experimental apparatus in use. As 
catalogued by Guinier,129 the physical size of the X-ray beam (or the sample) will often 
limit the angular resolution of an X-ray experiment according to slit functions. 
Experiments performed with larger slit sources (Figure 2.10a, blue) show SAXS patterns 
that have severely dampened features. Using a pinhole source removes much of the 
smearing of a slit source (green), although subtle improvements can be achieved by 
making the pinhole smaller, as is shown in the comparison of the synchrotron source 
(black), which is smaller than the laboratory pinhole source and consequently shows 
slightly sharper valley features in the SAXS pattern. 
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Figure 2.10 (a) SAXS patterns from bismuth nanocrystals dispersed in a polyvinylbutyral 
matrix taken with a synchrotron source (black), a pinhole laboratory source (green), and a 
slit laboratory source (blue). The X-ray scattering simulation fit is shown with the solid 
red line and a TEM image of the sample is inset. (b) WAXS patterns of TiO2 nanorods 
prepared in solution (black) with the X-ray scattering simulated fit (red), drop-cast 
(green), and spin-coated (blue). 
For proper simulation measurements, samples must be randomly dispersed and 
well-separated. Achieving truly random dispersions of anisotropic particles is particularly 
difficult due to the strong alignment preferences when dried on planar substrates. An 
example of three different deposition conditions are shown in Figure 2.10b: a solution of 
particles in a capillary (black, with red fit), a drop-cast sample (green), and spin-coated 
(blue). The three scattering patterns show substantially different relative intensities, but 
only the solution data is completely representative of the ensemble. Many instruments 
rotate samples in front of the X-ray beam to achieve randomly-oriented samples. A 
simpler solution is to study the nanocrystals samples as dispersions, either in solutions 
within sealed capillaries or dispersed in a solid polymeric matrix. In both cases, the 
background scattering should ideally be both low and reproducible, so that the 
contribution to the X-ray scattering is minimal and easily subtracted. 
Data taken from solution (black) is readily fit by the simulated X-ray pattern for 
anatase TiO2 nanorods, which shows an intense (004) peak at 38.4° in 2θ, indicating that 
the nanorods grow along the anatase c-axis. This peak is attenuated in both the spin-
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coated and drop-cast samples due to preferential alignment of the nanorods in the plane 
of the substrate. Consistent with the idea that atomistic simulation offers more 
information than simply matching the bulk scattering pattern of a given material, the 
atomistic simulation of anatase nanorods diverges from the peak intensities of bulk 
anatase powders, in particular reflecting the elongated c-axis of the nanorod. In bulk 
powders, the (101) peak at 25.7° in 2θ is the most intense reflection with the (004) peak 
having only 14% of the (101) intensity. To obtain quantitative orientation information, 
the solution pattern and its matching simulation, not the bulk powder data, is the 
appropriate null signal. Using the atomistic simulation pattern, we estimate that the 
vertical fraction of nanorods is negligible for the spin-coated film and roughly 40% less 
than expected for an isotropic solution in the drop-cast film. Straightforward comparison 
of the bulk scattering peak intensities and the raw data of the drop-cast film would 
suggest that the film has a strong preference for vertical alignment, whereas the opposite 
is true. 
2.5 Experimental Details of Syntheses 
2.5.1 Wurtzite and Zinc Blende CdSe Quantum Dots 
Wurtzite CdSe quantum dots were prepared following a modified literature procedure by 
loading a 125 mL three-neck flask with 18.0 g trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), 
1.67 g octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA), and 360 mg CdO (99.99%). The flask was 
heated to 120 °C, held under vacuum 10 minutes (~1 Torr), then heated under nitrogen to 
300°C until the solution became transparent. The flask was cooled again to 140 °C and 
held under vacuum 1 hour to remove water formed in the dissolution of CdO. Under 
nitrogen, the reaction was heated to 360 °C (or another desired set point) and 11.2 mL of 
trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%) was injected. Separately, 348 mg Se powder (99.99%) was 
dissolved in 2.7 mL TOP by stirring overnight. At 360 °C, the TOPSe solution was 
swiftly injected into the reaction flask and the temperature maintained at 355 °C for 3 
minutes. This yielded wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals roughly 3.5 nm in size. To make larger 
nanocrystals, nucleation was suppressed by injecting into a rapidly ramping solution at 
lower temperature (e.g. 340 °C for 6.5 nm particles) and holding the reaction at 360 °C 
for 5-10 minutes. To make smaller nanocrystals, nucleation was facilitated by performing 
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the injection at 380 °C and removing the heating mantle source immediately. To make 
particles <2nm, the flask can be cooled rapidly by the careful injection of toluene. 
Purification of the reaction was performed by diluting the reaction (1:1 by volume) with 
toluene, then precipitating the nanocrystals with methanol and centrifugation. The 
samples were subsequently washed with hexanes/methanol, hexanes/ethanol, and 
hexanes/isopropanol mixtures. 
 Zinc blende CdSe quantum dots were prepared using a heating-up method. A 125 
mL three-neck flask was loaded with 275 mg myristic acid (98%), 77 mg CdO (99.99%), 
and 37 mL octadecene, heated to 120 °C and held under vacuum 10 minutes, then heated 
under nitrogen to 280 °C to dissolve the CdO. After turning clear, the reaction vessel was 
cooled to 100 °C and evacuated 30 minutes. 28 mg Se powder was added under nitrogen 
counterflow and the flask was evacuated a further 10 minutes. Then, the reaction was 
heated to 240 °C. Upon reaching the setpoint temperature, the reaction was held 3 
minutes and then a dropwise injection of dried and degassed 4 mL octadecene, 1 mL 
oleylamine, and 1 mL oleic acid was started to last six minutes. The reaction was held at 
240 °C for 30 minutes after the injection finished and then cooled. An alternate method 
for performing this reaction is to generate cadmium myristate independently and rather 
than in situ, which can be achieved by the precipitation of cadmium myristate from basic 
solutions of myristic acid and Cd(NO3)2. This synthesis generates ~3.5 nm CdSe 
particles. Smaller particles can be synthesized through reducing the target temperature 
from 240 °C to 200 °C or 220 °C and injecting the solution of oleic acid, oleylamine, and 
octadecene at once rather than dropwise. To synthesize larger nanocrystals, the 
temperature of the reaction can be raised to 280 °C, after the completion of the synthesis 
described above, and a second dropwise injection of additional cadmium and selenium 
precursors can begin. This secondary injection is an equimolar mixture of 0.5 M 
cadmium oleate in oleic acid and 0.1 M Se dissolved in octadecene, which is achieved by 
holding selenium in octadecene under nitrogen at 280 °C for several hours. Additional 
injections of up to 48 mL overgrowth solution yields particles as large as 8.5 nm. 
 In both cases, the extinction coefficient and concentration of the quantum dot 
samples can be estimated according to literature calibration curves.136 
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2.5.2 CdSe Nanorods and Nanoplates 
Wurtzite nanorods were synthesized following a general protocol similar to that 
developed in the literature.137 A 25 mL three-neck flask was loaded with 520 mg 
tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA) and 4.0 g TOPO (99%) and heated under nitrogen to 
360 °C. Separately, a cadmium nucleation solution was prepared by mixing 340 mg 
dimethyl cadmium in 415 μL of tributylphosphine (TBP, 97%) and a selenium nucleation 
solution was prepared by dissolving 64 mg Se in 1.77 mL TBP. The cadmium stock 
solution was stored in the dark in a glovebox freezer to prevent decomposition. At 360 
°C, the cadmium stock solution was rapidly injected into the reaction pot and 1 minute 
was allowed to elapse, then the selenium nucleation injection was performed. The 
reaction was cooled to 300 °C and stabilized at that temperature for 12-20 minutes before 
cooling by removing the heating mantle. This procedure makes CdSe nanorods of 
approximately 4 nm in diameter and 12-15 nm in length. Additional injections can be 
performed to increase the rod length by sequentially adding injections of 30 mg 
dimethylcadmium in 150 μL TBP followed after 1 minute by 17 mg Se dissolved in 160 
μL TBP. Additional injections can be performed sequentially at 15 minute intervals. 
 Wurtzite CdSe nanoplates were synthesized by a seeded approach used by Rice et 
al.64 The reaction involves evacuation at 115 °C for one hour dissolution of 91 mg CdO 
(99.999%) in 80 mg hexylphosphonic acid (HPA), 290 mg ODPA, and 3.0 g TOPO at 
300 °C and injecting 1.0 mL TOP. Then the reaction was heated to 370 °C. Separately, 
~1x10-7 moles of CdSe nanocrystal seeds, which were prepared as in the wurtzite 
reactions described above, except without purification, were mixed with 30 mg Se 
powder dissolved in 2.0 mL of TOP. The quantum dot/TOPSe solution was swiftly 
injected into the reaction flask at 370 °C and the reaction proceeded after injection for 8 
minutes. Purification was performed by three precipitations with hexanes/ethanol. The 
concentrations of colloidal nanorod solutions could be estimated using literature 
references.138 
 For the synthesis of zinc blende nanoplates, the recipe of Ithurria and Dubertret 
was followed.65 A 25 mL 3-neck flask was loaded with 85 mg cadmium myristate 
(synthesized by the high-temperature dissolution of cadmium oxide in myristic acid and 
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octadecene), 15.0 mL octadecene (90%) and 12 mg Se powder (99.99%) was degassed at 
room temperature for 10 minutes under vacuum. Then, the reaction was heated to 240 °C 
under nitrogen flow and held 10 minutes. As the reaction reached 195 °C, 40 mg 
cadmium acetate dihydrate was swiftly added. The reaction product was isolated by 
precipitation with ethanol, then washed with hexanes/ethanol mixtures. 
2.5.3 CdSe/CdS Core/Shell and CdSe/CdS/ZnS Core/Shell/Shell Heterostructures 
Synthesis of CdSe/CdS core/shell heterostructures followed literature protocols with 
small variations. Typically, 12.0 g TOPO (99%), 1.12 g ODPA, 320 mg HPA, and 240 
mg cadmium oxide were heated under vacuum to 120 °C, held 30 minutes, then heated to 
300 °C under nitrogen until the reaction media became clear. The vessel was cooled to 
140 °C and held under vacuum for 1 hour, then heated under nitrogen to the desired 
injection temperature, usually 360 °C. 7.0 mL of TOP (90%) was added once the reaction 
reached 300 °C and the temperature was allowed to recover. Separately, the sulfur stock 
solution was made by dissolving a stoichiometric amount of sulfur in TOP. 2 mL TOPS 
stock, 2 mL TOP, and ~1x10-7 moles of CdSe quantum dot seeds (mixed into the 
TOP/TOPS solution with from a small amount of hexanes) was added to the injection 
solution. This injection solution was rapidly injected into the reaction flask at 360 °C and 
the reaction allowed to proceed typically for 5 minutes before the heating mantle was 
removed to cool the reaction. To synthesize multipod structures, zinc blende seeds were 
used, although these materials will transform in situ to wurtzite if their size is too small. 
Although not employed in this work, smaller cubic nanocrystal seeds can be stabilized 
with short-chain alkylphosphonic acids.139 To adjust the size (length) of the nanorods 
formed in these reactions, smaller numbers of seeds, longer reaction times, and more 
TOPS yield long rods; the opposite yields shorter rods. 
 To purify, the reaction pot was diluted with toluene (50% of reaction volume) and 
precipitated with methanol. The centrifuged pellet was redispersed with hexanes, 100 μL 
oleic acid, and 100 μL of oleylamine, then precipitated with isopropanol. This was 
repeated until there was no white pellet, which occurs from unreacted and insoluble 
cadmium phosphonate complexes. Finally, the reaction was dispersed in pure hexanes, 
precipitated with isopropanol, then redispersed in hexanes. To improved size uniformity, 
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particularly in samples with aspect ratios over 10, size-selective precipitation could also 
be performed using isopropanol as an antisolvent. Only enough isopronanol was added to 
induce pearlescence in the dispersion, which is an indication of nanorod aggregation into 
liquid crystalline assemblies. 
 To synthesize quasi-isotropic core/shell nanocrystals by seeded growth, a slightly 
different literature procedure to that described above was used.140 Instead of phosphonic 
acids used to dissolve the CdO, oleic acid was used. In place of phosphonic acids, 1.6 mL 
oleic acid was used. The shell thickness was tuned by adding fewer seed particles or more 
TOPS for thicker shells. The reaction was performed at 330 °C for 2-6 minutes. 
 Low temperature overcoating was effected using a three neck reaction flask with 
10.0 g TOPO (90%) and 5.0 g hexadecylamine (90%) mixed with 100 nmol of cores, 
degassed at 100 °C for 1 hour and then heated under nitrogen to the desired growth 
temperature. Depending on the desired shell composition, an injection solution was 
separately made. For CdS shells that are quasi-spherical, a ~1:1 mole ratio of Cd: S 
precursors (dimethyl cadmium and bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide, respectively) was used and 
the reaction temperature was set to 180 °C. To synthesize anisotropic shells, the 
temperature was set lower (120-160°C) and the ratio of Cd:S was increased to 1:5. To 
synthesize CdZnS shells of ZnS shells, as was performed on quantum dots and nanorods, 
a ratio of 0.2:0.9:1 Cd:Zn:S was used or a ratio of 1.2:1 Zn:S was used, respectively, and 
the reaction temperature was set to 180-220 °C. The zinc precursor was diethyl zinc. For 
example, a rod-in-rod CdSe nanorod sample (half reaction product) was overcoated with 
54 mg diethyl zinc, 15 mg dimethylcadmium, and 90 mg bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide 
dissolved in TOP (90%) and added dropwise at 220 °C. After the injection was finished, 
the reaction vessels were held at 100 °C for a further 2 hours. 
2.5.4 PbE Quantum Dots and Nanorods 
PbS quantum dots were made following the protocol of Hines and Scholes.43 For ~4.5 nm 
particles, a mixture of 6 mL oleic acid (90%), 18 mL of octadecene (90%), and 560 mg 
PbO were heated under vacuum to 125 °C and held for 1 hour. To tune the size of the 
quantum dots, the oleic acid: octadecene ratio was adjusted without changing the total 
volume of the reaction. For smaller particles, a 2:1 stoichiometric ratio of oleic acid: PbO 
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was used; for larger particles, the vessel was loaded with pure oleic acid. Separately, an 
injection solution of 240 μL of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulfide was loaded mixed with 12 mL of 
dried and degassed octadecene. After the reaction vessel was evacuated it was placed 
under nitrogen and the injection solution swiftly added. The heating source was 
immediately removed from the flask and it was allowed to cool for purification. Washing 
was normally achieved by precipitations with butanol/ethanol (1) and hexanes/ethanol 
(2). Particles were dispersed in hexanes and at least 1 day allowed for ripening, which is 
reported in the literature. 
 PbSe nanocrystal synthesis followed literature procedures.44,141 For 5.5 nm PbSe 
nanocrystals, 2.67 g PbO was dissolved in 9 mL oleic acid and 60 mL octadecene at 
120°C under vacuum for 1 hour. After turning clear, the solution was heated to 180 °C 
whereupon 24 mL of 1 M TOPSe solution (prepared by mixing Se pellets in TOP 
overnight) mixed with 207 μL of diphenylphosphine (DPP, 97%) was rapidly injected. 
The reaction temperature was maintained at 160°C for 20 minutes, then cooled by 
removing the heating mantle. The reaction product was precipitated with ethanol and 
washed two more times with hexanes/ethanol mixtures. Significant batch-dependence 
was observed for the phosphines in the synthesis and the protocol was re-optimized for 
different sizes. To obtain larger PbSe nanocrystals, typically smaller amounts of DPP 
were added to the injection solution to suppress nucleation and the reaction was run for 
longer times. To obtain smaller PbSe nanocrystals, the amount of DPP in the injection 
was increased, the temperature of the injection and growth also typically was decreased 
by 20 °C, and the reaction time was decreased (e.g. 3 minutes). 
 PbTe quantum dots and cuboctahedra were produced following a literature 
protocol with modifications.45 A stock solution of 0.75 M Te in TOP was prepared by 
mixing tellurium shot (99.999%) in TOP (90%) overnight. A three-neck flask was loaded 
with 670 mg Pb oxide (99.99%), 2.0 mL oleic acid (90%), and 20.0 mL octadecene 
(90%) and heated under vacuum to 125 °C and held 1 hour, turning clear. To synthesize 
larger cuboctahedra, the flask was heated under nitrogen to 195 °C and 4.0 mL of Te 
solution rapidly injected into the flask. The temperature was maintained at 175-180 °C 
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for 2 minutes and 30 seconds, then cooled with a water bath. The reaction product was 
purified as with PbSe. 
 A literature recipe67 was followed to obtain undulated nanowires of PbSe, but 
arrested by cooling the reaction flask after injection. To synthesize nanowires two 
reaction pots were prepared. The first was loaded with 2.0 mL oleic acid, 10 mL diphenyl 
ether (97%), and 760 mg lead acetate trihydrate (99.99%), cycled with nitrogen and 
vacuum three times, then heated under nitrogen to 150 °C for 30 minutes, then cooled to 
60 °C. A vent needle was used to allow elimination of water and acetic acid. In the 
second pot was 15 mL diphenyl ether, heated under nitrogen to 250 °C for 30 minutes. 
To the first solution was slowly added 4 mL of 0.167 M Se in TOP solution (prepared by 
diluting a 1 M solution). Then, the contents of the first solution were taken up into a 
syringe and rapidly injected into the second reaction flask which was held at 240 °C. The 
temperature dropped rapidly to ~170 °C and the heating mantle was removed after 1 
minute. The reaction product contained both nanowires and cubes of PbSe. The cubes 
were isolated by dispersing the reaction products in hexanes and centrifuging twice at 
4000 rpm for 3 minutes to remove insoluble nanowires. The cubes were subsequently 
precipitated with isopropanol. 
 PbSe nanorods were prepared somewhat differently than the above. First, a 
solution of 1 M Se in tris(diethylamino)phosphine (TDP, 97%) was prepared from 
distilled TDP. Before distillation, which was carried out under mild vacuum, the TDP 
was heated to 210 °C and held 2 hours, forming a brownish-yellow liquid. The distilled 
product was clear. Second, 40 mL of octadecene (90%) and 30 mL of oleic acid (90%) 
were combined with 10.0 g PbO (99.999%) and heated under vacuum at 130 °C for 2 
hours, becoming clear. The contents of the flask were transferred to a nitrogen-filled 
glovebox and allowed to solidify overnight. A white solid was formed and the product 
centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 5 minutes to isolate the pellet. The pellet was subsequently 
washed with anhydrous acetone, carefully breaking up the pellet before centrifuging 
again to precipitate. This was repeated 6 times. After the last three times, the white pellet 
was dried under vacuum for 1 hour and ground into a fine powder. 
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 The reaction to synthesize PbSe nanorods was performed in a Schlenck tube 
heated with an oil bath to 130-145 °C. Typically, 5.4 mL dried and degassed octadecene 
(90%) and 770 mg lead oleate powder were loaded into a Schlenck tube under nitrogen. 
The tube was heated to 140 °C and allowed to stabilize, then 3 mL of 1 M Se in TDP 
solution was rapidly injected, the temperature adjusted to 130 °C and the reaction 
allowed to proceed for 8-15 minutes. The precise time of the reaction depends on the 
purity of the oleate precursor; insufficient washing led to shorter reaction times and more 
branching of the nanorods. Purification was performed with isopropanol precipitation 
followed by size-selective purification with isopropanol to obtain even more 
monodisperse products. 
2.5.5 Anatase Nanorods and Bipyramids 
Synthesis of anatase TiO2 nanorods followed a modified literature protocol.142 It was 
found that aging of the titanium precursor adversely affected the quality of rods obtained 
in the synthesis; to obtain better size- and shape-monodisperse rods, titanium (IV) 
isopropoxide precursor was distilled under vacuum. 30 mL of 1-octadecene and 25 mmol 
of oleic acid were placed in a 125 mL flask and degassed for 1 hour at 120 °C.  Then, 
under nitrogen, 5 mmol of titanium (IV) isopropoxide (98%+) were injected into the flask 
and it was quickly heated to 260 °C.  Once at 260°C, 2.5 mL of oleylamine (70%) was 
quickly injected and the solution dropped in temperature. The reaction was then heated at 
260 °C for 1 hour. The nanorods were washed several times with acetone and redispersed 
with hexanes. 
 Synthesis of anatase bipyramids followed literature procedures exactly. 10 mL 
octadecene (90%) and 30 mmol oleylamine (70%) were combined with 0.48 mL oleic 
acid (90%) and evacuated at 120 °C for 1 hour, then cooled under nitrogen to 60 °C. 
Separately, stock solutions of 0.2 M TiCl4 (99.99%) and 0.2 M TiF4 in solutions of 1 M 
oleic acid in octadecene were prepared in a nitrogen filled glovebox. The TiF4 solution 
was prepared by stirring overnight at 80 °C. A 1:1 mixture by volume of the two stock 
solutions was prepared and 1.5 mL injected into the reaction pot at 60 °C under nitrogen. 
The reaction flask was then rapidly heated to 290 °C and held 10 minutes. After 10 
minutes, a dropwise injection of 8 mL of the 1:1 stock mixture at 0.3 mL/min was 
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performed, after which the flask was cooled to room temperature. The reaction product 
was washed with toluene and precipitated, then redispersed in toluene with the addition 
of 10 μL of oleylamine, and precipitated with isopropanol. The product was washed again 
with toluene/isopropanol and dispersed in hexanes. 
2.5.6 Bismuth Nanocrystals 
Bismuth nanocrystals were synthesized following a modified literature procedure,54 
although it was found that commercially-sourced precursors were of substantially-lower 
quality than those which could be readily synthesized.143 To synthesize Li[N(SiMe3)2], 
4.25 mL hexamethyldisilathiane (98%) was loaded into a nitrogen-charged flask cooled 
to 0 °C using an ice bath. To this flask was slowly added 12.5 mL of a butyl lithium 
solution (Acros, 1.6 M in hexanes) and then the reaction flask was allowed to stir for 1 
hour, slowly heating to room temperature. After 1 hour, the flask was placed under 
vaccum to remove volatile species, isolating a white powder. To synthesize the bismuth 
precursor, Bi[N(SiMe3)2]3, this powder was dispersed in 20 mL dry ethyl ether and cooled 
to 0 °C with an ice bath. To this reaction solution was slowly added 1.037 g BiCl3 
(99.999%) suspended in 5.0 mL dry tetrahydrofuran and 20.0 mL diethyl ether. The 
receiving flask started looking milky white and became a pale yellow. It was stirred for 1 
hour, slowly warming to room temperature. The flask was held under vacuum 1 hour to 
remove volatile species, then redisolved in anhydrous pentane and centrifuged to remove 
insoluble precipitates. The resulting yellow supernatant was evaporated carefully to yield 
yellow crystals which were stored in the dark in a glovebox refrigerator. 
 Bismuth nanocrystals were synthesized by adding 20 mL oleylamine (70%) to a 
flask and degassing at 130 °C for 1 hour. Separately, 140 mg Bi[N(SiMe3)2]3 and 170 mg 
Li[N(SiMe3)2] were co-dissolved in 2 mL dry toluene and injected rapidly into the 
reaction flask which was placed under nitrogen. The heating mantle was removed 
immediately from the reaction, which was additionally cooled by the injection of 20 mL 
of dry toluene after 30 s. Once the reaction vessel reached ~60 °C, 1 mL of oleic acid was 
injected and the reaction stirred an additional 5 minutes. Oleic acid injections improve the 
long-term stability of the Bi nanocrystals versus those of amine ligands. The reaction 
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product was subsequently precipitated using ethanol, redispersed in chloroform and 
precipitated with ethanol again, then redispersed in hexanes. 
2.5.7 Metal Ferrite Nanocrystals 
Metal ferrite nanocrystals were synthesized according to literature procedures.56,144,145 
First, purified metal oleates were formed by reaction of the metal chloride salts with 
sodium oleate in a biphasic mixture of water and hexanes. For mixed metal ferrites, 
mixed oleates were used. For example, MnFe2O4 cubes were synthesized by loading a 
flask with 3.6 g of 1:2 manganese and iron(III) oleate, 1.0 mL oleic acid (90%), and 20.0 
mL octadecene (90%) and heated to 315 °C at 3.3 °C/minute, then held 60 minutes. 
2.5.8 Transparent Conducting Oxides 
To synthesize transparent conducting oxide nanocrystals, a literature protocol developed 
in several publications was followed.92,103 A reaction flask was loaded with 1 mmol total 
metal content, which for a typical synthesis might comprise 0.9 mmol cadmium 
acetylacetonate (98%) and 0.1 mmol indium acetate (99%). In addition to the metal, 3 
mmol oleic acid (90%) and 30 mL octadecene was added and the flask was heated under 
vacuum to 130 °C and held for 1 hour. Then, under nitrogen, the flask was heated to the 
reflux temperature of the reaction pot (316 °C). To synthesize smaller nanocrystals, 
nucleation was facilitated by adding less oleic acid; to synthesize larger nanocrystals 
more was added (e.g. a range of 2.3 mmol to 10 mmol). To synthesize octahedral 
nanocrystals, the reaction pot was held at 300 °C. After prolonged heating at the desired 
temperature a color change from clear to brown/green would occur in the reaction flask 
indicating the burst nucleation of nanocrystals. The reaction temperature was maintained 
for a further 30 minutes, then cooled to room temperature. Purification was by diluting 
the vessel with toluene (50 volume%) and adding isopropanol. Many times this generated 
a darkly-colored liquid rather than a pellet. The clear supernatant phase was carefully 
decanted and the colored phase diluted again with toluene and treated with isopropanol. 
Then, the pellet was dispersed in toluene and centrifuged to remove metallic precipitates 
generated in the reaction, which precipitated. The nanocrystal-containing supernatant was 
decanted into a new centrifuge tube and precipitated with isopropanol and redispersed in 
hexanes. 
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2.5.9 Gold Nanoparticles 
Gold nanocrystals were synthesized following a literature protocol.146 In a single flask 
were combined 10 mL 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronapthalene (tetralin, 95%), 10 mL oleylamine 
(80-90%), and 100 mg of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate. The contents were stirred 
in air for 10 minutes at room temperature. Then a reducing solution of 5 mmol tert-
butylamine triborane, 1.0 mL oleylamine, and 1.0 mL tetralin was prepared by sonication 
and injected into the reaction flask. The reaction was allowed to stir for 1 hour, then the 
reaction was precipitated with acetone and washed again with hexanes/isopropanol. To 
stabilize the nanocrystals and for the purposes of self-assembly, the oleylamine ligands 
were exchanged with dodecane thiol. Unlike most of the samples otherwise highlighted 
in this work, gold nanoparticles are polycrystalline with several twinning planes. 
2.5.10 GdF3 Nanocrystals 
Gadolinium fluoride nanocrystals were synthesized according to a literature report.126 A 
125 mL flask was loaded with 2 mmol gadolinium trifluoroacetate (formed by dissolving 
gadolinium oxide in trifluoroacetic acid), 6 mmol lithium fluoride (99.98%), 30 mL oleic 
acid (90%), and 30 mL octadecene (90%). The reaction was heated to 125 °C and held 
under vacuum 1 hour, then heated to 290 °C under nitrogen atmosphere and held for 4 
hours, then cooled to room temperature. The reaction product was precipitated with 
ethanol, washed again with hexanes/ethanol, redispersed in hexanes and centrifuged to 
remove LiF salt. The clear supernatant was carefully extracted to isolate the nanocrystals 
from residual LiF salt, which precipitated. 
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3 OPTICAL ANISOTROPY OF ANISOTROPIC 
COLLOIDAL NANOCRYSTALS* 
3.1 Motivations for Developing Polarized Optical Materials 
Polarized emission from semiconducting nanorods has been the subject of experimental 
and theoretical attention since initial reports of well-controlled synthesis.62 One-
dimensional nanostructures offer potential as bright, polarized light sources, which can be 
exploited to control light propagation in light-emitting147,148 and photonic elements,4 
increase information content of bioimaging,16,149,150 and offer tests for theoretical 
descriptions of quantum-confinement151,152 and exciton fine structure.153,154   Anisotropic 
nanocrystals have demonstrated enhanced performance in photovoltaic cells as they more 
effectively bridge the length disparities of charge separation and charge collection. 
Polarized optical properties are a unique result of size and shape control at the nanometer 
length-scale: the properties of nanorods differ substantially from CdSe  quantum dots and 
larger crystals.155 They have been exploited to generate polarized LEDs, which may 
provide a substantially less wasteful method of making light for display applications, 
which currently only use specific polarizations. The variety of direct band-gap colloidal 
nanorods has expanded from CdSe to include other II-VI,156,157 III-V,158 IV-VI,60,68 and 
core-shell structures,76,77,159 greatly expanding the energy range and chemical versatility 
for potential applications. 
3.2 Quantum Confinement and Optical Anisotropy 
The first report of high-quality CdSe nanorods demonstrated linear polarization of 
emission along the rods’ long axes using a stretched polymer film.62 Polarized emission 
of CdSe nanorods was subsequently studied using single particle fluorescence 
spectroscopy, finding photoluminescence polarizations, ܲ ൌ ൫ܫԡ െ ୄܫ ൯/൫ܫԡ ൅ ୄܫ ൯, of up to 
0.86.160 Atomic force microscopy measurements and fluorescence polarization 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, T. Dadosh, A. Koschitzky, Y.E. Goldman, C.B. Murray. 
Interpreting the Energy-Dependent Anisotropy of Colloidal Nanorods Using Ensemble and Single-Particle 
Spectroscopy. J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117 (45), 23928-23937. Copyright 2013. American Chemical 
Society. 
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measurements on single nanorods show that the maximum of emission polarization lies 
along the nanorod long axis.161  The relationship of emission polarization to the nanorod 
geometry is typically explained by exciton fine structure. CdSe nanorods form in the 
hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure of CdSe, with the long-axis of the nanorod growing 
along the c-axis of the crystal.62 Similar to quantum dots, CdSe nanorods comparable in 
size to the Bohr exciton radius of CdSe show absorption features arising from quantum 
confinement but in only two dimensions. In ensembles, size heterogeneity leads to 
inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption features. For single nanorods, each 
absorption feature consists of several closely-spaced electronic states accounting for the 
allowed energies of a photogenerated electron-hole pairs (excitons). The lowest excited 
state of CdSe nanocrystals, which is responsible for photoluminescence, has a well-
studied exciton fine structure. The exciton fine structure of the lowest excited state of 
CdSe consists of eight states defined numerically by the total angular momentum of the 
exciton (hole plus electron). They are ±2, ±1L, ±1U, 0L, and 0U, of where the superscripts 
denote upper (U) and lower (L) states of the same momenta and + and – indicate spin 
handedness.162 The ±2 and 0L are optically forbidden transitions not expected to 
contribute significantly to room temperature emission. 
Photoluminescence derives from radiative relaxation of the exciton fine structure 
states to the ground state according to the oscillator strength of the transitions weighted 
by the excited state populations. For CdSe nanocrystals, room temperature emission is a 
mixture of recombination from the 0U excitonic state, with photons linearly polarized 
along the wurtzite c-axis, and the ±1 state, with photons circularly polarized in the ab 
plane.155,163–166 In CdSe nanorods, photoluminescence polarized along the wurtzite c-
axis—the nanorod long axis—dominates the ±1 transitions, whereas in CdSe quantum 
dots the opposite pattern is true.151,154,165,166 Theory and experiment suggest that both the 
oscillator strength and the population of the 0U excitonic state explain this phenomenon. 
Shabaev and Efros show the oscillator strength of the linearly-polarized transitions 
increases with aspect ratio and that the anisotropic dielectric environment of the nanorod 
further increases the dominance of linearly-polarized emission.151 Separately, 
measurements of single CdSe nanorod photoluminescence at low temperature show high 
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polarization (>0.95) of one feature attributed to 0-state recombination and a shortening of 
the photoluminescence lifetime at 5 K compared to 80 K.153 This suggests that the lowest 
excitonic state, with the highest population fraction, is not the forbidden ±2 state, as in 
quantum dots,162 but is rather an optically-allowed transition of linear polarization. As the 
exciton fine structure depends on the shape of the lattice at the nanometer length scale, 
linear photoluminescence of CdSe nanorods may be considered a confinement effect  
similar to the change in the band-gap energy with size. 
Nanorod absorption polarization receives less attention and remains less thoroughly 
understood. Although the emission profile and polarization remains fixed regardless of 
the energy of excitation, the polarization of nanorod absorption is sensitive to the 
excitation energy. Two-photon excitation measurements demonstrate a polarized lowest-
energy absorption in CdSe nanorods167 and wavelength-dependent polarization 
measurements of single nanowires show the role of quantum-confined states in 
absorption polarization.168 In this report, we follow the work of Sitt et al., Hadar et al., 
and Tice et al., who analyzed colloidal semiconductor nanorods using the photoselection 
method.161,169,170 There are two potential sources of polarization in CdSe nanorod 
absorption: classical dielectric effects and quantum transition dipoles. The absorption 
cross-section for a transition from a state i to a state f is  
ߪ ן |ۦ݅|݁ · ݎ|݂ۧ|ଶ ൬
ߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠
ሺ1 െ ߙሻߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠ െ ߝ
൰
ଶ
 
(3.1) 
in which ݁ · ݎ  is the transition dipole, εmedium  is the dielectric constant of the 
surroundings, and ε is the dielectric constant of the absorber.171,172 The factor ۦ݅|݁ · ݎ|݂ۧ  
reflects directionality in the state-to-state transition and α is the depolarization factor, 
measuring differential attenuation of incident electric fields caused by a dielectric in 
which ߙԡ ് ߙୄ. (See below) 
The interplay of quantum and classical sources of polarization is much-debated with 
regard to CdSe nanowires,173,174 but measurements of quantum-confined nanowires show 
distinctive polarized excitonic features like those in Figure 3.4.168 A description of 
dielectric absorption anisotropy is given below, but applying dielectric models to low-
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energy transitions is difficult because the full-spectrum dielectric function of nanoscale 
semiconductors is unknown and dielectric models are least relevant to low-energy 
absorptions, where excitations are well-separated and easily distinguishable.169,172 In the 
fitting procedure below, we focus on the low- energy excitations in which transition 
dipoles dictate anisotropy. 
3.3 Ensemble Measurements of Optical Anisotropy 
3.3.1 Theory of Ensemble Anisotropy 
Traditionally, the analytical expression of anisotropy is derived from the angle β between 
the absorption and emission transition dipoles:  ܴ ൌ ଶ
ହ
ቀଷୡ୭ୱ
మ ఉିଵ
ଶ
ቁ. This approach, which 
is common for molecules, presupposes that the absorption and emission properties are 
dipole oscillators. This is not the case for nanorods, which show imperfect polarization 
properties of excitation and emission. If excitation or emission is not strictly dipolar, this 
reduces the measurable value of anisotropy. Derivations of anisotropy from the intensities 
of the absorption and emission can be found in the literature175 with a fuller explanation 
and application to nanorods performed by Sitt et al..169 For convenience, the work of Sitt 
et al is briefly repeated here: A matrix A allows a transformation between laboratory 
coordinates ( ), ,a b c  and the rod axes ( ), ,x y z  using Eulerian angles, 
ܣ ൌ ቎
ܣ௔௫ ܣ௔௬ ܣ௔௭
ܣ௕௫ ܣ௕௬ ܣ௕௭
ܣ௖௫ ܣ௖௬ ܣ௖௭
቏ 
 
(3.2) 
In which the matrix elements A are the projections of the rod coordinate axes on to the 
laboratory axes. In the photoselection experiment, the rods co-aligned with the laboratory 
vertical axis (c) are selectively excited according to  ݌௔௕௦ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ
ሺ1 െ ݎ௭ሻ൫ܣ௖௫
ଶ ൅ ܣ௖௬
ଶ൯ ൅
ݎ௭ܣ௖௭
ଶ, using the definitions of the text. Then, emission is monitored through a polarizer 
in the vertical and horizontal geometries such that ݌௘௠௜ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ
ሺ1 െ ݎ௭ሻ൫ܣ௜௫
ଶ ൅ ܣ௜௬
ଶ൯ ൅
ݎ௭ܣ௜௭
ଶ for axis i. The integrated intensity of the photoselection measurement depends on 
the cross section of both the excitation and the intensity of the emission, according to 
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ܫ௟ ן ׬ ݀߰
ଶగ
଴ ׬ ݀߮
ଶగ
଴ ׬ ݌௔௕௦݌௘௠
௟గ
଴ sin ߠ݀ߠ, with ߮, ߰, and ߠ being the Eulerian angles. 
Anisotropy is determined from ܴ ൌ ூ೎ିூೌ
ூ೎ାଶூೌ
.  
Using Soliellet’s rule,  in which depolarizing effects are multiplied in series to 
obtain the observable anisotropy value, a simpler expression may be obtained.149 Three 
depolarizing effects are assumed: (i) random orientation of the nanorod z-axes selectively 
excited by photoselection, (ii) imperfect absorption polarization described by r or ݎ௭, and 
(iii) imperfect emission polarization described by q or ݍ௭. Photoselection generates the 
ଶ
ହ
 
prefactor from the average of ۃcosଶ ߠۄ.149 Because ݎ௭ and ݍ௭ are the average projection of 
the absorption or emission intensity on to the nanorod z-axis and reduce anisotropy by a 
factor ଷ௥೥ିଵ
ଶ
ൌ ݎ or ଷ௤೥ିଵ
ଶ
ൌ ݍ, similar to the anisotropy of a dipole projected on to 
laboratory axes: ଷۃୡ୭ୱ
మ ఏۄିଵ
ଶ
, in which ߠ is the angle between the dipole axis and the 
vertical laboratory axis. Thus we obtain an expression for the anisotropy in a system with 
a single unique axis combined with planar absorption: 
ܴ ൌ
2
5
ݎݍ ൌ
2
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൬
3ݎ௭ െ 1
2
൰ ൬
3ݍ௭ െ 1
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൰ 
(3.3) 
Either version allows the informative plot shown in Figure 3.1,169 showing the anisotropy 
expected using photoselection with given distributions of absorption and emission 
intensity. The absorption anisotropy of nanorods is largely predicted in quadrant I and the 
anisotropy properties of plates are predicted in quadrant III. 
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Figure 3.1 Contour plots of the expected values of photoselection anisotropy of 
isotropically-oriented cylindrical/ellipsoidal fluorophores plotted for known absorption 
and emission anisotropy. 
3.3.2 Measurements of Ensemble Anisotropy 
This work follows Sitt et al., Hadar et al., and Tice et al., who analyzed colloidal 
semiconductor nanorods using the photoselection method.161,169,170 In a photoselection 
experiment, the excitation source is polarized vertically or horizontally, which selectively 
excites those fluorophores of a random ensemble with dipoles of the same orientation. 
Photoluminescence from the excited fluorophores is monitored through a vertical and 
horizontal polarizer.149 A cartoon of a fluorescence anisotropy measurement is included in 
Figure 3.2. Correcting for the differential throughput of the emission monochromator(s) 
with the gain factor G ൌ ܫு௏ ܫுு⁄ , anisotropy (R) is obtained from the ratio of intensities: 
ܴ ൌ
ܫԡ െ ୄܫ
ܫԡ ൅ 2ୄܫ
ൌ
ܫ௏௏ െ ܩܫ௏ு
ܫ௏௏ ൅ 2ܩܫ௏ு
 
(3.4) 
Anisotropy describes the symmetry relationship between excitation and emission: for an 
isotropic, fluorescent ensemble, possible anisotropy values run from -0.2 for 
perpendicular dipoles to 0.4 for co-aligned dipoles.149 In general, anisotropy is preferable 
to polarization as a measure of light intensities because the measured anisotropy of a 
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mixture is the weighted average of anisotropy values of its constituents. We use the 
energy-dependent anisotropy derived from photoluminescence excitation scans to 
describe the relationship between excitation and emission transitions for ensembles of 
nanorods and the role of the dielectric environment. 
 
Figure 3.2 Cartoon of a T-format measurement of photoselection anisotropy. An 
excitation source is polarized vertically or horizontally and the emission is monitored at 
right angles through a horizontal or vertical polarizer. 
Most existing literature on photoselection anisotropy excitation scans concerns 
analysis of small molecular fluorophores.149 In these systems, molecular rotation occurs 
on the same time-scale as fluorescence, leading to rotationally-induced depolarization of 
emission unless species are placed in a viscous and/or low-temperature matrix. Indeed, 
many protein binding assays function by dramatically slowing the rotation of a captured 
fluorophore, resulting in higher anisotropy. This problem is not significant for II-VI 
nanorods; fluorescence from nanorods, seen in the curves in Figure 3.3, is typically at 1% 
original intensity in less than 50 ns. Previous anisotropy excitation spectra of short 
nanorods show insignificant differences in magnitude in water or glycerol.150 The results 
presented below also show that solvents with a factor of approximately four difference in 
viscosity (hexanes and hydrazine) have nearly superimposible anisotropy values at the 
lowest-energy absorption. Characteristic rotational times of nanorods vary by size and 
dispersing solvent, but these values are greater than 1 μs when indirectly measured.172 
The instrinsic anisotropy (Ro) is related to the observed anisotropy (R) by 
ோ೚
ோ
ൌ 1 ൅ ఛ
ఏ
, in 
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which τ is the lifetime and θ is the characteristic rotational time. The measurements in 
this text are assumed to approximate the instrinsic anisotropy of the nanorods with <5% 
error from rotational depolarization. 
 
Figure 3.3 Time-resolved photoluminescence from CdSe nanorods (black curve) and 
core/shell CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods (red curve) made by overcoating the same CdSe 
nanorods. Data was taken at 1 MHz using a 405 nm laser, monitoring the emission 
maximum with 2 nm spectral bandpass. 
 Additionally, all photoselection anisotropy measurements reported here were 
performed using dilute solutions, with absorbances less than 0.05 at the emission 
wavelength. This minimizes inner filter effects that can decrease the measured anisotropy 
and multiple scattering that can reduce the anisotropy of directly-scattered light. 
Solutions were not stirred to avoid any diffusion effects. 
3.3.3 Anisotropy of Isotropic and Anisotropic Colloidal Nanocrystals 
Here, polarized excitation spectroscopy is used to analyze the energy-dependent 
anisotropy of colloidal nanorods. Scattered examples of this spectroscopy applied to 
nanocrystals appear in existing literature, 150,176 but until recently anisotropy data was 
uncoupled from the provenance of electronic transitions.170,177,178 Using polarized 
excitation scans, the anisotropy measurement is taken at the emission maximum with 
excitation across the visible and ultraviolet according to equation 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows 
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anisotropy measurements for six samples of various shapes. The absorption (black line) 
and emission (blue squares) are plotted for reference; open circles show the anisotropy 
measured at the emission maximum. CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods (Figure 3.4a), CdSe 
nanorods (Figure 3.4b), and CdSe/CdS “dot-in-rod” heterostructures (Figure 3.4c) show 
positive, variable anisotropy. We observe no anisotropy in prolate wurtzite CdSe quantum 
dots (Figure 3.4d) or oblate hexagonal CdSe plates (Figure 3.4e). In wurtzite quantum 
dots, the exciton fine structure states have comparable oscillator strength. At low 
temperatures and short times, quantum dots have been reported to show positive, then 
negative anisotropy.163 However, in these steady-state measurements no net anisotropy is 
observed. Although plate structures can show converse anisotropic properties to 
nanorods, these samples are weakly confined and less sensitive to nanocrystal structure 
(i.e. too large). CdSe/CdS multipods show no anisotropy (Figure 3.4f), due to the highly 
symmetrical environment of the luminescent CdSe core and its cubic crystal structure. 
 
Figure 3.4 Anisotropy (open circles), absorption (black lines), and emission (blue 
squares) of (a) 3.2 nm x 17 nm CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS core-shell nanorods, (b) 2.8 nm x 14 nm 
CdSe nanorods, (c) 5.2 nm x 25 nm CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods, (d) 6.6 nm CdSe quantum 
dots, (e) 8-12 nm CdSe plates, and (f) ~45 nm CdSe/CdS multipods. TEM images and 
cartoons inset. 
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Energy-dependent changes of the measured anisotropy map the oscillator strength and 
orientation of the band-edge and higher absorption transitions. The relationship between 
anisotropy and electronic structure is quantified below, but the qualitative similarities of 
the nanorod samples are readily apparent. Each rod sample shows the highest anisotropy 
at the lowest-energy absorption feature, which rapidly decays, then recovers at higher 
energy. Complexity of electronic structure is captured in the complexity of the energy-
dependent anisotropy: a dot-in-rod sample, which has quantum-confined excitations of 
both the core and shell materials, has at least eight features in the anisotropy spectrum. 
The persistence of well-defined geometry in the dot-in-rod excitations due to the 
elongated shape of the CdS nanorod shell results in the additional features of the 
anisotropy spectrum at energies greater than 2.5 eV. 
Although optical anisotropy has previously been described exclusively in wurtzite 
CdSe systems, it can also be found in zinc blende crystallites. Figure 3.5 shows the 
absorption spectrum and optical anisotropy of zinc blende nanoplatelets of CdSe. The 
nearly atomically-flat plates demonstrate a high degree of optical anisotropy at the band-
edge excitation feature which reaches to nearly the maximum obtainable value for a plate 
structure in which the transition oscillator strength is distributed in the sample plane. Also 
clear from Figure 3.5 is the correspondence between the electronic structure evidenced 
from the absorption spectrum and the anisotropy data, indicating that bulk dielectric 
polarization alone does not account for the observation of anisotropy. Thus, as in the 
wurtzite structure, zinc blende structures confined with specific dimensional constraints 
can also exhibit optical anisotropy. 
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Figure 3.5 Optical anisotropy (black circles) and absorption (blue line) of CdSe platelets 
of zinc blende structure. 
3.4 Quantitative Interpretation of Ensemble Anisotropy Measurements 
Polarized excitation experiments are useful for analysis of the manner in which electronic 
structure maps on to the coordinate system of a fluorophore. Although this analysis is 
well-known for molecular fluorophores, here is introduced a modified version for 
heterogeneous ensembles. Because nanorods are not molecules, even when quite 
monodisperse, the ensemble absorption properties arise not from broad absorption 
features associated with a vibronic manifold, but rather from a heterogeneous distribution 
of transition energies, each of which is individually quite narrow. Classically, the 
absorption spectrum of a given sample is the sum of the absorptions from individual 
excitations:149 
ܣሺܧሻ ൌ෍ܣ௜ሺܧሻ
௜
 (3.5) 
This yields a set of functions, Fi(E), that are the energy-dependent probabilities of a 
photon exciting a particular transition i: 
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ܨ௜ሺܧሻ ൌ ܣ௜ሺܧሻ ܣሺܧሻ⁄  (3.6) 
Traditionally, the measured anisotropy is taken to be a linear combination of Fi(E)s and 
the anisotropy of each state (Ri ), as 
ܴሺܧሻ ൌ ܴ௜ܨ௜ሺܧሻ (3.7) 
Although common, this approach fails to account for the energy-dependent quantum 
yield. To define the electronic states and account for the quantum yield of each state, we 
use the polarization-adjusted excitation intensity 
ܫ௉௅ா ൌ ܫԡ ൅ 2ܩୄܫ ൌ෍ܣ௜
ᇱሺܧሻ
௜
 (3.8) 
Fluorescence anisotropy is described by the linear combination of ܴ௜ derived from ܨ௜′ሺܧሻ,  
defined by the photoluminescence excitation intensity: 
ܴሺܧሻ ൌ෍ܴ௜ܨ௜
ᇱ
௜
ሺܧሻ (3.9) 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Photoluminescence excitation spectrum of 5 nm x 19 nm CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS 
nanorods (black squares) fitted with Gaussian peaks (cumulative fit, yellow). Individual 
peaks are ܣଵ′  (black), ܣଶ′  (red), ܣଷ′  (green), ܣସ′   (blue), and ܣହ′  (magenta). (b) Fractional 
probability functions ܨ௜′ from excitation features fitted in (a) in the corresponding colors. 
(c) Anisotropy spectrum (black circles) fitted by equation 3.9 using ܨ௜′s weighted by the 
anisotropy of each state ܴ௜. The total fit is in yellow. 
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To quantify the relationship of absorption transitions and anisotropy, the low-
energy portion of the excitation scan of 5 nm x 19 nm CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods was 
fitted to a sum of Gaussian curves, shown in Figure 3.6a. Each Gaussian represents 
inhomogeneous broadening of quantized states due to the size heterogeneity of the 
nanorod ensemble. Theoretical predictions151 and low-temperature STM and 
photoluminescence excitation studies179 indicate at least three allowed transitions are 
uncomplicated by absorption into the shell material at ~2.4 eV. The choice of the number 
of peaks used in the fit is based on observable features in excitation data.  Consistent with 
the predicted absorption states of CdSe nanorods180 and the band-edge excitation of 
CdS,181 we fit the excitation scan with four Gaussian peaks corresponding to observable 
features in the excitation scan. To obtain realistic fits, peak widths were restrained 
between 60 meV and 200 meV and peak positions restrained within 20 meV windows. 
An additional Gaussian (in magenta) subsumes blue absorption which is not accounted 
for by the first four Gaussians. The collective fit of the peaks, in yellow, is also plotted 
with the experimental data, shown in black squares. 
Following the procedure above, ܨ௜ᇱሺܧሻs are used as the basis functions to fit the 
measured anisotropy spectrum and extract values of ܴ௜ for the ensemble excitation 
features (Figures 3.6b and 3.6c). The color associated with each excitation is maintained 
throughout the figure. Figure 3.6b shows the probabilities of each transition and Figure 
3.6c shows the weighted fitting of the anisotropy (data in black circles, total fit in yellow 
line) according to equation (3.9). We find a fit for the measured anisotropy with the 
function ሺܧሻ ൌ 0.284ܨଵᇱ ൅ 0.061ܨଶᇱ ൅ 0.141ܨଷᇱ ൅ 0.092ܨସᇱ ൅ 0.096ܨହᇱ ൅ ڮ൅ . 
The band-edge electronic absorption has an intensity distribution close to the 
emission intensity, with ܴଵ ൌ 0.284. The fit yields lower anisotropy values for higher-
energy excitations, but because of the electronic structure of higher-energy transitions, 
the anisotropy does not fall uniformly. The pattern quantified in Figure 3.6 is evident for 
all nanorod samples measured (see Figure 3.4): the lowest-energy excitation features 
shows the highest anisotropy, which drops rapidly at the second excitation, and is 
partially recovered in the third excitation feature. This pattern is in qualitative agreement 
with the predictions of a semiempirical pseudopotential model of nanorod absorption.182 
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In the pseudopotential model, first three excitations of a CdSe nanorod are the 1ߪ௩, ݌௭ ՜
1ߪ௖, ݏ (positive anisotropy),  1ߪ௩, ݌௫௬ ՜ 1ߪ௖, ݏ (negative anisotropy), and  2ߪ௩, ݌௭ ՜
2ߪ௖, ݏ (positive anisotropy). The hydrogenic orbitals for the transitions specify the 
geometry of the excitations, not a nodal structure. The symmetry of excitations follows 
the experimentally-observed trend. Yet, negative values of anisotropy were never 
detected using photoselection, suggesting that the electronic structure predicted by 
calculations may be subject to the counteracting influence of dielectric polarization, the 
exciton fine structure of higher excited states, or defects. 
3.5 Anisotropy and the Single Particle Reference Frame 
Photoselection does not directly measure the absorption and emission dipoles. In many 
molecular fluorophores, it measures the angle, β, between transition dipoles according 
to149 
ܴ ൌ
2
5
ቆ
3cosଶሺߚሻ െ 1
2
ቇ 
(3.10) 
However, as discussed above, equation 3.10 applies to fluorophores with absorption and 
emission that are simple linear dipoles. Because the spectroscopic properties of CdSe 
nanocrystals are determined by both linear and planar transitions, the relative distribution 
of intensity along particular axes of the nanorod determines the measurable anisotropy.175 
We sought to understand the microscopic basis of ensemble measurements by 
using single-particle fluorescence and excitation polarization measurements. In the 
existing literature, absorption transition intensity is described by ൫ݎ௫, ݎ௬, ݎ௭൯, with 
photoluminescence intensity ൫ݍ௫, ݍ௬, ݍ௭൯, in which ݍ௜ is the projection of transition 
intensity along the i-axis of the fluorophore.169 These values are normalized such that 
ݎ௫ ൅ ݎ௬ ൅ ݎ௭ ൌ 1  and ݍ௫ ൅ ݍ௬ ൅ ݍ௭ ൌ 1 . By symmetry, the component of the intensity 
along the minor axes is assumed to be equivalent (ݎ௫ ൌ ݎ௬). Following these 
simplifications, a cylindrically-symmetrical cone notated in short by ൫ݎ௫, ݎ௬, ݎ௭൯ describes 
the average spatial distribution of the transition intensities for a nanorod ensemble with 
respect to the nanorod long axis. 
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This approximation allows a reduction of these intensity ratios to the absorption 
anisotropy (r) and emission anisotropy (q), defined by analogy with equation 3.4: 
ݎ ൌ
ݎ௭ െ ݎ௫
ݎ௭ ൅ 2ݎ௫
 (3.11) 
Values of r or q can range from 1, polarized along the unique axis, to -0.5, equivalently 
intense along the minor axes. One key difference between emission anisotropy q and 
absorption anisotropy, r, is that q is fixed by the emission pattern of the nanorod whereas 
r is a function of the incident energy because the excitation changes with energy but not 
the photoluminescence. Because r and q indicate specific orientations on the nanorod 
axes, they allow a prediction of the anisotropy measureable using photoselection, R, as in 
equation 3.3 and shown in Figure 3.1. Physically-reasonable assumptions and/or direct 
measurements of any two of R, r, or q allow determination of the third by equation 3.3. 
One approach, taken by Sitt et al. is to assume that band-edge absorption is completely 
polarized (i.e. ݎ ൌ 1).169 Using this methodology, the fitted anisotropy of the first 
absorption (R1) from Figure 3.5c (0.284) yields an emission anisotropy ݍ ൌ 0.71, slightly 
lower than reported emission anisotropy from single-particle measurements for CdSe 
nanorods.160 To obtain an experimental value of emission anisotropy for the CdSe/Cd1-
xZnxS nanorods analyzed in Figure 3.6, single-particle fluorescence anisotropy was 
measured for the same sample.  
 
Figure 3.7 (a) Configuration for single nanorod emission anisotropy measurements. 
Circularly polarized 532nm excitation is directed on to a well-spaced nanorod layer and 
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emission is directed through a polarized beam splitter on to a CCD detector. (b) 
Fluorescence data for a single CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorod sample in black open circles, 
fitted to Acosଶሺߠ ൅ ߶ሻ ൅ ܤ curve in red. 
The configuration of the fluorescence polarization measurement is shown in 
Figure 3.7a: a circularly polarized 532nm laser excites the sample of nanorods and the 
emission is directed through a polarized beam splitter on to a CCD detector. Figure 3.7b 
shows a typical single nanorod emission polarization result in open circles measured as a 
function of polarizer angle (ߠ) and fitted to a solid curve of ܣcosሺߠ ൅ ߶ሻ ൅ ܤ, where ߶ is 
the angle between the (laboratory frame) polarizer zero and the maximum of the 
polarized fluorescence curve. The fluorescence anisotropy q averaged from 191 nanorods 
was 0.74 (P=0.81). This value is slightly higher than the value of q calculated by equation 
3.3 if one assumes a completely anisotropic absorption of the band edge state. Direct 
measurement of q provides an estimate of band-edge absorption anisotropy of ݎଵ ൌ 0.96 
by Eq. 10 using ܴଵ ൌ 0.284. Thus, assuming ݎ ൌ 1 necessarily overstates r and 
underestimates q but the difference the model assumption and empirical measurement is 
small (<5%). 
Table 3.1 Transition Anisotropy Assignments from Deconvolution Procedure 
Transition ܣ௜ᇱሺܧሻ Lit. Transition
182 Ri [fitted] r (q=0.74) [eq. 3.3] 
ܣଵᇱ ሺܧሻ 1ߪ௩, ݌௭ ՜ 1ߪ௖, ݏ 0.284 0.96 
ܣଶᇱ ሺܧሻ 1ߪ௩, ݌௫௬ ՜ 1ߪ௖, ݏ 0.061 0.21 
ܣଷᇱ ሺܧሻ 2ߪ௩, ݌௭ ՜ 2ߪ௖, ݏ 0.141 0.48 
ܣସᇱ ሺܧሻ N/A 0.090 0.31 
ܣହ
ᇱ ሺܧሻ N/A 0.096 0.32 
Using results from the fitting procedure in Figure 3.6, we can extend the analysis 
of absorption anisotropy from the band-edge to higher-energy excitations. Table 3.1 
catalogues the values of ݎ௜ of each state fitted in Figure 3.6 using the measured values of 
q and ܴ௜. The results offer a quantitative measure of absorption anisotropies in qualitative 
agreement with pseudopotential calculations for CdSe nanorods.182 Figure 3.8 is a 
graphical representation of the transition intensity cones of the ensemble absorptions on 
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the nanorod axis. This figure represents the model of cylindrically-symmetrical nanorod 
electronic structure underpinning the existing literature.161,169,170 This figure reflects the 
prevailing understanding of CdSe nanorod absorption, based on exciton fine structure and 
crystal geometry, that electronic transitions are linearly-polarized along the nanorod long 
axis or plane-polarized transverse to the long axis. In the next section, the efficacy of this 
explanation for explaining the observed properties of single nanorod absorption and 
emission polarization properties is tested. 
 
Figure 3.8 Emission and absorption intensity cones for an ensemble of core/shell 
CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods are plotted on the nanorod axis at their approximate location 
along the absorption (solid) and photoluminescence (dashed) curves. Each cone 
represents the intensity distribution consistent with the measured values of q and fitted 
values of iR  for the sample of nanorods, assuming cylindrical symmetry of the excitation 
and emission. 
3.6 Emission and Excitation Anisotropy of Single Nanorods 
3.6.1 Models of Single Nanorod Excitation Symmetry 
To test the relationship between ensemble data and single-nanorod properties, sequential 
measurements of the photoluminescence polarization and the excitation polarization on 
single CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods were performed for the sample used for ensemble fitting 
above. Figure 3.9a defines the relevant angles for analysis of polarized intensity data. 
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Since the measurements were made on a glass slide in which individual nanorods were 
well-separated, they were assumed to lie flat, with their long axes parallel to the plane of 
the substrate. ߶ is the angle between the polarizer zero and the nanorod long axis, which 
is defined by the angle of maximum photoluminescence intensity.161  ߱ describes the 
rotation of the nanorod about its long axis, which is assumed to be random.  
Figures 3.9b and 3.9c show two models of the geometry of nanorod transitions. 
Figure 3.9b shows the conventional model, in which exciton fine structure of linear (c-
axis) and planar (ab-plane) transitions dictate optical properties. Under this model, the 
geometry of the excitation and emission are controlled by the same underlying crystal 
structure. This holds true even for a polydisperse ensemble, provided that the shape and 
crystal structure are maintained. Because particle shape and crystal structure dictate the 
directionality of transitions under the conventional model, size should not affect this 
geometry. The expected pattern of polarized emission intensity under this model is 
ሺܣ െ ܤሻcosଶሺߠ ൅ ߶ሻ ൅ܤ, in which A is the strength of linear transition, B is the strength 
of the planar transition, and ߶ is the phase shift from the polarizer zero. In practice, the 
photoluminescence of nanorods is highly polarized such that ܣ ب ܤ. A maximum of the 
polarized excitation intensity may occur only at 0° ሺܤ ൏ ܣሻ along crystallographic c-axis 
and nanorod long axis, or േ90° ሺܣ ൏ ܤሻ, in the ab-plane; that is, at 0° or 90° relative to 
the polarized emission intensity maximum. Lastly, under this model, the rotational 
orientation of the nanorod on the substrate should not affect results, because the 
transitions are cylindrically-symmetrical. 
Figure 3.9c offers another possibility, in which excitation and emission transitions 
are not constrained to fall along identical axes at the single-particle level. The simplest 
version of this scenario occurs in molecules with absorption and emission dipoles that are 
not co-aligned. Although this approximation can be employed for single-molecule 
studies,183 single nanorod transitions are not simply dipolar. A more realistic alternative to 
Figure 3.9b is that electronic transitions of single nanorods remain combinations of linear 
and planar transitions, but that the axes of the excitation transitions may be offset by an 
apparent angle ∆ from the axes of the emission transitions. Under such a model as 
proposed in Figure 3.9c, the emission polarization intensity is identical to that of Figure 
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3.9b, but the excitation polarization intensity is shifted by the angle ∆: ሺܥ െ ܦሻcosଶሺߠ ൅
߶ ൅ ∆ሻ ൅ܦ. Since the model in Figure 3.9c assumes that the transition axes can be 
distinct from the crystal axes, cylindrical symmetry is broken. Rotation about the long-
axis (characterized by ߱) may generate a dispersion of possible angles for the angle shift 
between the polarized excitation and emission curves. ∆ is the phase shift apparent in a 
measurement, which is the projection of the true phase shift ∆଴ on to the measurement 
frame. In general, ∆ൌ ∆଴ cos߱ because rotation of the nanorod about the long axis yields 
dispersion of apparent angles between the absorption and emission maxima for a given 
true angle shift, ∆଴. Assuming random ߱ and fixed ∆଴, ۃ∆ۄ ൌ
ଶ
஠
∆଴. Under this model, ∆ 
may occur over a range from ∆଴ to ∆଴ േ 90° for a given ∆଴.  
The primary distinction between the two proposed models is the angular shift 
between the polarized excitation and emission intensity curves. Under the model of 
Figure 3.9b, the angular shift between the polarized excitation and emission intensity 
curves is constrained by the conventional wisdom that the nanorod crystal structure 
determines the geometry of electronic transitions. Under the model of Figure 3.9c, the 
phase shift is not constrained to be 0° or 90°. The two models are equivalent only under 
the condition that both absorption and emission intensity curves are perfectly aligned 
along the same axes. 
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Figure 3.9 (a) Angles for single-particle absorption and emission experiments are defined 
against the nanorod and laboratory axes: ߶ is the angle between the polarizer zero and 
nanorod axis; ߱ is the angle of rotation about the nanorod long axis. The nanorods are 
assumed to be flat on the substrate. Two models of nanorod transitions are proposed: (b) 
a combination of linear and planar transitions fixed on long and short axes of the 
nanorod, respectively and (c) a similar combination of linear and planar transitions which 
are no longer constrained to fall on the axes of the nanorod. (d) An example of single-
particle emission (black circles) and absorption (blue triangles) measurements with 
dashed black and solid blue lines, respectively, showing the fitting functions. The 
difference in the maxima of the two measurements for this single nanorod is shown with 
dashed lines as the value ∆. (e) Histogram of the shifts ∆ between the excitation and 
emission intensity measurements for the sample. 
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3.6.2 Experimental Measurements of Single Nanorod Anisotropy 
Figure 3.9d shows the photoluminescence intensity for a single nanorod as a function of 
the angle of the emission (black open circles) and absorption (blue closed triangles) 
polarizers. These experiments were performed with a 532 nm laser, in resonance with the 
3rd or 4th excitation feature of the ensemble. For a single nanorod, the laser may excite 
into several exciton fine structure states underlying the 3rd or 4th excitation transition. The 
data show a clear shift between the polarized excitation and emission intensity curves. To 
confirm that the measurements themselves were not affected by polarization of the 
instrumentation, control measurements showed that a polarized lamp source is 
reproduced excellently through the apparatus (See section 3.9). Each curve is fitted with a 
cosଶሺߠሻ curve (black line for emission and blue line for absorption) and the shift between 
the curves, ∆, is highlighted. Figure 3.9e is a histogram of the results of this experiment 
for 74 nanorods. The dispersion of ∆ values is more consistent with the model proposed 
in Figure 3.9c, in which the absorption oscillator of the nanorod ensemble shows a 
dispersion of angles relative to the emission. The data in Figure 3.9e show no constraint 
on the value of ∆, suggesting that the dispersion of angles is not derived solely from the 
rotation of the nanorod samples on the substrate but also from a dispersion in ∆଴.  
The distribution of angles observed in single-particle measurements is 
inconsistent with the ensemble picture depicted in Figure 3.8, even if ensemble data are 
in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions. That is, the geometry of the 3rd and 
4th excitations (at 532 nm) cannot be explained using only the conventional model of 
CdSe electronic transitions explained by crystal structure. Our experiments suggest small 
differences in single nanorods generate a dispersion of electronic structure that partially 
disrupts the electronic structure conferred by gross nanorod shape. This is distinctive 
from the effects expected from an inhomogeneous size distribution, which should change 
the energy—not the geometry—of electronic transitions. 
Dangling bonds,184,185 stacking faults,170 and perturbations of morphology151 have 
each been implicated in non-ideal behavior of CdSe nanostructures, including permanent 
dipole moments and charging, spectral diffusion of emission, inhomogeneous 
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broadening, and elongated photoluminescence lifetime. Theoretical treatments of CdSe 
nanorods assume a perfect geometrical structure in which the wavefunctions of the 
electron and hole co-localize at the center of the nanorod.151 This assumption led to the 
prediction of exceptionally fast photoluminescence lifetimes (<1ns), and indeed a related 
phenomenon has been found in nanoplates.186 But this has not been found in nanorods. 
Measured nanorod photoluminescence lifetimes (Figure 3.3) show much longer decays 
than theoretical nanorods, likely caused by reduced electron-hole overlap in the presence 
of defects. Deviation from perfect geometry (e.g. additional or missing surface atoms) 
results in a change in the wavefunctions of the electron and hole, as the potential in the 
nanorod is no longer as highly symmetrical. Such defects explain reduced electron-hole 
overlap and thus longer photoluminescence lifetimes. If real wavefunctions no longer 
have the ideal form, initial and final states no longer match theoretical expectations and 
the polarization of excitations may change in response to a perturbation. In addition to 
defects internal to the nanocrystal, surfaces may induce changes in the symmetry of 
wavefunctions that do not exist in isotropic environments, for example through dielectric 
effects or the presence of fixed charges. 
Two types of non-ideal structure were observed by TEM of the nanorod sample. 
Stacking faults occurring along the growth direction of the nanorod, which are common 
and observed in some nanorods, are reported to lower the optical anisotropy.170 Budding 
of small structures at the nanorod tips was also observed after the shell growth. Although 
the Cd1-xZnxS shell material has a higher band-gap than CdSe, non-uniform shell growth 
can still perturb the electronic properties of the electron and hole, evidenced by the red-
shift in photoluminescence with the addition of a shell. Additional deviation from a 
perfectly ellipsoidal potential caused by the shell growth can cause, at the level of single 
particles, distinct non-ideal wavefunctions of the electrons and holes. Ensemble data 
showing broad changes in anisotropy corresponding to spectral features and literature 
predictions suggest that perturbations are superimposed on the quasi-1D exciton structure 
of the nanorod morphology. This can also be seen in Figure 3.9e. The dispersion of 
angles observed between polarized excitation and emission intensity measurements is not 
entirely random. Smaller angles (e.g. |൏ 54.7°|), likely to contribute positively to 
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anisotropy, predominate over larger angles, which contribute negatively to an ensemble 
measurement of anisotropy. This is consistent with the positive ensemble value of 
anisotropy apparent in Figure 3.6c at the experimental excitation energy. 
3.7 Quantum versus Classical Origins of Optical Anisotropy in Colloidal 
Nanocrystals 
Polarization of emission and photoconductance observed at high energies have previously 
been explained using dielectric models.169,172,187,188 Dielectric models assume a high 
density of states with randomly distributed transition dipoles; that is, ۦ݅|ݔ|݂ۧ ൎ ۦ݅|ݕ|݂ۧ ൎ
ۦ݅|ݖ|݂ۧ. This condition is typically satisfied at energies far above the band-gap. Due to the 
overlapping states, calculations of the electronic structure of quasi one-dimensional CdSe 
suggest virtually zero absorption anisotropy at energies more than 1 eV above the band-
edge.180 Unlike the results at lower energies, dielectric properties are less strongly 
influenced by small defects or perturbations of nanorod shape. The high-energy flattening 
of anisotropy spectra at positive values observed in Figure 3.4 arises from dielectric 
polarization. A prolate ellipsoid with axes ݔ ൌ ݕ ൏ ݖ screens electric fields perpendicular 
to the long axis more than those parallel, according to the eccentricity (݁ ൌ ට1 െ ௫
మ
௭మ
) of 
the ellipsoid. The parameter α from equation 3.1 is defined as ߙ௫,௬ ൌ ሺ1 െ ߙ௭ሻ 2⁄  for the 
short axes and ߙ௭ ൌ
ଵି௘మ
ଷ௘య
log ቀଵି௘
ଵା௘
െ 2݁ቁ for the long axis. The electric field strength ratio 
between the long and short axes is 
ܧ௭
ܧ௫
ൌ
ߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠ െ ሺߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠ ൅ ߝ௥௢ௗሻߙ௫
ߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠ ൅ ሺߝ௠௘ௗ௜௨௠ ൅ ߝ௥௢ௗሻߙ௬
 
(3.12) 
and the absorption anisotropy predicted by the dielectric ellipsoid model is 
ݎ ൌ ൬
ܧ௭
ܧ௫
െ 1൰ ൬
ܧ௭
ܧ௫
൅ 2൰൘  (3.13) 
The dielectric ellipsoid model can be used to interpret the absorption anisotropy from 
photoselection measurements, assuming that the ensemble of emitting states (i.e. q) is 
fixed. 
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The dielectric ellipsoid model was tested experimentally in two ways. First, 
polarized excitation measurements were performed for a single sample dispersed in two 
different nonpolar solvents with different dielectric constants, but using the same ligand 
shell. Second, two ligand exchanges were done to replace the original ligands on the 
particles and disperse the samples into polar solvents. One ligand exchange (with 
mercaptoundecanoic acid, MUA) leaves the particles soluble in water but with a 
substantially similar hydrocarbon ligand environment; the other, with indium selenide-
based ligands solubilizes the nanocrystals in hydrazine with a substantially different 
ligand shell. In this experiment, we have used CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod structures because a 
single material (CdS, ε=6.3 at 3.5 eV)181 forms the ellipsoid shape, but unlike pure CdSe 
or CdS nanorods, emission is not as strongly quenched by exchange of surface-bound 
ligand molecules that allow colloidal dispersibility. The results of anisotropy excitation 
scans taken at the emission maximum of a 4.8 nm x 19 nm CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod sample 
are shown in Figure 3.10.  
To interpret the observed anisotropy following equations 3.3 and 3.13, we use an 
emission anisotropy of 0.67, based on measurements of similar samples in which 
polarizations of 0.75 were recorded.189 With this fixed q and absorption anisotropy r 
determined by the dielectric ellipsoid model, we calculate R expected according to 
equation 3.3. Calculated values of anisotropy are shown with dashed lines in Figure 3.10. 
In agreement with past reports, anisotropy in hexanes (ε=1.89, shown in green circles) is 
close to but higher than the model prediction (green dashed line) at higher energies. 
Results in dichloromethane, despite its higher dielectric (ε=2.02, blue circles), are nearly 
superimposible with those in hexane. In addition to the similar dielectric constants of the 
solvents, another possible reason for this similarity is the unchanged phosphonic acid 
ligands on the nanorod surface.  
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Figure 3.10 Anisotropy excitation measurements of 4.8 nm x 19 nm CdSe/CdS dot-in-
rod heterostructures carried out in hexanes (green circles), dichloromethane (blue circles), 
hydrazine (black circles), and water (red circles). Dashed lines in the corresponding 
colors indicate the expected value of equation 3.3 based upon an emission polarization 
from literature measurements,189 particle aspect ratio, and bulk dielectric constants of 
CdS and the solvents at optical frequencies. Samples in hexanes and dichloromethane are 
capped with phosphonic acid ligands; for the measurement taken in hydrazine, this 
sample was ligand-exchanged with In2Se42-; for the measurement taken in water, particles 
were ligand-exchanged with mercaptoundecanoic acid. 
To push the test of the dielectic model further, we replaced the phosphonate 
ligands on the nanorods with two different ligand systems. To dissolve the samples in 
water (ߝ ൌ 1.78), a ligand exchange with MUA was performed, and to dissolve the 
samples in hydrazine (ߝ ൌ 2.16), the phosphonate ligands were replaced with In2Se42-.88 
The completeness of the ligand exchanges was monitored by Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy and TEM was used to confirm that the particle shape was maintained after 
ligand exchange (See section 3.8.2.) For ligand exchange with MUA, the aliphatic peaks 
at 2900 cm-1 remain, but an additional broad absorption appears at higher energy from the 
acidic OH vibrations. Exchange with In2Se42- quantitatively replaces the hydrocarbon 
stretches of the original ligands and the nanocrystals become soluble in hydrazine. 
Both ligand-exchanged samples mirrored the properties of the as-synthesized sample at 
low energy. This justifies the assumption that transition dipole matrices dominate the 
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low-energy polarized optical properties. At high energies, the MUA-stabilized nanorods 
in water (red circles) showed anisotropy nearly exactly in line with the as-synthesized 
samples and the model prediction. The insensitivity of the measured anisotropy between 
water, dichloromethane, and hexanes indicates that the local dielectric environment 
created by the aliphatic ligands with polar head groups is more significant for 
determining the polarization properties of the samples than the dielectric of the solvents. 
The In2Se42--capped nanorods in hydrazine show lower anisotropy at higher energies 
(black circles) than the model prediction. This again suggests that the dielectric medium 
most strongly-influencing absorption properties is not the dispersing solvent, but is 
instead the ligands. Although the dielectric properties of the indium selenide-based 
ligands are unknown, these measurements suggest a dielectric constant ߝ ൎ 3 at 3.5 eV. 
Differences in the anisotropy spectra between samples could also reflect ligand 
contributions to the electronic structure of the nanorods. In the case of MUA, the thiol 
termination into the Cd surface sites of the nanocrystals may offer a softer potential 
barrier for the electron and hole, compared with the as-synthesized phosphonate ligands. 
The narrower band-gap inorganic indium selenide ligands are even more likely to adjust 
the properties of the nanorod electronic structure. The quantum yield of In2Se42--
terminated particles decreases compared to the original ligands.190 Cyclic voltametry 
measurements performed by Cordones et al. suggest that this is due to the creation of 
surface trapping sites localized on the unoccupied molecular orbital of indium selenide.190 
Trapping of excitons in states which are localized in nature rather than constructed by the 
geometrically-defined nanorod are likely to result in reduced anisotropy, although little is 
known about these trapping sites. 
3.8 Conclusions 
The polarized optical properties of colloidal nanocrystals are strongly shape-dependent. 
The degree of polarization, both circular and linear, of the excitation spectrum depends at 
low energy on quantum confinement effects, particularly the lowest excitonic states, and 
at high energy on the classic, bulk-like dielectric properties of the nanocrystal material. 
By using polarized excitation data, the excitation spectrum can be fitted to determine the 
electronic structure of absorptions in a nanorod ensemble. This data can then be used to 
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deconvolute the specific contributions of each excitonic feature to the total anisotropy 
observed. Using single-particle measurements of the emission polarization, it is clear that 
theoretical predictions of the wavefunction properties accurately predict the qualitative 
changes in the polarized electronic structure, but not necessarily the quantitative 
observations, which never show negative anisotropy. Single-particle anisotropy 
measurements also cast some doubt on the applicability of generalized models from ideal 
shapes on to individual particles, which may have subtle deviations from ideal geometry 
with major effects on the electronic structure. 
3.9 Appendix  
3.9.1 Methods 
Synthesis. Syntheses of colloidal nanocrystals, including wurtzite CdSe,78 zinc blende 
CdSe,58 seeded-growth CdSe/CdS heterostructures,78 CdSe nanorods,169 CdSe hexagonal 
plates,64 CdS nanorods,157 and CdSe/Cd1-xZnxS nanorods169,191 were performed by 
literature procedures. Electron microscopy images were collected on a JEOL 1400 and 
JEOL 2100 for HRTEM. Samples were stored under nitrogen, but measurements reported 
in this paper, except those using hydrazine, were performed under air.  
Optical Measurements of Ensembles. Absorption measurements were performed on a 
Cary 5000; lifetime measurements were performed on a Jobin-Yvon Fluorlog 3 using a 
PicoQuant 405 nm diode. Measurements of fluorescence anisotropy were performed with 
a steady-state lamp using a T-format fluorimeters (PTI) equipped with computer-
controlled polarizers or using the L-format JobinYvon Fluorolog 3 with hand-mounted 
polarizers. 
Fitting Ensemble Data. Excitation data were fitted with Gaussian peaks using Origin 
software. Peaks were located from the features of the excitation spectrum. For the fitting, 
the energies of the peaks were constrained within 20 meV of the feature and the peak 
widths constrained between 60 meV and 200 meV, consistent with the observable feature 
widths. To fit the anisotropy spectrum, interpolations of numerical probability functions 
were input into Mathematica’s FindFit routine. 
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3.9.2 Single-Particle Anisotropy Measurement System 
Single-particle measurements were performed on nanorods dropcast on glass from dilute 
dispersions using a 532 nm excitation beam (Crystal Laser) that was circularly polarized 
by a quarter-wave plate. Fluorescence was collected using a 100x, 1.49 N.A. oil 
immersion lens (Nikon, CFI APO TIRF) and an emission filter (Chroma, ET 605/70) was 
placed after the objective. The measurement of fluorescence at different polarization 
angles was achieved by rotating a polarized beam splitter in 10° increments and 
projecting on to an EMCCD camera (Photometric, Evolve 512). A polarized excitation 
beam was achieved by rotating a half-waveplate (Thorlabs, WPH05M-532) adjusted in 
10° increments. Each polarization was integrated over a period of five seconds. Image 
acquisition was performed using commercial software (Nikon, NIS Elements) and data 
analysis was performed using FIESTA software192 and a custom program in MATLAB. 
To confirm the proper alignment of the light polarization through the optical 
configuration used in the excitation and emission polarization measurements, a lamp 
source was projected through the excitation polarizer at set polarizations and the intensity 
of the light collected through the emission polarizer was recorded in 30° increments from 
-90° to 360°. This procedure was performed for excitation polarizer angles from 0° to 
180°, in 30° increments. The intensities recorded for each excitation polarizer angle are 
plotted in Figure 3.11. The data are fitted with functions of the form ܣcosଶሺݔ ൅ ܤሻ and 
show polarizations in excess of 0.95. These data confirm that the instrumentation is well-
aligned and that there are no strong polarizing effects by the apparatus. 
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Figure 3.11 Detected counts using a lamp source transmitted through the excitation and 
emission polarizers (symbols), fitted with ܣcosଶሺݔ ൅ ܤሻ (lines). The emission polarizer 
angle versus counts is plotted for seven angles of the excitation polarizer. 
3.9.3 Ligand-Exchange of CdSe/CdS Nanorods for Dielectric Studies 
Ligand exchange with MUA was performed by dissolving ~5 mg of nanorods in 
chloroform and overlayering the solution with a basic solution of water containing MUA 
and KOH (~1 mg/mL MUA, pH >10). After vigorously shaking for 1 minute, the 
nanorods transferred to the upper aqueous layer and a white gel formed at the interface, 
which was extracted. The nanocrystals could subsequently be precipitated with acetone 
and redispersed in deionized water (pH~7). Ligand-exchange with In2Se42- followed 
literature protocols.88 
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Figure 3.12 (a) Absorption (top row) and emission (bottom row) of four different 
CdSe/CdS dispersion with the labeled ligands and dispersing solvents. TEM images of 
(b) indium selenide-exchanged and (c) mercaptoundecanoic acid-exchanged CdSe/CdS 
dot-in-rod structures. Although the interparticle spacings are different from aliphatic 
ligand-terminated nanorods, the particle size and shape is maintained. (d) Mid-infrared 
transmission spectra of the ligand-exchanged samples performed on KBr pellets. 
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4 SYNTHETIC CONTROL OF WAVEFUNCTION 
ANISOTROPY* 
4.1 Electronic Structure of Dot-in-Rod and Rod-in-Rod Nanocrystals 
The polarized optical properties of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods have been reported using 
several methods. Samples have been studied using stretched polymer films,76,193 electric 
fields,172 photoselection,161,194,195 mechanical rubbing,196 and single-particle polarization 
measurements have been conducted by several groups, yielding very similar values of 
emission polarization (ܲ ൌ ൫ܫԡ െ ୄܫ ൯ ൫ܫԡ ൅ ୄܫ ൯ൗ ) of approximately 0.75.
76,189,178 Here the 
tunable polarized optical properties of CdSe/CdS heterostructures are studied using 
synthetic control of the core and shell materials. For this study, the nanorods are made 
using a “seeded growth” synthesis in which an anisotropic CdS shell is grown from 
wurtzite quantum dot cores. Spherical “small” (2.2 nm), prolate “medium” (3.6 nm x 3.8 
nm), and prolate “large” (5.8 nm x 6.8 nm) wurtzite CdSe cores were prepared and used 
as “seeds” to prepare three series of core/shell dot-in-rod samples by seeded growth.78 
CdSe core size, nanorod aspect ratio, and shell thickness are varied across a series of 
samples to study the structure-property relationships that dictate optical anisotropy and 
other photophysical behavior in this heterostructures system. 
 The “dot-in-rod” heterostructure is a particularly heavily-investigated nanocrystal 
system because it exhibits high photoluminescence quantum yield, polarized emission, 
two-color emission, and quantum confinement in both the core and shell. The band-
alignment of the CdSe/CdS heterostructure varies depending on the size of the CdSe core, 
the band alignment can be tuned from type I (large cores) to type II (small cores). In all 
cases, holes are localized in the CdSe core and electrons have varying delocalization into 
the entire structure. This study addresses subtle control of the quantum-confined CdSe 
wavefunctions, which can be addressed through controlling the shell properties. 
The thickness of the CdS shell is known to influence the photophysical properties 
of CdSe/CdS nanostructures, including quantum yield,197 lifetime,197 and blinking.198 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, A. Koschitzky, C.B. Murray. Tunable Optical Anisotropy in 
Seeded CdSe/CdS Nanorods. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2014, 5 (1), 85-91. Copyright 2013. American Chemical 
Society. 
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Using polarized excitation spectroscopy, we have also found that the thickness of the CdS 
shell plays a major role in the polarized optical properties of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods. 
Although wurtzite quantum dots are slightly prolate, they still do not show steady state 
optical anisotropy,194,195 although at short times they show fluorescence with dynamic 
albeit relatively weak polarization properties.163 Encapsulation of isotropic “seeds” within 
an anisotropic shell yields large, positive optical anisotropy in steady state measurements. 
4.2 Structure-Property Relationships of Dot-in-Rod Nanocrystals 
4.2.1 Optical and Structural Characterization 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) Absorption spectra (solid lines) and emission spectra (open circles) of the 
small (blue), medium (green), and large (red) quantum dot seeds. (b) Absorption and 
photoluminescence spectra of seeded-growth core/shell particles made from the seeds in 
(a), with the corresponding color. Inset in (b) is the band-edge absorption spectrum of the 
three samples. (c,d) Small- and wide-angle x-ray scattering data of nanocrystal solutions 
of the seed particles (c) and core/shell samples (d), in blue, green, and red. Thin lines in 
(d) are reproductions of the small-angle scattering from the core samples and thick lines 
represent scattering from the core/shell heterostructures. Stick patterns represent wurtzite 
CdSe (c) and wurtzite CdS (d). Curves are offset for clarity. 
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Figure 4.1a shows the absorption (solid lines) and photoluminescence (open 
circles) of the wurtzite CdSe cores with a longest dimension of 2.2 nm (blue), 3.8 nm 
(green), and 6.8 nm (red). Figure 4.1b shows absorption and photoluminescence from 
representative CdSe/CdS nanorods made from the three core samples in Figure 1a. 
Solution-phase x-ray characterization of the same samples follows for the cores in Figure 
4.1c and for the heterostructures in Figure 4.1d. Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) 
patterns show ringing characteristic of monodisperse samples.109 The wide-angle patterns 
show the shift from wurtzite CdSe of the cores to wurtzite CdS of the shell. The 
preferential c-axis growth of the CdS nanorods is manifest in the sharp [002] reflection at 
27.5° of the dot-in-rod samples. Figure 4.1d shows the SAXS patterns of the CdSe/CdS 
nanorod samples in bold with the corresponding core SAXS pattern shown as a thin line. 
The patterns in Figure 4.1d reflect the short axes of the nanorods: ringing features closer 
to 0° indicate larger rod diameter. Thus the differences between the core and core/shell 
SAXS patterns reflect the relative thickness of the CdS shell on the core quantum dot. 
The sample made from the small cores has a thick CdS shell (~1.6 nm) and that made 
with the largest core has a thin shell (<0.5 nm). Elemental analysis77 and high-resolution 
TEM78 have suggested that the core material sits asymmetrically within the nanorod shell 
(as shown in the cartoons of Figure 4.1), although there is little known about the 
statistical distribution of cores within large populations. 
4.2.2 Extracting Quantitative Anistropy Values for Systematically-Varied Samples 
Using photoselection with a horizontal (H) or vertical (V) polarizer to selectively excite 
those fluorophores aligned with the excitation source, we monitored the emission of the 
selected subpopulation through a vertical polarizer. Adjusting for the monochrometer 
intensity (I) throughput of vertical or horizontal light using a factor ܩ ൌ ܫு௏ ܫுு⁄ , we 
obtain the anisotropy (R) of a sample149 
ܴ ൌ
ܫԡ െ ୄܫ
ܫԡ ൅ 2ୄܫ
ൌ
ܫ௏௏ െ ܩܫ௏ு
ܫ௏௏ െ 2ܩܫ௏ு
 
(4.1) 
As shown in Chapter 3, measuring anisotropy as a function of excitation energy 
allows a deconvolution of the anisotropy ܴ௜ associated with transition i of the excitation 
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spectrum.195 The application of this fitting procedure for three CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod 
samples with different core sizes is shown in Figure 4.2. First, the photoluminescence 
excitation spectrum from the band edge to ~2.6 eV is fitted with Gaussian curves to 
model transitions (Ai) expected from Norris and Bawendi.199 An additional Gaussian peak 
(show in magenta) is added, centered at 2.6 eV to model absorption into the first CdS 
shell state apparent in the absorption spectra in Figure 4.1b. The total excitation intensity 
is modeled as  
ܫ௉௅ாሺܧሻ ൌ ܫԡ ൅ 2ܩୄܫ ൌ෍ܣ௜ሺܧሻ
௜
 (4.2) 
The first row of Figure 4.2 shows the fitted excitation data, with the same electronic 
transitions represented by the same curve color. The experimental data are plotted in blue 
(small cores), green (medium), and red circles (large) and the yellow curve represents the 
cumulative fit of Gaussians. 
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Figure 4.2 The columns demonstrate the three-step fitting procedure for interpreting 
polarized excitation measurements for the small-, medium-, and large-core seeded 
CdSe/CdS nanorods. The first row shows the polarization-weighted excitation data of the 
samples in open circles fitted with the yellow cumulative fit line. The color of the lines 
fitting the excitation features (black, red, green, cyan, blue, and magenta) is maintained 
between columns and rows, representing the transitions i of the CdSe/CdS electronic 
structure. The second row shows the probability of absorption into each of the fitted 
states as a function of energy. The third row shows the anisotropy spectrum in open 
circles fitted by using the probability functions of the second row weighted by the 
anisotropy of each state, with the cumulative fit in yellow. 
 Second, each of these excitation transitions i is assigned an energy-dependent 
probability, defined as ܨ௜ሺܧሻ ൌ ܣ௜ሺܧሻ ܫ௉௅ாሺܧሻ⁄ . The values for ܨ௜ሺܧሻ, shown in the 
second row of Figure 4.2, represent the probability of exciting a particular transition i as a 
function of energy. Finally, these energy-dependent probabilities can be used as the basis 
set to fit the anisotropy (R) measured by photoselection. Anisotropy is the sum of the 
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anisotropy of each contributing fluorophore, so we use the energy-dependent 
probabilities ܨ௜ሺܧሻ as the basis functions to deconvolute the anisotropy of each transition, 
ܴ௜, according to equation 4.3: 
ܴሺܧሻ ൌ෍ܴ௜ܨ௜
௜
ሺܧሻ (4.3) 
The last row of Figure 4.2 shows the experimentally measured anisotropy in open circles, 
fitted according to equation 3. The yellow curve represents the cumulative fit and each of 
the colored curves represents ܴ௜ܨ௜ሺܧሻ. 
 
Figure 4.3 (a) Anisotropies Ri plotted for the three lowest-energy CdSe quantum dot 
excitations, shown in (b),200 and the CdS excitation of the CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod 
structures. These are the results of the fitting procedure in Figure 4.2. (c) 
Photoluminescence redshift is plotted against the fraction of the heterostructure diameter 
made up by the core material. Anisotropy at the band edge (filled circles) and the 
ultraviolet (open circles) is plotted against aspect ratio (d) and the relative core diameter 
(e). 
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4.2.3 Lifetime and Optical Anisotropy and their Relationship to Structure 
Figure 4.3a shows the numerical result of the fitting procedure for the three samples 
analyzed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The fitted values of ܴ௜ are plotted for the four common 
excitation features shared by the small, medium, and large core samples. Figure 4.3b 
shows the classical excitonic absorptions of CdSe quantum dots: the common excitations 
correspond with the black (1S3/2-1Se), red (2S3/2-1Se), green (1P3/2-1Pe), and magenta 
(CdSVB-CdSCB) curves in Figure 4.2. A few results are noteworthy: the anisotropy 
measured at the first excitation feature increases with the size of the CdSe seed and 
correlates inversely with the relative shell thickness. The 1S3/2-1Se excitation anisotropy 
is ~0.13 for the small core sample but reaches ~0.24 for the largest core sample in Figure 
4.3a. Samples with CdSe nanorod cores show the same pattern with even higher band-
edge anisotropy (Figure 4.4). Second, the samples all show the highest polarization at the 
band edge, which decreases in the second transition, and increases for the third, reflecting 
their similar electronic structure. Last, the anisotropy of the CdS band-edge absorption 
feature is similar in all samples. 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) Fitted excitation intensity of a rod-in-rod sample according to the peak 
structure developed in Figure 2 of the main text. The black, red, green, cyan, blue, and 
magenta curves are Gaussian peaks fitting the excitation data shown in black circles. The 
cumulative fit is shown in the yellow line. Analogous to the main text, the Gaussian 
features represent absorptions of the core CdSe nanorod, except the magenta curve, 
which represents the absorption into the CdS nanorod shell. (b) Probability of absorption 
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into particular excitation features. The color of the curves corresponding to the excitation 
features in (a) is maintained in the probability functions plotted in (b). (c) Fitting the 
measured anisotropy shown in open black circles with the probability functions weighted 
by the anisotropy of each state, which is fitted with the yellow curve of the cumulative fit. 
As in (b), the colors of (a) are maintained in (c) to correspond with the states fitted in the 
excitation spectrum. The results of the fitting give a band-edge anisotropy for the rod-in-
rod sample of ~0.32. 
The synthesis of many samples with different core sizes allows for tests of 
measureable photophysical behavior and structure-property correlations. Using 15 
samples—five with each size of core—the structure-dependent optical properties of the 
dot-in-rod heterostructures are tracked in Figure 4.3. Using TEM, we determined the 
thickness and aspect ratio of each dot-in-rod sample. Absorption redshifts are known to 
depend strongly on the rod shell diameter, for a fixed core size.154 Figure 4.3c shows a 
very similar result by showing the photoluminescence redshift from the core to core/shell 
samples: samples in which the core material makes up the largest fraction of the total 
diameter have <50 meV redshifts of the emission whereas those in which the shell is a 
large fraction of the diameter (>50%) have redshifts as large as 300 meV. The results are 
similar to the reported redshifts in CdSe/CdS quantum dots.201 The sharp 
photoluminescence (as small as 75 meV FWHM) and the high correlation of the shell 
thickness with the optical redshift is an indication that the optical energies are only 
weakly affected by the nanorod dimensions, consistent with confinement of the electron 
only in the short dimensions of the quasi-1D shell. These properties also suggest that the 
results are not strongly-dependent on the position of the emissive CdSe seed in the CdS 
shell. 
The relationship of the physical dimensions of the nanorods to their optical 
anisotropy observed using photoselection was analyzed. The energy-dependent 
anisotropy of a series of core/shell nanorods is similar, showing the common structure for 
each core particle. Filled circles show the values of anisotropy measured at the band-edge 
and open circles show the values measured for excitation at 3.5 eV. Figure 4.3d shows 
the anisotropy plotted against the aspect-ratio of the nanorods. Although the elongation of 
the shell material is essential for observing optical anisotropy, at aspect ratios greater than 
two there is little effect on the polarization properties of the dot-in-rod samples. 
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Insensitivity of the optical polarization to the aspect ratio above a threshold value is 
observed in CdSe nanorods as well.160 Figure 4.3e highlights a far more important 
determinant of polarized optical properties for the dot-in-rod samples: the shell thickness 
of the core/shell dot-in-rod samples is negatively correlated with increased anisotropy, 
both for the anisotropy in the ultraviolet and at low energies. This is observable, but less 
clear within the series of core samples, likely because the correlation is perturbed by the 
noise and of the measurement and even small errors in size estimation. Observing the 
samples taken together, the relative structural anisotropy of the local environment of the 
CdSe core more clearly dictates the optical anisotropy of the dot-in-rod heterostructure. 
4.2.4 Estimating the Oscillator Strength of Specific Excitons 
Anisotropy of isotropically-dispersed, cylindrically-symmetrical fluorophores measured 
using photoselection, as described in this work, is a function of both anisotropy of 
absorption (r) and anisotropy of emission (q), according to175,195 
ܴ ൌ
2
5
ݎݍ (4.4) 
Thus the trends in the anisotropy observed in Figure 4.3 cannot be unambiguously 
assigned to changes in the polarization of the emission, absorption, or both. To overcome 
this problem, we use the dielectric ellipsoid model to estimate absorption anisotropy r.  
Because nanorod emission derives from the same transitions regardless of the 
excitation energy (for single excitons), the anisotropy of the emission is fixed. The 
anisotropy of absorption depends, however, on the energy of excitation and the particular 
transitions which are excited. Under the dielectric ellipsoid model, the cross-section of an 
electronic absorption, generally, ߪ ן |ۦ݅|ܘ|݂ۧ|ଶ ቀ ఌౣ౛ౚ౟౫ౣ
ሺଵିఈሻఌౣ౛ౚ౟౫ౣିఌ౨౥ౚ
ቁ
ଶ
,171,172 can be 
reduced to the dielectric term at high energies. The electronic transition dipoles—
ۦ݅|ܘ|݂ۧ—show no preferential directionality because they derive from many closely-
spaced, overlapping states with different symmetries. The factor ߙ depends on the 
dielectric and aspect ratio of the rod and the dielectric medium, with ߙԡ ് ߙୄ, as 
described in the previous chapter.  Colloidal nanorods act as miniature bar polarizers, 
preferentially attenuating incident electric fields polarized perpendicular to the long axis. 
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Absorption polarization from the nanorod dielectric is the reason for flat, positive values 
of anisotropy in the UV observed in Figure 4.2.  Applying dielectric models allows a 
reasonable estimate of the absorption polarization in the ultraviolet.202,203 Using the 
dielectric estimate of r and the measured value of anisotropy (R), we obtain an estimate 
of the emission polarization of the dot-in-rod samples using equation 4.4. 
  
 
Figure 4.5. (a.) Emission polarization and band-edge polarization predicted according to 
the dielectric ellipsoid model for CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod samples made with small (blue), 
medium (green), and large (red) CdSe cores. Dashed lines indicate the polarization 
expected for an infinite wire of CdSe or CdS in an ߝ ൌ 2 environment. (b.) Relative 
oscillator strength of the 0U and േ1 excitonic states in the lowest electronic state of the 
same CdSe/CdS nanorod samples.  
Open circles in Figure 4.5a show the estimated emission polarization for the 
samples of small (blue), medium (green), and large (red) core CdSe/CdS heterostructures. 
Closed circles show the value of absorption anisotropy at the band-edge using the 
measured value of R and the estimated value of q according to equation 4.4. Although the 
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dielectric ellipsoid model yields, in two of fifteen cases, the non-physical result that 
band-edge absorption polarization is lower than emission polarization, the general pattern 
is reasonable and corresponds well with the data in Figure 4.3 and literature 
measurements of emission polarization of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod structures.189 The degree 
of polarization increases as the relative shell thickness of the dot-in-rod sample decreases, 
but the data collected in Figure 4.3 and modeled in here suggests that the band-edge 
polarization of the dot-in-rod samples is limited to a maximum of ~0.8. Band-edge 
polarizations of >0.9 were not obtained without using a CdSe nanorod core in a 
CdSe/CdS rod-in-rod structure. 
The dashed lines in Figure 4.5a indicate the polarization expected for a wire of 
CdSe or CdS in a low dielectric (ߝ ൌ 2) environment; estimations of the polarization 
greater than these values are suggestive of the role of the quantum confined electronic 
structure in the band-edge polarization. The photoluminescence and band-edge 
absorption feature of CdSe nanostructures contains eight finely-spaced energy levels for 
the lowest-energy exciton.154,162 In wurtzite CdSe quantum dots, two of these exciton fine 
structure states are optically passive; four states (േ1L for lower and േ1U for upper 
transitions) have angular momentum and represent circularly-polarized transitions in the 
ab-plane of the wurtzite crystal; and one state, 0U, is linearly-polarized along the wurzite 
c-axis, which is also the long-axis of CdSe/CdS nanorods (Figure 4.6).  
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Figure 4.6 Approximate exciton fine structure diagrams for 2.2nm (blue), 3.8nm (green), 
and 6.8nm (red) CdSe nanocrystal seeds in CdS rod shells. Estimates of exciton level 
spacing is based on experimental measurements from the literature.154 
 Although CdSe/CdS dot-in-plate structures have shown large splitting of the 
exciton fine structure states which explains band-edge polarization properties,204 Raino et 
al. demonstrated that splitting of exciton fine structure states is much smaller in dot-in-
rod structures compared to quantum dots.154 The band-edge polarization properties of 
CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod samples are a function of the tunable oscillator strength of the 
linearly-polarized excitation and emission compared to the േ1 transitions.151 Previous 
reports have suggested that the anisotropic pressure on the CdSe core from the lattice 
mismatch with the CdS shell can be responsible for linear (for dot-in-rod samples) and 
planar (for dot-in-plate samples) emission polarization.76 To this we add that the degree 
of polarization depends on the degree to which the pressure is anisotropically distributed 
on the core particle. Figure 4.5b shows the empirically-estimated oscillator strength of the 
0 and േ1 exciton fine structure states, consistent with the average of band-edge 
absorption and emission polarization in Figure 4.5a. The oscillator strength differences 
plotted in Figure 4.5b subsume both the polarization conferred by the anisotropic 
dielectric nanorod, which is similar between all samples, and the polarization conferred 
by the specific directionality of the electronic transitions due to the anisotropic pressure 
exerted by the lattice shell.76,177 Even for rods of similar aspect ratio, the changes in the 
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relative oscillator strength of band-edge transitions tune the optical anisotropy of the 
samples. 
4.3 Conclusions 
In summary, tuning the degree of anisotropy of the environment surrounding the emissive 
CdSe of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanostructures, tunes the degree of optical anisotropy 
observed for the samples. Dot-in-rod nanostructures can be made with shells of variable 
thickness to tune the degree of linear polarization of the electronic transitions. The 
finding that the degree of polarization in CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod heterostructures is strongly 
correlated with the thickness of the CdS shell along the short axis suggests that higher 
degrees of optical anisotropy may face a trade-off with blinking, brightness, stability, and 
emission color. Thicker shells, frequently used to passivate quantum dots for less 
blinking and higher quantum yield, are also likely to yield a more isotropic electronic 
landscape for the emissive core material, and thus lower optical anisotropy. 
4.4 Appendix 
Synthesis of Samples. All samples were synthesized according to previous literature 
procedures.78,194 To obtain small, medium, and large wurtzite cores we adjusted the 
injection temperature and reaction time (before quenching). 2.2 nm cores were made by 
injection at 380°C followed by rapid quenching; 3.6 nm x 3.8 nm cores were synthesized 
by injection at 370°C and 1 minute reaction time at 355-360°C; 5.8 nm x 6.8 nm cores 
were synthesized by injection at 340°C with 8 minutes of growth at 360°C. Seeded-
growth synthesis followed the above literature recipes. 
X-Ray. Small-angle x-ray data was collected using a multi-angle x-ray scattering system 
using Bruker FR591 rotating anode at 40 kV and 85 mA, Osmic confocal optics, Rigaku 
pinhole collimation, and Bruker HiStar Multiwire detector. Samples were measured as 
concentrated fluid solutions in 1mm capillaries. Wide-angle x-ray data was collected on 
the same solutions using a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer at 40kV and 30mA. Scans 
were performed in Laue geometry. X-ray simulation was performed using atomistic 
models as described in more detail elsewhere.127  
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Electron microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy for samples was performed 
using a JEOL 1400 microscope operating at 120 keV. 
Absorption, Photoluminescence, and Anisotropy measurements. Absorption 
measurements were performed using a Cary 5000 UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectrometer. 
Photoluminescence lifetime and steady-state measurements were performed using a 
Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog-3 fluorimeter with a pulsed source (where necessary) from a 405 
nm PicoQuant diode operating at 1MHz. Photoselection measurements were performed 
using either an L-format Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog-3 with hand-aligned polarizers or a T-
format PTI fluorimeter with computer-controlled polarizers. 
Data Fitting. Excitation data were fitted using energies for the excitation features 
derived from Norris and Bawendi on the basis of the core absorption features.199 The fits 
are Gaussian peaks and the fit was performed in Origin using least-squares fitting. As the 
Gaussian peaks are necessarily non-physical (with finite value at negative energy), the 
excitation fitting was constrained to conform with a realistic peak structure as closely as 
possible. The first excitation feature was selected on the basis of the excitation scan 
(second derivative analysis) with subsequent peaks at positions estimated from the 
relative positions of the core absorption features +/-20 meV consistent with Norris and 
Bawendi.199 The zoom-in inset of the band-edge absorption of the CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod 
nanostructures suggest a similar spacing of the energy of the CdSe absorptions in the core 
and core/shell, albeit redshifted in the second. Peak widths were constrained to <200 
meV and the band edge features were <130 meV, consistent with the photoluminescence 
linewidths that ranged from 130 meV to 75 meV. Anisotropy data was fitted with 
numerical probability functions (interpolated from the fitting of the excitation data) using 
a Mathematica FindFit routine using least-squares fitting. 
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5 HIGH-TEMPERATURE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
PROPERTIES OF CORE/SHELL 
NANOHETEROSTRUCTURES* 
5.1 Motivations for Studying High-Temperature Photoluminescence 
Temperature-dependent studies of semiconductor nanocrystal emission properties above 
room temperature represent an emerging area of interest as research into nanocrystal-
based devices moves toward technological implementation.205–214 Functioning devices, 
such as photovoltaics,215,216 LEDs,147,148 color converting layers,3 luminescent 
concentrators,4,217 and nanocrystal-based lasers2 may require stable, high-performance 
operation at elevated temperatures. Displays, in particular, require phosphors with 
sustained brightness and high color purity at temperatures frequently exceeding 100°C. 
Temperature-dependent optical studies of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals are 
commonly performed at low temperature to elucidate electronic and excitonic structure in 
the absence of thermal broadening.162,199 Studies of the evolution of photoluminescence at 
temperatures closer to the operating range of optoelectronic devices remain limited. 
There is relatively little understanding of how synthetically-controllable parameters—
size, shape, composition, electronic structure—contribute to the stability or instability of 
photoluminescence at temperatures exceeding 300 K. Study of these variables has 
potential to contribute to improvements in device performance. 
 In this context, seeded-growth CdSe/CdS nanorods are excellent candidates for 
light-emitting applications and study at high temperature. The presence of an anisotropic 
CdS shell yields samples that combine high photoluminescence quantum yields, excellent 
color purity, and strongly polarized emission.77,78,194 Similar to spherical core/shell 
systems, samples can be prepared with many core sizes and shell thicknesses. In contrast 
to spherical core/shell systems, CdSe/CdS nanorods allow a separate treatment of the 
shell thickness in the short axis and the total heterostructure size. Earlier works on II-
VI206–208 and III-V nanocrystals205 have shown that core/shell nanocrystals show 
improved thermal stability of photoluminescence in terms of preserved luminescence and 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, C.B. Murray. High Temperature Photoluminescence of 
CdSe/CdS Core/Shell Nanoheterostructures.  ACS Nano 2014, 8 (6), 6466-6474. Copyright 2014. American 
Chemical Society. 
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reversibility of photoluminescence loss. In this work, the photoluminescence properties 
of a family of CdSe/CdS nanoheterostructures prepared by seeded growth are examined 
to investigate how nanocrystal core and shell dimensions contribute to 
photoluminescence behavior from 300 K to 600 K. 
5.2 Temperature-Dependence of the Photoluminescence Profile 
5.2.1 Thermal Changes of the Emission Profile and Intensity 
Figures 5.1a-5.1d show contour plots of the temperature-dependent emission from four 
samples of dot-in-rod nanocrystals in which the CdSe core sizes used in seeded growth 
are 2.2 nm “small” nanocrystals, 3.8 x 3.6 nm “medium” nanocrystals, prolate 6.8 x 5.8 
nm “large” nanocrystals, and 12.8 nm x 4.3 nm CdSe nanorods. In each case, the 
fluorescence intensity (with 405 nm excitation) decreases with temperature elevation. At 
the same time, the fluorescence broadens and redshifts. The positions of the emission 
maxima and the full-widths at half-maximum (FWHM) were determined by fitting each 
emission profile to a Gaussian peak. The results for these four samples are plotted in 
Figures 5.1e and 5.1f. Similar to earlier reports,212,218 the emission maximum shifts from 
the band gap at 0 K (E୥ୟ୮ሺ0ሻ) in reasonable agreement with the Varshni relation,
219 
approximating a linear change at high temperature: 
ܧ୥ୟ୮ሺܶሻ ൌ ܧ୥ୟ୮ሺ0ሻ െ ߙܶଶ ሺߚ ൅ ܶሻ⁄  (5.1) 
Using the values of ߙ ൌ 2.7 ൈ 10ିସ, the temperature coefficient, and ߚ ൌ 195 K, 
approximating the Debye temperature,212 we find a reasonable fit to the data collected on 
dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod samples studied in this work that is consistent with the 
literature.210–212,218 (See Figure 5.2) 
The photoluminescence broadening shown in Figure 5.1f indicates that the color 
purity of core/shell nanocrystals decreases at elevated temperature, but this result is also 
in relatively good agreement with the predicted broadening of fluorescence which has 
been found in CdSe/ZnS212 and CdSe/CdS218 nanocrystals. photoluminescence 
broadening follows a function 
߁ሺܶሻ ൌ ߁௜௡௛ ൅ ߁஺஼ܶ ൅ ߁௅ை൫݁ாಽೀ ௞்⁄ െ 1൯
ିଵ
 (5.2) 
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In which ߁௜௡௛ is the intrinsic inhomogeneous linewidth, ߁஺஼ is the acoustic phonon-
exciton coupling coefficient, ߁௅ை is the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon-exciton 
coupling coefficient, and ܧ௅ை is the LO phonon energy. The experimental change in 
broadening is plotted for every dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod sample measured in this study 
in Figure 5.2 along with a line based on the literature (߁௜௡௛ ൎ 40 meV;߁஺஼ ൎ 55ߤeV K⁄ ; 
 ߁௅ை ൎ 20 meV; ܧ௅ை ൎ 30 meV).
207,218 The photoluminescence properties of the samples 
studied in this work behave similarly to bulk CdSe and other nanocrystals studied at 
lower temperature, both in terms of the temperature-dependent band-gap and 
homogeneous emission broadening. 
 
Figure 5.1 (a)-(d) Normalized contour plots of the temperature-dependent emission from 
CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod heterostructures with cartoons of the samples overlaid on the plot. 
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Temperature-dependence of the emission energy of maximum intensity (e) and full-width 
at half-maximum (FWHM) (f) for the same four samples. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Black open circles show the experimental values for the change in the energy 
maximum of the photoluminescence for each dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod sample measured 
in this paper, defined as the change from the maximum at 300 K. The black dashed line is 
the expected result based upon previous literature findings and the Varshni relation.212,218 
Blue squares show the change in the bandwidth of sample photoluminescence, defined as 
change in the FWHM compared to the FWHM measured at 300 K. The blue dashed line 
is the approximate broadening found in the literature. We have further assumed in this 
fitting that the samples show intrinsic FWHM of ~40 meV from 0 K to 300 K and that 
the band-gap change from 0 K to 300 K is 50 meV, both consistent with literature 
findings.218 
5.2.2 Stability and Reversibility of Photoluminescence 
In addition to the temperature-dependent data taken by heating and cooling samples to 
and from 600 K, the cycling and medium-term stability of a CdSe/CdS nanorod sample 
was tested at moderate temperature (140 °C, 412 K), comparable to operating 
temperatures in light emitting applications. The nanorods for this experiment were diluted 
into a matrix of polyvinylbutyral to model the conditions of operation as phosphors. More 
common acrylic co-polymers formed through radical polymerization were specifically 
avoided due to photoluminescence quenching from radical initiators.220 This could be the 
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explanation between the apparent discrepancy of the temperature cycling results 
presented here and past work showing poorer reversibility of photoluminescence in 
CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod samples.208 Figure 5.3 shows cycling (a) and medium-term stability 
(b). The sample showed little change in the photoluminescence intensity based on the 
cycle number, consistent with previous proposals that photoluminescence quenching is 
thermally-activated but reversible.206,208 Continuous illumination showed stable 
photoluminescence signal at long times but the sample showed photobrightening of 
~35% in the first 100 minutes. Photobrightening in nanocrystals is well-known and much 
larger magnitudes have been reported,221 but higher initial quantum yields may place a 
ceiling on photobrightening. Typically attributed to trap filling, in this case most likely by 
electrons,88 the photobrightening behavior can be modeled by an exponential increase 
following ܫஶ െ ܣ݁ି௧/ఛ with a time constant τ of 640 s.
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Figure 5.3 (a) Photoluminescence intensity of a CdSe/CdS rod-in-rod sample that was 
heated from 310 K to 412 K in five cycles. (b) Emission intensity of the rod-in-rod 
sample measured as a function of time at 412 K. 
5.2.3 Temperature-Insensitive Optical Anisotropy 
Among the advantages of dot-in-rod or rod-in-rod samples for photonic applications is 
their high optical anisotropy, both in the polarization of emission and absorption.161,194 
Coupled to a programmable assembly, optical anisotropy offers a possibility of enhancing 
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capture of emitted light through polarization-sensitive reflectance. Accurate measurement 
of optical anisotropy (R), which is defined by the ratio of intensities in equation 5.3,149  
ܴ ൌ
ܫԡ െ ୄܫ
ܫԡ ൅ 2ୄܫ
 
(5.3) 
requires precise knowledge of the sample alignment. Solutions are the most reproducible 
way to generate isotropic alignments, and this strategy is used here, although the use of a 
commercial heating block limits this study to a maximum of 100 °C. Figure 5.4 shows 
the temperature-dependent anisotropy (R) and fluorescence intensity for solutions of rod-
in-rod and dot-in-rod samples dissolved in n-decane. Capped cuvettes and a high-boiling 
solvent (n-decane) were used to limit solvent evaporation at higher temperature and 
maintain a fixed concentration of nanocrystals. Although the photoluminescence in 
solution drops, in a similar manner to the data collected in the solid state, the optical 
anisotropy of both samples remains fixed. This indicates that the electronic transitions 
responsible for absorption and emission remain the same despite the loss of 
photoluminescence. Temperature-dependent changes in the solvent viscosity of about 
50%223 might be expected to reduce the value of R through rotational depolarization,149 
but this effect is small. For nanorods of this size, rotational depolarization occurs on the 
μs timescale172 and photon emission occurs with ns lifetimes, making the orientation of 
the emitting population nearly identical to that of the absorbing population. 
 
Figure 5.4 (top) Optical anisotropy of CdSe/CdS rod-in-rod (black squares) and dot-in-
rod (red circles) samples excited at 405 nm plotted versus temperature. (bottom) 
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Integrated photoluminescence intensity of the same rod-in-rod (black squares) and dot-in-
rod (red circles) samples plotted versus temperature.  
5.3 Structure-Property Relationships in Photoluminescence Preservation 
The temperature-dependent photoluminescence intensity is plotted for several samples in 
Figure 5.5, with the values normalized to the initial intensity at 300 K. Figure 5.5a shows 
the integrated intensity data collected from heating the four nanorod samples shown in 
Figure 5.1. The samples plotted in Figure 5.5a show substantial differences in the 
quantity of photoluminescence quenching at 600 K. Photoluminescence quenching of the 
small core sample is greater (to ~1.5% of the original intensity at 600 K) than those made 
with the larger cores. The degree of quenching appears to be directly related to the 
heterostructure core. 
 
Figure 5.5 (a) Integrated, normalized photoluminescence intensity plotted versus 
temperature for three samples of dot-in-rod CdSe/CdS nanocrystals and one rod-in-rod 
nanocrystal. (b, c) Relative photoluminescence intensity plotted versus temperature for 
dot-in-rod samples in which the shell thickness (b) or the nanorod length (c) is varied.  
More finely-controlled structure-property relationships are tested by tuning the 
shell thickness separately in the transverse and longitudinal directions. For Figure 5.5b, 
small CdSe cores were used to synthesize three samples with very similar length (30 nm) 
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but in which the shell thickness was varied substantially from 1.1 nm to 1.5 nm. 
Increasing the shell thickness of core/shell nanocrystals is correlated with less blinking198 
and higher photoluminescence quantum yields. In these measurements, thicker shells 
confer enhanced thermal stability of photoluminescence, but this effect is far less 
substantial than changes of the heterostructure volume. For Figure 5.5c, large CdSe cores 
were used to synthesize samples with fixed shell thickness, but the nanorod lengths 
varied between 25 nm and 78 nm to study the role of heterostructure volume on the 
thermal stability of photoluminescence. Similar to the trend apparent in Figure 5.5a, 
Figure 5.5c highlights the evidence that those CdSe/CdS samples in which the core 
comprises a larger volume fraction of the total heterostructure are more resistant to 
photoluminescence quenching. Further confirmation of this trend comes from the 
synthesis of isotropic CdSe/CdS heterostructures with a slightly-modified procedure 
using oleic acid rather than phosphonic acids as the dominant ligand.140 Among these 
samples, shown in Figure 5.6, photoluminescence is most strongly preserved in the 
sample with the thinnest shell but the largest CdSe core volume fraction. Although 
core/shell samples enhanced thermal stability of photoluminescence compared to core-
only samples (see Figure 5.10), within the series of core/shell samples tested in this 
study, room temperature quantum yield is not a good indicator of thermally-stable 
photoluminescence. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) photoluminescence intensity as a function of temperature plotted for three 
samples of sphere-in-sphere type CdSe/CdS nanocrystals (nanocrystals) with their 
corresponding TEM images (b) and absorption spectra (c). Scale bars are 50 nm. 
5.4 Temperature-Dependence of Photoluminescence Lifetime 
5.4.1 Observed Divergence of Temperature-Dependent Lifetime 
Figure 5.7 shows time-resolved photoluminescence data collected from several samples 
as a function of temperature. Figure 5.7a shows the typical relationship of the 
temperature-dependent lifetime of nanostructures which has been recorded for II-VI 
nanocrystals: with increasing temperature, nonradiative decay trapping processes 
dominate over radiative relaxation of excitons and lead to shorter apparent 
photoluminescence decays. 206,208,224 At higher temperatures, CdSe samples (without a 
shell) exhibited decays only slightly longer than the instrument response function 
(Figures 5.7a and Figure 5.10). Rowland and Schaller have demonstrated that thermally-
induced hole trapping, as opposed to intrinsic multiphonon exciton deactivation, explain 
the decrease in photoluminescence and photoluminescence lifetime of CdSe and 
CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals.206 The addition of a CdS shell leads to substantially different 
decay behavior for dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod samples shown in Figures 5.7b and 5.7c. In 
Figure 5.7b, the dot-in-rod sample shows two trends: slightly increasing decay time to 
450 K followed by slightly decreasing decay time. Figure 5c shows the lifetime of the 
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rod-in-rod structure which exhibits a monotonic increase in photoluminescence decay 
time to 600 K.  
 
Figure 5.7 (a)-(c) Contour plots of time resolved photoluminescence intensity versus 
temperature for samples of CdSe nanorods (a), CdSe/CdS dots-in-rods (b), and CdSe/CdS 
rods-in-rods (c). (d) Cartoon of the band-edge energy states of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod 
samples showing the change in the conduction band offset and increased delocalization of 
the electron at elevated temperatures, symbolized by the blue and red curves. (e) Plot of 
the photoluminescence lifetimes for four CdSe/CdS nanorod samples made by seeded-
growth normalized to the lifetime at 300 K.  
5.4.2 Electronic Structure of CdSe/CdS Dot-in-Rods and Its Influence on 
Photoluminescence Lifetime 
Increasing lifetime from 25 K to 300 K has been observed previously in CdSe/CdS 
nanorod heterostructures.218 Figure 5.7d summarizes the underlying electronic structures 
of CdSe/CdS heterostructures which explains this phenomenon. Due to band offset and 
effective mass differences, holes are strongly confined in the CdSe core but electrons are 
more freely delocalized into the CdS shell.218,225–228 The core (hole) and shell (electron) 
provide an approximation of the excitonic electron and hole wavefunctions, the overlap 
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of which determines the radiative rate. Due to its greater delocalization, electron capture 
in the core limits the radiative rate. Thus, samples in which the core material comprises a 
larger volume fraction of the total heterostructure show shorter photoluminescence 
lifetimes apparent in Figure 5.8, although the absolute value may also be altered by such 
factors as the different band offsets of different core materials, sample history, and the 
ligand shell.  Raino et al. found that different temperature-dependent changes in the 
conduction and valence band energies of CdSe and CdS are responsible for greater 
electron delocalization at elevated temperatures. As the temperature increases, the 
conduction band offset of CdSe and CdS decreases slightly, leading to more electron 
delocalization, smaller electron-hole overlap, and longer radiative lifetimes.218 Figure 
5.7d models the conduction band change with temperature: at higher temperature, the 
conduction band offset between the CdSe and CdS decreases, allowing the electron to 
delocalize more freely, thereby decreasing electron-hole overlap and increasing the 
radiative lifetime. 
 
Figure 5.8 Solution fluorescence lifetime data extracted for CdSe/CdS core/shell 
nanocrystals plotted against the fraction of the heterostructure volume occupied by the 
CdSe core. Lifetime data is extracted empirically according to literature methods.197 
Aggregated data are derived from samples studied in this work and previous work.25 
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Unlike previous temperature-dependent studies up to 300 K,218 
photoluminescence of the samples studied in this work decreased at higher temperature. 
The effects of increasing radiative decay time due to changes in the band-offset are 
convoluted with non-radiative decay. To explain photoluminescence quenching, earlier 
publications have used the concept of thermally-generated trap states.206,208 Intrinsic 
multi-phonon exciton deactivation is unlikely given the large band gap of the CdSe/CdS 
structures and this mechanism should yield similar results in all samples. The high 
reversibility of photoluminescence intensity suggests that trap states are also formed and 
unformed reversibly with temperature. The chemical nature of trap states is undefined, 
but trapping at the strained epitaxial interface or the surface of the nanorod are likely 
candidates for trapping centers which are also consistent with thermal reversibility. The 
experiments presented in this work cannot distinguish between electron or hole trapping 
in an unambiguous manner. Although hole trapping has been identified in similar 
CdSe/CdS heterostructures,229 evidence from transient absorption spectroscopy,226,227,230 
terahertz spectroscopy,225 photoluminescence spectroscopy,197,218 single nanorod 
spectroscopy,228 cross-polarized grating spectroscopy,231 multi-exciton studies,232 and 
Stark effect measurements233 suggest that electron trapping is the more likely mechanism 
of temperature-dependent quenching, due to greater carrier delocalization to potential 
defect sites. The volume dependence of the thermal stability of photoluminescence is a 
result competition between thermally-induced electron traps and radiative exciton 
recombination. For samples with a larger core volume fraction, exciton capture in the 
CdSe core is faster, evidenced by shorter photoluminescence lifetimes (Figure 5.8). Rapid 
radiative decay is more competitive with non-radiative processes that have increasing 
prominence at high temperature. Arrhenius plots of the non-radiative rate (Figure 5.9), 
estimated from ܻܳ ൌ ݇௥௔ௗ ሺ݇௡௢௡ି௥௔ௗ ൅ ݇௥௔ௗሻ⁄  suggest a similar trap depth across the 
samples (~150-250 meV), bearing no clear relationship with the particle structures. This 
evidence suggests a common mechanism of carrier trapping across the samples, which is 
also similar to earlier reports.206 
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Figure 5.9 (a) Arrhenius plot of the radiative recombination rate fitted to the Arhenius 
equation with the results of activation energy and attempt frequency of the fits for the 
sample numbers (see Appendix) in (b). 
Figure 5.7e shows the results of these competing pathways for a series of dot-in-
rod and one rod-in-rod sample. For consistency with the previous literature197 and to 
avoid the ambiguity of multi-exponential fitting,149 we use empirical lifetimes defined as 
the time to decay to ܫ଴ 3݁ଷ⁄ . In Figure 5.7e, we normalized the lifetime for each sample 
based on the lifetime taken at 300 K, in the solid state. Consistent with the steady-state 
photoluminescence data, the time-resolved photoluminescence shows different 
temperatures at which the decay time of dot-in-rod samples begins decreasing due to 
thermally-induced nonradiative decay pathways. Each of the samples shows a region of 
increasing photoluminescence lifetime, but the peak photoluminescence decay 
temperature depends on the core volume fraction of the heterostructure. Starting with the 
same core material and growing increasingly longer nanorod shells, the largest CdSe/CdS 
dot-in-rod sample, with the smallest core volume fraction (3.5%), has a peak lifetime at 
425 K; the second largest (4.9%) nanorod peaks at 450 K, and the shortest nanorod 
sample (10.8%) peaks at 500 K. The rod-in-rod heterostructure, in which the core 
nanorod comprises a much larger volume fraction of the total (16.3%), showed no 
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maximum in the lifetime up to 600 K, as apparent in Figure 5.7c. Samples with longer 
radiative lifetimes at room temperature were ultimately less competitive with 
nonradiative relaxation and thus quenched more effectively at elevated temperature. 
5.4.3 The Role of Ligand Decomposition in Photoluminescence at High Temperature 
 
Figure 5.10 (a,b) Transmission electron microscopy, (c) absorption, and (d) 
photoluminescence data collected for a sample of CdSe nanorods (nanorods) before and 
after performing a heating cycle for temperature-dependent photoluminescence 
measurements. The sample was heated to 600 K, then returned to 300 K and dissolved in 
hexanes to perform measurements. Scale bars are 50 nm. (e) Steady-state 
photoluminescence from the same CdSe nanorods at 300 K, 600 K, and returned to 300 K 
after heating. (f) Time-resolved photoluminescence signals from the same sample 
measured at the same temperatures. The results show strong photoluminescence 
quenching and short lifetimes at elevated temperatures similar to previous results.206,208  
Earlier reports have suggested that the thermal decomposition of the ligand 
molecules on the particle surface dictates the stability of the nanocrystal 
photoluminescence at high temperatures.205 The oleic acid capped CdSe/CdS 
nanocrystals that were also made by high-temperature seeded growth140 performed 
similarly to phosphonate-capped nanorod heterostructures (Figure 5.6), indicating that at 
least among organic ligands the photoluminescence behavior is not affected by the ligand 
on the particles.  However, we did not test an inorganic ligand and we did not heat the 
samples above 600 K, situations in which it is possible that conclusions could be 
different. In one critical difference between the organic ligands, we found that oleate-
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capped core/shell nanocrystals could not be redispersed after heating (insoluble or 
sparingly soluble in hexanes), which was interpreted as evidence of ligand decomposition 
or reaction, whereas those with phosphonate ligands were readily soluble in hexanes after 
heating. Indeed, Figure 5.10 details just how little the samples appear to be affected by 
the high-temperature annealing process. This result likely reproduces the findings of an 
earlier report in which decomposition of carboxylate ligands is described as a potential 
source of photoluminescence quenching. But we find no unambiguous evidence within 
our samples for distinctive temperature-dependent photoluminescence behavior in 
carboxylate- or phosphonate-capped nanocrystals. The emission color of both sets of 
samples returned to the same energy suggesting that no gross irreversible changes in the 
particle structure occurred. 
5.5 Synthetic Protocols for High-Temperature Photoluminescence Preservation 
Different synthetic methods for preparing dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod nanocrystals, which 
yield, to a first approximation, similar products, are clearly distinguished in temperature-
dependent photoluminescence measurements. Early syntheses of monodisperse core/shell 
II-VI nanocrystals frequently employed highly-reactive metal chalcogenide precursors at 
lower concentration and lower temperature (e.g. 120-200 °C) than the synthesis of the 
core particles.71–73,76,137,191 Separately, seeded growth of CdSe/CdS heterostructures, in 
which nanocrystal seeds are injected at high temperature (>300 °C) into a reaction pot 
with low-reactivity precursors has proven an effective method for synthesizing 
isotropic234 and anisotropic77,78,194 CdSe/CdS heterostructures. Both methods produce 
nanocrystals with high room temperature photoluminescence quantum yields and 
excellent color purity. We aimed as part of this work to test the relationship of synthetic 
conditions on the photoluminescence properties of samples under thermal stress.  
The results already presented in this paper demonstrate the thermal 
photoluminescence properties from samples grown using seeded growth techniques. To 
provide samples for comparison with the samples of dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod samples 
shown above, we synthesized analogous heterostructures using dimethylcadmium and 
bis(TMS)sulfide as the Cd and S precursors in a coordinating mixture of hexadecylamine 
and trioctylphosphine oxide at 160-190 °C following literature protocols.76,137,191 After 
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precursor injection finished, the samples were annealed in solution at 100 °C for 2 hours. 
Emission from the samples was quenched substantially more at elevated temperature than 
the samples synthesized by seeded growth, as shown in Figure 5.11a. Unlike the samples 
prepared by seeded-growth, the CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod samples, lifetime 
data shows a pattern similar to the properties of CdSe core-only samples, with decay time 
decreasing with higher temperature. (Figures 5.11b and 5.11c) 
Recent work on exceptionally-bright core/shell quantum dots suggests that 
formation of core/shell nanocrystals at high temperature using low-reactivity precursors 
is instrumental in suppressing blinking and boosting quantum yields to near unity 
efficiency.75 High-temperature synthesis may be instrumental in relaxing the nanocrystal 
structure and annealing samples to remove defect sites that could serve as centers of non-
radiative recombination. To extend this test, the top-performing rod-in-rod sample in this 
study was further overcoated at 190 °C with an alloyed CdZnS shell using literature 
procedures.191 The thermal stability of emission of the samples is compared in Figure 
5.11d. The CdSe/CdS/CdZnS double shell nanorods retained only a small fraction of their 
original photoluminescence intensity, a factor of ten less than the CdSe/CdS rod-in-rod 
sample. The growth of an additional alloyed CdZnS shell at lower temperature 
substantially decreased thermal stability. The effective thermal annealing of samples in 
high temperature syntheses ensures the formation of a shell with less susceptibility to 
thermal quenching, but the formation of a new shell introduces thermally susceptible 
material. Figure 5.11e shows that the lifetimes of the two samples diverge above 400 K, 
suggesting that defects in the CdZnS shell are the primary mechanism of quenching in the 
CdSe/CdS/CdZnS sample. Cooling experiments show that the photoluminescence loss is 
irreversible and that the quenching process is likely due to permanent trap formation. 
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Figure 5.11 (a) Relative photoluminescence intensity of dot-in-rod and rod-in-rod 
nanocrystals synthesized at low temperatures. The data are normalized to the intensity of 
the samples at 300 K. Time-resolved photoluminescence versus temperature contour 
plots for the same dot-in-rod (b) and rod-in-rod (c) samples analyzed in (a). 
Representative cartoons are inset. (d) Comparison of the preservation of 
photoluminescence in a sample of CdSe/CdS rods-in-rods as synthesized (black squares) 
and after additional shell growth with CdZnS at 190 °C (red circles). (e) Lifetime data 
collected as a function of temperature for same samples in (d). 
5.6 Conclusions 
The thermal stability of PL from CdSe/CdS nanoheterostructures has been studied as a 
function of synthetically-controllable dimensional and structural parameters using both 
steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopy. The temperature dependent behavior of 
samples prepared by seeded growth is similar to bulk CdSe in terms of inhomogeneous 
broadening and the energy shift of the band gap. Photoluminescence quenching is 
strongly determined by the core/shell volume ratio and the method of synthesis. 
Temperature-dependent time-resolved photoluminescence shows clear differences in the 
thermal behavior of samples consistent with the degree of preserved photoluminescence. 
These differences arise from the relative competition of radiative and non-radiative 
pathways at elevated temperature. As the time-scale of non-radiative decay becomes 
much faster than radiative decay, quenching is observed; consequently, those samples 
with faster radiative decays, which requires a relatively small shell for enhanced electron-
hole overlap, have better thermal stability. 
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5.7 Appendix I 
 
Figure 5.12 TEM micrographs of samples used in this study. (a-c) large core dot-in-rod 
samples; (d) medium core dot-in-rod; (e-g) small core dot-in-rod samples; (h) rod-in-rod 
sample; samples of dot-in-rod (i) and rod-in-rod (j) synthesized at low temperature and 
not through seeded-growth. Scale bars are 50 nm (a-h), 10 nm (i), and 20 nm (j). 
 
Table 5.2 Sample identification number and property summary for several samples used 
in this work and synthesized using high-temperature seeded growth. 
Sample Core Length 
(nm) 
Width 
(nm) 
Volume 
(nm3) 
PL@600K 325K 
return 
300K 
return 
Τ 
(ns) 
QY 
1 L 55.6 6.33 1751 0.074 0.716 0.823 16.4 12.8 
2 L 25.4 6.41 819 0.125 0.812 0.926 5.2 27.0 
3 L 78.7 6.32 2471 0.039 0.466 0.587 30.2 12.2 
4 M 30.6 5.21 654 0.054 0.399 0.342 12.0 38.1 
5 S 30.7 5.48 724 0.029 0.555 0.638 28 71.7 
6 S 30.7 4.98 599 0.020 0.624 0.766 18.4 77.3 
7 S 33.4 4.45 520 0.014 0.298 0.346 22.6 56.4 
8 Rod 35.2 6.40 1132 0.443 1.063 1.081 9.7 32.7 
 
Methods. Routine solution-phase absorption and emission spectra were performed using 
a Cary 5000 UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer and a Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog-3 fluorimeter, 
respectively. For time-resolved PL data, a PicoQuant 405 nm diode was used at 1 MHz. 
Characterization of temperature dependent PL was performed in an evacuated cell 
equipped with transparent windows (MMR R2300) with the heating stage controlled via 
an MMR K20 temperature controller. Samples were heated at 6 K/min and equilibrated 5 
minutes for measurements. Temperature-dependent measurements in solution were 
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performed using a Varian Eclipse fluorimeter equipped with a temperature-controlled 
sample holder. Hand-aligned polarizers were used for polarization-dependent 
measurements. Alignment was performed with a scattering sample (dried milk dispersed 
in water). 
5.8 Appendix II 
The electronic structure of CdSe/CdS nanocrystals is described in detail in this chapter 
and the primary lens through which it is viewed is time-resolved photoluminescence 
lifetimes. Because hole-capture to the core material is rapid, the electron capture rate 
dictates recombination. Electron capture, as discussed above, is primarily a function of 
the relative size of the core (cross-section) compared to the delocalized volume of the 
electron, which delocalizes substantially across the structure. However, at sufficiently 
short times, or in multi-exciton conditions, the hole can also be observed in the shell 
material. For example, when colloidal dot-in-rods are excited with energetic pulses to 
generate multiple excitons per nanocrystal, two-color emission from the core and shell is 
apparent.235 Under these conditions, holes and electrons fill the excitonic states of the 
core and then the excitonic states of the shell and both holes and electrons cannot relax 
thermally, so they relax radiatively. If the photoluminescence of dot-in-rod nanocrystals 
is observed at very short times (<100 ps), the recombination of “hot” electron-hole pairs 
in the CdS can be observed at the band-gap feature of the CdS nanorod shell (Figure 
5.13). Here, the decay of photoluminescence at very short times is most likely due to the 
trapping of the hole in the core of the core/shell heterostructure. 
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Figure 5.13 Ultrafast photoluminescence of a dot-in-rod nanocrystal sample. The 
photoluminescence from the core dot is slow and cancelled under background-subtraction 
routines. Image courtesy of Jay Kikkawa and Michael Turk (private communication). 
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6 NANOCRYSTAL SELF-ASSEMBLY AND 
CHARACTERIZATION BY X-RAY SCATTERING 
METHODS 
6.1 Motivations for Solid State Studies 
Most valuable technologies that exploit semiconductors rely on materials in the solid 
state. These may include single-component devices, like transistors, which have enabled 
a revolution in computational power and concomitant technologies, or multi-component 
devices like solar cells, LEDs, or thermoelectrics which offer the possibility to design 
materials for non-combustion energy generation. Nanocrystals in various compositions 
are often discussed as potential building blocks for all of these technologies.236 Although 
nanocrystals are often highlighted as solution-dispersible semiconductors or metals, the 
ultimate aim of most work is still focused on deposition of dispersions into solid state 
devices. Among the most exciting opportunities in the use of colloidal semiconductors is 
the exploitation of self-assembly processes to generate new materials with controllable 
orientation of electronic structure or chemical modulation on the scale of charge-carrier 
dynamics. Self-assembly of “artificial atoms” offers an opportunity to create materials 
with genuinely new properties. One challenge of self-assembled materials is that as they 
reach large-scale deployment, effectively measuring structure and analyzing purity and 
homogeneity is a major challenge, because most methods for so-doing are fundamentally 
microscopic. This chapter and the following explores in detail some of the methods for 
fabricating self-assembled solids, solid-state properties, and characterization of self-
assembled structures, with a particular emphasis on using X-ray scattering techniques. 
6.2 Fabrication of Self-Assembled Nanocrystal Thin Films 
6.2.1 Nanocrystal Glasses and Crystals 
Virtually from the time of their discovery, colloidal quantum dots were imagined as 
materials that could be self-assembled into hierarchical structures.237 Nanocrystal self-
assembly first required the synthesis of monodisperse building blocks but once that was 
achieved the possibilities for long-range self-assembled structures analogous to atomic or 
molecular crystals became apparent in even rapidly-solidified samples.41 Several methods 
were developed subsequently for the formation of two- and three-dimensional 
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superlattices of nanocrystals, among them solution-phase destabilization and 
precipitation,238 depletion attraction,239,240 Langmuir-Blodgett and liquid interfacial self-
assembly,241–243 emulsion droplets,244 slow evaporation,245 and dip-coating.* Two of these 
methods are described below in greater detail and formed the basis of work accomplished 
during the completion of this thesis. With the advent of monodisperse samples of many 
types of nanocrystalline material, the chemical diversity of materials which self-
assembled into superlattices increased tremendously. Combinations of multiple materials 
yield a much larger phase space including several binary (or ternary) crystals with atomic 
and molecular analogues. Shape-controlled synthesis beyond spherical or ellipsoidal 
structures advanced the number of commonly observed phases beyond fcc or hcp packing 
to include liquid crystalline phases.246 Nonetheless, most implementations of nanocrystals 
in solid state devices thus far use disordered, glassy, or paracrystalline solids and 
accounts of the solid state structures should begin with such glasses. 
 Many nanocrystal solids, even those which are composed of monodisperse 
nanocrystals, do not show long-range periodic ordering of the nanocrystal building 
blocks. Characterization of glassy nanocrystal solids has been extensively reviewed and 
builds on fundamentals derived from much larger colloidal assemblies.109,247,248 To 
understand the structure from X-ray scattering, the form factor of the particle must first 
be measured or simulated, because the total scattering from the assembled structure is a 
convolution of the Bessel-function like SAXS pattern of monodisperse colloids form 
factor F(q) with the structure factor S(q), due to aggregation of particles. Measurement 
and simulation of form factors is covered in Chapter 2. To determine the pair distribution 
function g(r), where the pairs are individual nanocrystals, the structure factor must be 
isolated and the Fourier transform taken. The structure of these glasses typically shows 
local ordering and even second near-neighbor coherence, after which the pair distribution 
function reaches close to the mean density of the solid. Recent research has demonstrated 
that under certain circumstances, local icosohedral structures—a common glass structural 
                                                            
* Refers to work submitted as: E.A. Gaulding, B.T. Diroll, E.D. Goodwin, C.R. Kagan, C.B. Murray. 
Deposition of Wafer-Scale Single Component and Binary Nanocrystal Superlattice Thin Films via Dip-
coating. Advanced Materials, accepted. 
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motif—are actually the thermodynamic minimum, despite not being compatible with 
long-range ordering.244 
 Under appropriate conditions, monodisperse nanocrystals will self-assemble into 
structures with long-range ordering isostructural with atomic crystals. In most cases, the 
explanation for the observation of various close-packed phases relies primarily on a 
mechanism of entropy-driven crystallization in which the packing fraction of the 
colloidal material is maximized.249 Under this simplified model, the enthalpic 
contributions between particles are considered to be quite small and the colloids treated 
akin to hard spheres. Crystallization of colloids maximizes the entropy of the free volume 
material.250 This phenomenon explains the high packing fraction fcc or hcp crystals 
obtained from single-component monodisperse nanocrystal systems as well as close-
packed structures of diverse shapes, including liquid crystals. Along these lines, a large 
number of binary nanocrystal phases with high packing fractions have been observed 
which have analogues in molecular or atomic systems. Figure 6.1 shows many of these 
phases in a phase diagram which compares the packing fraction as a function of the size 
ratio between the two components. When combining two solutions of nanocrystals, the 
ratio of the radii and the stoichiometry are most predictive of the resulting binary crystal 
structure. Real space images and diffraction patterns from several single-component and 
binary crystal structures appear in the following work. 
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Figure 6.1 Binary sphere space-filling diagram. The space filling factor of common 
binary crystal structures with high packing fractions are plotted as a function of the ratio 
of the radii. The dashed line at 0.74 indicates the packing fraction of fcc or hcp crystals of 
spherical particles. Figure courtesy of Christopher Murray and Cherie Kagan. 
6.2.2 Interfacial Self-Assembly 
Interfacial self-assembly is a powerful tool used in much of this work to fabricate thin-
films of self-assembled nanocrystal superlattices.243 Similar to Langmuir-Blodgett, 
interfacial self-assembly uses a polar subphase (e.g. diethylene glycol) which is wetted by 
a non-polar dispersion of nanocrystals (e.g. in toluene or hexanes). Typically, 15-30 
microliters of nanocrystal dispersion is dropped on to 1.7 mL of subphase fluid contained 
within a 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm square by 1 cm deep Teflon well. The concentration of the 
dispersion is varied, typically from 1 mg/mL to 25 mg/mL depending on the desired 
thickness of the layer and the density of the nanocrystalline material.   Rather than 
formation of a dilute layer that is compressed slowly to form close-packed structures, as 
in Langmuir-Blodgett, self-assembly occurs through the slow evaporation of the solvent 
in which the nanocrystals are dispersed. This is achieved by covering the well with a 
glass slide immediately after casting the nanocrystal solution, which increases the time 
available for self-assembly. 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of nanocrystal self-assembly on a liquid interface. As the 
dispersing solvent evaporates, a nanocrystal solid precipitates on the immiscible 
subphase. 
 The quality of self-assembled films in terms of assembled fraction and grain size 
depends foremost on the uniformity of the building blocks. Polydispersity of the 
nanocrystal ensemble generates site defects that limit grain size. In addition to 
polydispersity, substantial changes, particularly in the orientation of assemblies have 
been reported based upon the properties of the subphase material. If, for example, a more 
polar subphase is used, it will change the wetting properties of the solvent and the 
orientation of nanoplate assemblies from face-down to edge-down.126 Subphase mixing 
with the non-polar solvent is also a critical; if the dispersing non-polar solvent segregates 
into the subphase, this eliminates time for self-assembly and typically yields glassy films. 
Also important, although as yet not fully understood, appears to be the role of free ligand. 
Excellent, uniform wetting and self-assembly occurs in well-washed samples, which form 
dry films rather than oily droplets on the surface of the subphase. However, it is also 
found that excessive washing can cause the formation of amorphous films, perhaps by 
removing surface-bound ligands which stabilize the particles against agglomeration. 
Transient changes in the behavior of single batches of nanocrystals, which appear to 
gradually degrade in the quality of assembly, may be due to dynamics of the surface-
bound ligands, particularly any displacement from atmospheric contaminants. 
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 Once dry, the nanocrystal films float on the surface of the subphase from which 
they can be transferred to virtually any planar substrate. Large, transferrable areas are one 
of the major positive attributes of this technique. A photograph of one such film, 
transferred on to quartz coverglass, is show in Figure 6.3, next to a penny for comparison 
of the size. Transfer of the interfacial membrane can be performed either through 
stamping (from above) or through scooping up the film from below. Vacuum is then 
applied to remove remaining subphase fluid. Typical substrates for this type of 
experiment are quartz coverglass (transmission optical and x-ray experiments), silicon 
chips (for electrical measurements), or TEM grids (for electron microscopy). 
 
Figure 6.3 Quartz coverglass covered with a layer of iron oxide nanocrystal superlattice 
shown next to a penny for a size comparison. 
6.2.3 Self-Assembly via Dip-coating* 
Among the most scalable deposition methods for solution-cast thin films is dip-coating. 
Dip-coating withdraws a substrate from a chemical bath, in this case containing 
nanocrystals. A cartoon of the dip-coating set-up is shown below in Figure 6.4. In 
contrast with other deposition methods, like spin-coating, little or no material is wasted or 
lost because only that material contained in the solvent which wets the substrate remains. 
Dip-coating is also eminently scalable, since all that is required is a larger bath and larger 
                                                            
* Aspects of this work have been submitted for publication as: E.A. Gaulding, B.T. Diroll, E.D. Goodwin, 
C.R. Kagan, C.B. Murray. Deposition of Wafer-Scale Single Component and Binary Nanocrystal 
Superlattice Thin Films via Dip-coating. Advanced Materials, accepted. 
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substrate. In principle, it can be used to make conformal coatings on many different 
surfaces including those which are not flat, although the feature scale must be larger than 
the size of droplets formed by solvents on the surface. But compared with other methods 
for fabricating nanocrystal assemblies, dip-coating is also problematic because the 
evaporation time of the dispersing solvent is quite short and the substrate wetting plays a 
critical role in the film quality. 
 
Figure 6.4 Cartoon schematic of a dip-coating process in which nanocrystal assemblies 
are deposited on to a planar substrate. 
 Proper matching of the dispersing solvent and the substrate was critical to the 
formation of ordered thin film assemblies in the dip-coating process. It was found that 
vapor-phase silanization reactions of silicon wafers or glass substrates with n-
octyltriethoxysilane generated surfaces that were wetted well by toluene solutions of 
nanocrystals. By contrasts, and somewhat surprisingly, hydrophobic alumina surfaces 
treated with octadecylphosphonic acid cause toluene to dewet into beads. The silanization 
procedure was accomplished by heating substrates and the silane to 125 °C in a sealed 
chamber kept at reduced pressure. Single-component films of spherical and cubic 
nanocrystals showed long-range ordering at wafer scale, measured by SEM and X-ray 
diffraction techniques (both transmission and grazing incidence reflection modes). 
Grazing incidence small-angle diffraction (GISAXS) in particular, which probes square 
millimeter areas, is instrumental in demonstrating that ordering occurs on average over 
the entire substrate.  
Depending on the concentration (25 mg/mL) and the withdrawal rate (typically 25 
mm/min), the thickness of nanocrystal layers can be tuned from sub-monolayer coverage 
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to several monolayers. The number of layers of nanocrystals can be easily correlated with 
the change in the reflectance of the polished wafer surface. Somewhat counterintuitively, 
faster withdrawal speeds generate thicker coatings because a thicker solvent layer was 
formed on the substrate as it was removed from solution. More intuitively, highly-
concentrated solutions yield thicker films. Self-assembly occurs in the evaporation of the 
solvent layer coating the surface—quite rapidly by comparison with other techniques—
and consequently the grain sizes of such assemblies are often smaller than the several 
micron grain sizes of interfacial or solution-based self-assembly. Last, by using the 
appropriate ratios of two single-component materials, several binary crystal structures 
were observed, including NaZn13, CaCu5, MgZn2, and AlB2 analogues. This was 
achieved by matching the sizes and stoichiometries of particle mixtures according to 
Figure 6.1. Figure 6.5 shows the application of wafer-scale (30 mm wafer) dip-coating to 
fabricate polycrystalline BNSL thin films of MgZn2 structure. SEM images show a 
polycrystalline film covered with the characteristic (001) projection of MgZn2 structure 
 
Figure 6.5 (a) Photograph of a small dip-coated silicon wafer. (b)-(d) SEM micrographs 
of the dip-coated film showing the (001) projection of the MgZn2-type BNSL. Scale bars 
are 50 nm (b,c), and 10 nm (d). 
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6.3 Emergent and Collective Properties of Nanocrystal Solids 
6.3.1 Conductivity in Nanocrystal Solids 
Dispersed nanocrystals in solution or deposited with as-synthesized ligands are insulating 
materials because they have no conductive channels due to the hydrocarbon ligands. 
Forster resonant energy transfer (FRET) is active in nanocrystal films of emissive 
materials, but the transport rates are quite slow (~1 ns) and depend typically on transfer 
of energy from small nanocrystals (or those with larger band gap) to large nanocrystals 
(or those with smaller band gap).251,252 Several processes have been developed to remove 
ligands, including ligand-exchange or annealing.236 Some of these specific processes are 
reviewed later in the context of PbSe nanocrystal assemblies, but one example is shown 
in Figure 6.6. As shown in Figure 6.6, isolated nanocrystals of In-doped CdO have a 
localized electronic structure, with an LSPR in the infrared from the confinement of 
electrons on a spherical particle. After annealing in air, the ligands are removed and the 
nanocrystals come into intimate contact, resulting in conductivities as high as 200 S/cm.  
 
Figure 6.6 Cartoon of electron wavefunction on isolated particles (left) yielding an LSPR 
and collective electron transport (right) yielding DC conductivity. In this case, the 
particles depicted are doped semiconductor nanocrystals.* 
  Transport in nanocrystal solids has typically been described as localized, meaning 
that transport is thermally activated and consists of site-to-site hoping. In this and other 
respects nanocrystal solids behave similarly to amorphous semiconductors.253 Different 
transport mechanisms, which include near-neighbor and multiple forms of variable-range 
                                                            
*Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, T.R. Gordon, E.A. Gaulding, D.K. Klein, T. Paik, H.J. Yun, 
E.D. Goodwin, D. Damodhar, C.R. Kagan, C.B. Murray. Optical and Electrical Characterization of 
Transparent Conducting Films Spin-Cast from N-Type Plasmonic Oxide Nanocrystal Inks. Chemistry of 
Materials 2014, 26 (15), 4579-4588. Copyright 2014. American Chemical Society. 
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hopping, are typically distinguished by the temperature-dependence of the conductivity. 
With the localized transport regime, conduction is dictated by the relative energy of 
individual sites, the distance between sites, and the energy barrier of the inter-site 
distance. Figure 6.7 offers a good visualization of this phenomenon, in which the density 
of states is critical for determining charge carrier mobilities. Colloidal semiconductor 
nanocrystals typically have size dispersions of ~5%, which generates, depending on the 
material and the average size, a dispersion of energies of the lowest electronic state of 40-
150 meV. The distance between sites can be tuned as described above, by annealing or 
ligand-exchange processes. The typical interparticle distances of samples with synthesis 
ligands, typically greater than 1 nm, can be reduced to almost nothing through several 
processes. The electronic barrier between the nanocrystals depends on the composition of 
the ligand environment: inorganic or aromatic ligands have been used to target lower 
potential barriers although understanding of this relationship is incomplete. 
 
Figure 6.7 Energy landscape for transport in an amorphous semiconductor. Ea represents 
an approximate “mobility edge” in which the transport of charge carriers is delocalized. 
Low-mobility transport typical of amorphous semiconductors occurs in the tail region 
which is shaded. Figure modified from Marshall.254 
 Transport properties in nanocrystal solids have been measured using several 
methods. Two-terminal conductivity measurements are most amenable to the low 
conductivities because channel lengths can be made very short, channel widths made 
very long, and voltages very high. Illumination of the channel region allows 
photoconductivity measurements and application of magnetic field allows 
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magnetoresistance measurements.255,256 Photoconductivity measurements provide a direct 
assay of a material’s promise as a photodetector and can describe the ease with which 
charges are liberated from surface-bound or bulk-bound excitons.257 Magnetoresistance, 
especially at low temperature, is a powerful tool for describing the mode of transport in 
semiconductor quantum dots. For devices, the most important two-terminal geometries 
are photovoltaics and light-emitting diodes in which the electrodes are typically different 
metals; high performance is a self-evident good, albeit not necessarily one which 
contributes greatly to the understanding of transport in nanocrystal solids. Many high-
performance systems are constituted from complexly-layered stacks of material. 
However, the sandwich geometry and diode band alignment offers an excellent means of 
testing time-dependent transport properties.258 
Three-terminal measurements, in which a gate electrode is employed to modulate 
the conductivity of the nanocrystal layer, are now the typical method for characterizing 
ligand and stoichiometry manipulations of semiconductor nanocrystal solids.259 Since the 
first demonstrations of nanocrystal-based field-effect transistors, field-effect mobility has 
become the most popular figure of merit for nanocrystal devices, although absolute 
current modulation (on/off ratio), hysteresis in current, and subthreshold slope (a measure 
of the efficacy of gate modulation)—all critical parameters for the operation of 
transistors—also have minor roles in characterization of nanocrystal solids. Frequency-
dependent measurements of nanocrystal transistors (i.e. AC as opposed to DC 
measurements) can study the frequency of noise in devices and extract information on the 
nature of conductivity.260 Four terminal measurements, such as the van der Pauw 
measurement of conductivity and the Hall measurement of mobility and carrier 
concentration are relatively rarely applied to nanocrystal solids despite enormous use in 
bulk property measurements. Four terminal measurements have the advantage of 
removing contact resistance from conductivity measurements, but they typically require 
high conductivities, thicker films, and uniformity over larger scale. 
Transport behavior can also be measured optically. Such measurements use low-
energy radiation (microwaves or terahertz waves) to probe the state-to-state transitions 
which are made by free electrons and holes.261 Highly-conductive materials like metals 
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tend to be opaque at microwave or terahertz frequencies due to such carrier absorption. 
Indeed, most metals tend to be opaque and highly reflective through the visible spectrum 
for this reason and changes from insulating to conducting gold assemblies are clear from 
visible changes in transmission and reflectivity.262 Semiconductor materials are typically 
much more transparent. Although experiments can be performed as absorption 
measurements, typically the absorption of terahertz or microwave radiation by 
nanocrystal solids is quite small. More frequently, optical conductivity measurements are 
performed as photoconductivity measurements in pump-probe format: a high-energy 
pump is used to excite the sample followed at set delay intervals by a terahertz or 
microwave probe which is partially absorbed. Using the delay intervals, time-dependent 
photoconductivity can be observed, as shown in Figure 6.8. The absolute conductivity 
can be calculated based upon the attenuation of the terahertz probe, with the carrier 
density and mobility estimated based on the number of absorbed photons. 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) Absorption spectra of PbSe nanocrystal films ligand-exchanged with the 
stated reagents (EDA=ethylene diamine, EDT=ethanedithiol, TBAI=tetrabutylammonium 
iodide). (b) Time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy (TRTS) bleaching signals for the PbSe 
nanocrystal films with the peak mobilities estimated next to the curves. (c) TRTS peak 
photoconductivity compared with (dark) van der Pauw conductivity. Inset is a photograph 
of a film prepared in van der Pauw geometry used for both measurements.* 
                                                            
* Adapted with permission from: G.W. Guglietta, B.T. Diroll, E.A. Gaulding, J.L. Fordam, S. Li, C.B. 
Murray, and J.B. Baxter. Lifetime, Mobility, and Diffusion of Photoexcited Carriers in Ligand-Exchanged 
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6.3.2 Delocalized Transport in Nanocrystal Solids 
Although most reports of electronic transport in nanocrystal solids show thermally-
activated conductivity, several recent reports have pushed past most of the mobility 
values associated with transport in extended states. Similar to crystalline semiconductors, 
which show increasing charge carrier mobility as temperature is lowered, nanocrystal 
solids can also demonstrate non-activated behavior. Although generally taken as a sign 
that transport is occurring in band-like states, some have resuscitated hopping models to 
explain narrow regions of non-activated behavior as well.263 One example of band-like 
transport in CdSe arrays is shown in Figure 6.9. 
 
Figure 6.9 (a) Field-effect transistor characterization of a CdSe nanocrystal device, 
which operates as an n-channel in accumulation, in which positive gate bias induces 
increased electron concentrations in the channel. The figure includes a sweep of the gate 
voltage versus the source-drain current and (inset) the source-drain current with a sweep 
of source-drain voltage at several gate voltages. (b) Temperature-dependent mobility of 
two devices built on SiO2 (black) and Al2O3 (blue). These two surfaces are known to 
have different trap-state densities. Image from Choi et al..89 
  The explanation for the emergence of band-like transport behavior in quantum dot 
solids begins with the energetic landscape in Figure 6.7.  At low densities of states, 
transport is localized on far-separated centers: what is necessary to access energies of 
higher densities and consequently higher mobilities is to raise the energy of electrons to 
fill low mobility “traps”.  By bringing the Fermi level of electrons close to the energy 
level of extended states, high-mobility transport becomes possible over a range of 
temperatures that is sufficient to readily promote electrons into such states. At a practical 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
Lead Selenide Nanocrystal Films Measured by Ultrafast Terahertz Spectroscopy. ACS Nano 2015, 9 (2), 
1820-1828. Copyright 2015. American Chemical Society. 
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level, manipulation of the Fermi level is achieved through doping. Thermal diffusion of 
indium metal into the CdSe nanocrystal matrix enables field-effect electron mobilities of 
>20 cm2V-1s-1, far above the typical cutoff for amorphous semiconductors and hopping 
transport. These values are also well above the mobilities achievable with many other 
solution-processable technologies. 
6.3.3 Collective Optical Properties of Nanocrystal Solids 
Among the exciting prospects of self-assembled nanocrystal superlattices is the 
possibility for emergent or synergistic properties arising in assemblies of nanocrystals. 
Similar to the discovery of the bulk heterojunction in organic electronics, nanocrystals 
offer the ability to vary the chemical composition and electronic properties of materials at 
a length scale commensurate with characteristic distances of electronic transport. 
Specifically, bicontinuous structures may offer the possibility of exciton fission via 
intimate contact with n- and p-type materials but also a charge-transporting pathway to 
extract carriers. Alternately, by analogy with doping in semiconductors, one material 
may, in varying amounts, modulate the collective properties of the solid.264 
One attribute of self-assembled binary or ternary structures is the enforced regular 
near-neighbor relationship on all of the particles within a solid that cannot be achieved in 
a glassy mixture. Exploiting this has the potential to yield photoluminescence gain, for 
example, by placing a plasmonic resonator near a fluorophore. An example of this was 
shown in so-called quasi-quaternary superlattices composed of large Au/FexOy and small 
CdSe/ZnS/CdS core/shell structures, although in this case the observed phenomenon is 
enhanced quenching of fluorescence in self-assembled structures compared to glassy 
mixtures. (Figure 6.10) 
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Figure 6.10 (A) Time-resolved photoluminescence of CdSe/ZnS/CdS nanocrystals in 
solution and solid films, either as glassy mixtures, shown in (B)-(D) or a BNSL (E). 
Despite the great difference in stoichiometry, the AB13 BNSL has a time-resolved 
photoluminescence signature more similar to a 1:1 mixture of fluorophore and quencher. 
Figure reproduced from Cargnello et al..265 
 By comparing the photoluminescence lifetime of regions self-assembled into an 
AB13 structure, it becomes clear that such regions are dark not due to quenching of 
fluorescence from re-absorption (although this could be partially responsible). Instead, 
the lifetime of pure CdSe/ZnS/CdS nanocrystal films are much longer than those areas 
forming the binary superlattices. In fact, only when mixing the particles to a roughly 1:1 
mole ratio does the lifetime of a glassy mixture approximate that of the ordered structure. 
This is because, despite a 1:13 mole ratio of quenching center to fluorophores, 12 of the 
fluorophores forming an icosohedron are positioned adjacent to a the larger quenching 
centers which form a simple cubic lattice. From polyexponential fitting of the decay 
curves, the fast quenching component accounts for approximately 82% of the decay, 
which is close to the 93% predicted on the assumption that each near neighbor quantum 
dot fluorophore is quenched by Au particles. 
6.4 Characterization by Electron Microscopy 
TEM is the workhorse technique for screening and characterizing both dense and dilute 
thin films of nanocrystals. In the dilute regime, as described above, TEM offers a way to 
characterize shape, faceting, and crystallinity of samples. It is also the primary tool used 
for characterization of self-assembled nanocrystalline structures. Because TEM relies on 
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contrast of the electron beam transmission it is particularly well-suited to examining 
crystalline materials, which tend to have systematic vacancies along specific zone axes. 
TEM is less well-suited to analysis of glasses, which often show homogeneous contrast in 
sufficiently thick films. Thus, TEM and X-ray diffraction feature prominently the 
analysis of crystalline nanocrystal solids but X-ray diffraction is the tool of choice for 
analysis of nanocrystal glasses. Figure 6.11 shows TEM images from four different 
assemblies of nanocrystals including a monolayer of bismuth nanocrystals (Figure 6.11a), 
a thick multilayer structure formed by In-doped CdO nanocrystals showing the 
granularity of the polycrystalline superlattice film (Figure 6.11b) and superlattices of 
cubes and rods (Figures 6.11c and 6.11d, respectively). 
 
Figure 6.11 (a) Monolayer of spherical bismuth nanocrystals packed into a hexagonal 
lattice. (b) Low magnification (and higher magnification inset) of an In-doped cadmium 
oxide nanocrystal film. At low magnification, the granular structure is apparent. Within 
each grain, the nanocrystals are assembled into an hcp-type lattice, although the film is 
too thick to clearly disambiguate this from an fcc-type lattice. (c) A faceted simple cubic 
lattice comprised of colloidal nanocubes of MnxFe3-xO4 composition. (d) A smectic liquid 
crystalline structure composed of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystals. 
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Due to the systematic vacancies of crystalline solids along specific zone axes, the 
identification of binary nanocrystal superlattice structures is most easily achieved through 
the characteristic projections of the crystals into the two-dimensional detection plane of 
the TEM. Not all assemblies can be unambiguously identified in this manner, in which 
case tilting experiments may be helpful, but most common binary structures can be 
identified. Figure 6.12 shows characteristic projections of four common binary structures 
observed in self-assembly of colloidal nanocrystals: CaCu5, MgZn2, NaZn13, and AlB2. 
Additional confirmation of the structure can be derived from small-angle and wide-angle 
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) measurements, which will demonstrate the 
structure of the sample, importantly including any systematic vacancies. Systematic 
studies of unknown structures in particular can include correlated real space and 
diffraction imaging of several projections effected through the use of a sample holder 
which can manipulate the samples on two axes.266 This technique was used, for example, 
to verify that two apparently similar AB6 polymorphs were indeed different,267 or that the 
solvent evaporation can impart strain on the bottom layers of assemblies.266 Electron 
diffraction, applied at wide angles, can be correlated with real space images and provide a 
measure of the crystalline disorder of the superlattice. In many cases, as shown in Figure 
6.13, the zone axes of the isolated nanocrystals will co-align with the axes of the 
nanocrystal superlattice, even in quasi-spherical systems. The driving force of this 
manifestly non-hard sphere behavior is not clear, but it may involve both subtle 
truncation effects and dipolar interactions between particles. 
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Figure 6.12 (a) TEM micrograph of [001] projection of a CaCu5-type binary nanocrystal 
superlattice composed of 5.5 nm PbSe and 3.5 nm PbS nanocrystals. (b) TEM 
micrograph of [001] projection of a MgZn2-type BNSL composed of of 5.5 nm PbSe and 
3.5 nm PbS nanocrystals. (c) TEM micrograph of the [100] projection of a NaZn13-type 
BNSL composed of 7.5 nm PbSe and 3.2 nm PbS nanocrystals. (d) TEM micrograph of 
[001] projection of an AlB2-type BNSL composed of 7.5 nm PbSe and 3.2 nm PbS 
nanocrystals. Depictions of the crystal structures are shown inset with each image. 
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Figure 6.13 Real space image of PbSe nanocrystal superlattice packed in an fcc structure 
with the corresponding SAED pattern from the same area, showing a highly-aligned 
average structure of the individual nanocrystals. The center of the SAED image is 
blocked by a beamstop. 
6.5 Transmission Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering (TSAXS) 
6.5.1 Motivations of X-Ray Mapping 
To realize the unique properties of nanocrystal assemblies at any consequential scale 
requires the formation of nanocrystal superlattices over areas large enough for 
optoelectronic devices. Moving to large scales requires new measurement techniques, as 
real-space imaging of nanocrystal assemblies by electron microscopy techniques is not 
feasible over large areas. At the same time, device applications necessitate relevant 
figures of merit. Metrics of nanocrystal superlattice quality—beyond showing 
nanocrystal superlattice existence—are not standardized in the literature and are primarily 
limited to microscopic estimations of grain size, polymorphism, or defects.266,268–271 
Image analysis with autocorrelation provides a systematic method for defect analysis or 
to determine coherence length, but remains intrinsically local.272 Applied across a large 
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area, X-ray scattering techniques can avoid selection and exclusion biases that limit 
microscopy and provide information with greater statistical confidence.  
Early reports of single-component nanocrystal superlattices and binary nanoparticle 
superlattices (BNSLs) were characterized primarily by electron microscopy, but 
subsequent work has employed transmission and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray 
scattering (TSAXS and GISAXS, respectively) to observe the structure and dynamics of 
nanocrystal assemblies. SAXS techniques have now been used extensively in crystal 
structure characterization and dynamical processes like evaporative self-assembly and 
solvent or thermal annealing by both in situ and ex situ methods.273–283 Diffraction 
techniques have not, however, been used to study the microstructure of colloidal 
nanocrystal superlattices in a systematic manner. Here we show that a combination of 
TSAXS and GISAXS on assembled nanocrystal superlattice films can be corroborated 
with electron microscopy to determine the structure of oriented nanocrystal films over 
large surface areas. Using a microfocused X-ray beam in transmission, we can resolve the 
X-ray diffraction patterns arising from single grains of single-component and binary 
nanocrystal assemblies. TSAXS data taken at hundreds of points across a sample can be 
used to map the orientation of nanocrystal superlattice films in-plane, estimate the grain 
size and distribution, and map the homogeneity, presence of polymorphs, or distinct 
projections over total areas >1 mm2 with few intrinsic limitations to reaching larger areas 
or higher resolutions. Mapping can be readily extended to BNSLs and assemblies of 
anisotropic nanocrystals. 
6.5.2 Principles of Grain Size Analysis 
Differences in grain size which may be difficult or tedious to ascertain from microscopic 
measurements can be easily resolved using a microfocused X-ray source in transmission 
geometry. Figure 6.14a shows transmission data for a second sample of 13.5 nm Fe3O4 
nanocrystals self-assembled on diethylene glycol. This sample self-assembles into an hcp 
structure (a = 15.2 nm; c = 24.8) with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the plane. The 
transmission SAXS data shows reflections from the (100), (110), (200), (310), and (400) 
planes. The much larger grain size of this sample is apparent from the diffraction spots 
arising from single superlattice grains.284,285 Further evidence that these spots arise from 
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single crystals is that the spots appear with the appropriate multiplicity about χ (the angle 
around the ring). The peaks from the (100) and (110) planes exhibiting six-fold symmetry 
offset by the expected 30°, as seen in Figures 6.14a. 
 
Figure 6.14 (a) Typical TSAXS data from an iron oxide nanocrystal superlattice showing 
six-fold symmetry and multiple diffraction rings. χ is labeled in the plot. (b) Area-
weighted probability distribution of grain sizes estimated from X-ray diffraction 
measurements of the number of spots occurring within a single sampled spot. (c) SEM 
micrograph showing nanocrystal superlattice grains. (d) Area-weighted probability 
distribution of grain sizes estimated from manual sizing of grains in SEM images. 
 Data from this sample was collected at hundreds of locations. By counting the 
number of single-crystal peaks apparent in the diffraction patterns of individual spots, 
which represent a defined beam area of 5000 μm2 (50 μm x 100 μm), one can estimate 
the average grain area within a spot in a straightforward manner as Area/Number. Grain 
size is among the most important figures-of-merit for nanocrystal superlattices and this 
methodology offers a straightforward estimate of grain size, particularly well-suited for 
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large grains that are not easily estimated using Scherrer techniques or microscopy. It 
should be considered complementary to other techniques: very small grains (<500 nm) 
can be analyzed using Scherrer methods or easily-surveyed to obtain statistical 
distributions by SEM or TEM. This approach may undercount grains of very small size, 
if they do not diffract appreciably above the baseline, and it overcounts grains that appear 
in multiple spots but neither of these extrema is problematic for this sample. Any voids or 
amorphous material will lead to overestimation of grain size with this technique. 
Ordinarily in a powder only a small fraction of grains within the sampled volume would 
satisfy the Bragg condition at a given reflection. But this method exploits the strong 
orientation of the film (c-axis growth transverse to the substrate plane with no (00c) 
peaks observed in TSAXS), which is commonly found in nanocrystal superlattices and 
BNSLs,109,275,286 to assume that every grain within the sampling area satisfies the Bragg 
condition to generate diffraction spots on the detector at the (110) ring. Figure 6.14b 
shows a plot of the estimated grain area (5000 μm2/Number) using X-ray grain counting. 
6.5.3 Comparison of Grain Size Analysis with SEM 
Grain size and grain size distributions have potential to provide insight into the 
mechanism of nucleation and growth of nanocrystal superlattices. Under a model of 
nucleation and growth in which the two-dimensional film forms from random nuclei at 
random locations which then grow isotropically to form grain boundaries with other 
nanocrystal superlattices, the grains would appear as Voronoi tiles and should 
approximate a gamma distribution of areas.287 The data in Figure 6.14b are consistent 
with this mechanism, but very likely could also fit other distributions of grain sizes. 
Figure 6.14c is an SEM image of the same film, showing the granular structure 
ascertained from X-ray measurements. Higher-resolution images confirm that the large 
structures apparent in Figure 6.14c are single superlattice grains (see also Figure 6.15 
below). SEM only partially supports the film formation mechanism described above: 
grains show mostly straight boundaries with neighbors, but they also have rounded 
intersections rather than vertices. Curved grain edges are consistent with the Monte Carlo 
simulations of Rabini et al.,288 who demonstrated similar two-dimensional domain edges 
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tending toward disk shapes, as opposed to three-dimensional nanocrystal superlattices 
which adopt polyhedral geometries.109 
By surveying 250 grains using SEM micrographs, we also generate an 
independent estimate of the grain size. Our analysis largely confirms the legitimacy of the 
approximations made in analyzing X-ray diffraction data: no grains were found smaller 
than 3 μm2 (>20,000 unit cells) and amorphous material and voids were confined to small 
regions around grain boundaries. Figure 6.14d shows the area-weighted probability of 
grain sizes measured using low-magnification SEM images like that in Figure 6.14c, 
analogous to the X-ray grain size estimation. The grain area distribution measured by 
electron microscopy is broader than the distribution estimated by X-ray measurements, 
but the most probable grain area in both methods is ~150 μm2. The broader dispersion of 
grain sizes estimated from SEM most likely arises from the smaller sampling spot size 
(1200 μm2), which is limited by the detector size and working distance. The larger 
sampling area of the X-ray measurement is more likely to capture a statistical cross-
section of the sample at any given spot. 
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Figure 6.15 Higher magnification (75000x) SEM image of a nanocrystal superlattice 
showing hexagonal packing within the grains and the region of a grain boundary. 
6.5.4 Small-Angle In-Plane Pole Figures 
Mapping samples with a microfocused X-ray beam allows determination of not only 
grain size and dispersion, but also film uniformity, strain, orientation, crystal polymorphs 
or impurity phases, and defects or vacancies.289,290 Crystal orientation is a critical 
parameter for microelectronics and bit-patterned media. Control over in-plane crystal 
orientation of nanocrystal superlattices remains primitive at present, but distinguishable 
properties along different zone axes of nanocrystal superlattices is likely, particularly for 
anisotropic nanocrystals.291–293 Although most studies of charge transport have focused 
on nanocrystal solids lacking long-range order, transport studies of polycrystalline264,294 
and single crystalline (or aligned) nanocrystal superlattices are possible.295 TSAXS is an 
excellent way to map the orientation of crystal grains in-plane. Extending the detection 
range to include wide angles allows determination of orientation of crystal axes within 
the nanocrystals forming a nanocrystal superlattice.285 In addition to specifying the 
crystal orientation within a beam spot and correlating that with its position on a sample, 
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TSAXS also provides information about the film uniformity from total scattering and the 
spatial variation of polymorphs, projections, or impurity phases in the film. 
 
Figure 6.16 (a) Cartoon of raster pattern used to analyze samples superimposed over a 
photograph of one such sample. (b) TSAXS pattern of CoFe2O4 nanocrystal film. (c) 
Low-magnification SEM image of 10 nm CoFe2O4 nanocrystal film. (d) In-plane small-
angle pole figure of (100) reflection of CoFe2O4 nanocrystal superlattice film. (e) Color 
map of the angular maximum of the pole-figure for each sample spot.  
Figure 6.14a is a cartoon of the mapping experiment used to analyze nanocrystal 
superlattice films. To generate maps of the film surface, the sample position is 
incrementally shifted in an array pattern. Figure 6.16b shows a typical transmission 
SAXS pattern from a sample of 10 nm CoFe2O4 nanocrystals crystallized into an hcp 
structure with unit cell a = 11.6 nm and c = 18.9 nm.  Unlike the sample in Figure 6.14a, 
the intensity variation about χ is smooth. The structure within the beam spot is 
substantially oriented but individual nanocrystal superlattices are not resolved. 
Orientation may arise by several means, but in this instance the films are not globally 
oriented, yet have sufficiently large domains to achieve alignment across several 
samplings spots. Low resolution SEM evidence in Figure 6.16c shows fracturing patterns 
in a large grain structure which are distinct from the grain boundaries in Figure 6.14c. We 
hypothesize that gradual, small distortions in the grain orientation occur in the final 
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drying step of the nanocrystal superlattice, as has been speculated for aligned nanorod 
superlattices,296 or from fracture processes during annealing acting akin to low-angle 
grain boundaries. The smooth variation in intensity versus χ shown in Figure 6.16b is 
interpretable as an in-plane small-angle pole figure showing the probability of 
orientations within the sample spot. The centered pole figure in Figure 6.16d shows that 
59 percent of the sample is oriented within +/-5° of the peak orientation and an expanded 
window of +/-10° encompasses 85 percent of the intensity. Figure 6.16e is a map of the 
peak angle of the pole figure across the film, colored according to the maximum angle. 
The map demonstrates only very subtle changes in orientation over distances larger than 
500 μm suggesting the potential of nanocrystals to provide a tool for pattern 
multiplication through controlled placement297 or directed self-assembly similar to block 
copolymers.298,299 
6.6 Mapping Nanocrystal Superlattice Thin Films 
Figure 6.17 shows maps generated from several hundred points of a 13.5 nm Fe3O4 
nanocrystal film. Figure 6.17a tracks the intensity of a single point (Δχ < 1°) of the (110) 
ring across the film. The data is colored according to the intensity of the point and 
although the global distribution of peak values at the arbitrary point appears random, 
local clustering of intensity is observed from large crystal grains that span adjoining 
sample spots or families of grains that have lost registry due to annealing or the final 
drying step. Figure 6.17b shows the integrated intensity of the (110) ring and provides a 
measure of film uniformity as the intensity depends primarily on the amount of material 
within the sampling volume which satisfies the Bragg condition. Data can be corrected 
for changes of beam intensity and fluctuations of the substrate scattering are small. The 
vast majority of the sample spots measured fall within a window of about 2%, indicating 
high uniformity of film thickness and crystallinity over ~4 mm2. Furthermore, because 
the integration is performed at the same ring (fixed q), the high uniformity of intensity 
also implies uniform out-of-plane orientation and the absence of substantial impurities of 
different crystal structure. The largest difference in the integrated intensity between any 
of the spots is 14%, but in this instance it is speculated based upon the clustering of 
lower-intensity points that the reduced scattering comes from points spanning a scratch or 
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crack made after nanocrystal superlattice assembly. Figure 6.17c and 6.17d are 
orientation maps of the maximum intensity about the ring within a 60° window for the 
(100) and (110) reflections, respectively, of the hcp nanocrystal superlattice thin film, 
colored to reflect the orientation angles. Close inspection again shows local clustering of 
most probable angles from large grains or grain families that dominate the signal. As 
expected based on the crystal structure, the peak intensities of the (100) and (110) rings 
are generally offset by 30°, confirming the same crystal structure across the sample. 
 
Figure 6.17 (a) Heatmap of the intensity of a single pixel along the (110) ring of an hcp 
nanocrystal superlattice of 13.5 nm Fe3O4 nanocrystals mapped at several hundred 
locations. (b) Heatmap of the same sample showing variation of the integrated intensity 
of the complete (110) ring. (c) and (d) show the in-plane angular distribution of the most 
intense peak of the (100) and (110) reflections of the same sample within a given 60° 
window in χ. 
Figure 6.18 demonstrates the application of TSAXS mapping applied to other 
nanocrystal assemblies. Figures 6.18a, 6.18b, and 6.18c show TEM, GISAXS, and 
TSAXS of a four-layer simple hexagonal AlB2-type BNSL assembled from 18 nm 
bismuth nanocrystals and 6 nm gold nanocrystals similar to previous reports.286 Figure 
6.18d shows a map of the in-plane orientation of the (100) reflection of the AlB2 BNSL. 
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Because the grain size is smaller and the beam spot size larger (~10000 μm2), local 
clustering effects are less clear than in single-component nanocrystal superlattices. This 
sample demonstrates a limitation of the technique described above: the sample 
heterogeneity and the beam spot must be scaled to a similar order to extract information 
using these relatively simple analyses. 
The influence of orientation on the optoelectronic properties of nanorods and their 
assemblies is particularly pronounced due to shape-induced polarization of the electronic 
structure.291,292,295 Figures 6.18e, 6.18f, and 6.18g show TEM, GISAXS, and TSAXS of a 
nanorod superlattice film composed of 4.1 nm x 16 nm CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod 
heterostructures. Self-assembly of nanorods at liquid interfaces yields two distinct 
morphologies: multilayer lamellae with nanorods lying with their long axes in-plane and 
a monolayer hexagonally-packed nanorods standing vertically with respect to the 
surface.274 Depending on whether nanorods with long-axes in-plane assemble 
hexagonally within lamellae, these morphologies can be understood as two projections of 
smectic B ordering or smectic A/B polymorphs. Figure 6.18e demonstrates that both of 
these structures persist when removed from the liquid. Figure 6.18g shows two prominent 
rings with spots from large nanocrystal superlattices corresponding to the two 
morphologies in Figure 6.18e. Diffraction is generally a poor technique for absolute 
purity analysis (particularly for amorphous impurities), but relative estimates of sample 
polymorphism can be made for samples with modest (>5%) fractions of crystalline 
impurities. Here, TSAXS measurements are used to describe the spatial variation of the 
two nanorod morphologies by observing the ratio of intensity between the reflection at 
0.036 Å-1 arising from the lamellar spacing with the intensity of the reflection at 0.107 Å-
1 arising primarily from vertical-aligned hexagonal packing of nanorods (evidenced from 
six-fold symmetry). Figure 6.18h maps the film structure polarization, defined as Ivertical-
Ihorizontal/Ivertical-Ihorizontal, demonstrating that the heterogeneity of polymorphism occurs 
over a scale >500 μm in length. 
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Figure 6.18 (a) TEM micrograph with higher magnification inset, (b) GISAXS, and (c) 
TSAXS of an AB2 BNSL composed of Bi and Au nanocrystals. (d) An orientation map of 
the maximum along the (100) ring from TSAXS patterns. (e) TEM, (f) GISAXS, and (g) 
TSAXS of a CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystal superlattice film. (h) An orientation map 
comparing the ratio of intensities of the lamellar (h, inner) spacing ring with the near-
neighbor (v, outer) close-packed ring. 
6.7 Grazing Incidence Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering (GISAXS) 
A cartoon of a GISAXS measurement is shown in Figure 6.19. As inferred from the 
technique name, GISAXS uses an incident beam that hits the sample at very low angle, 
typically between 0.05° and 0.3°, with the specific “critical angle” of total external 
reflection chosen based upon the film density. Typically, GISAXS data is collected using 
a two-dimensional detector. GISAXS is a particularly advantageous technique to capture 
ordering of nanocrystal films that occurs both in-plane, which is captured by transmission 
measurements, and out of plane, which is captured from reflection measurements. Many 
nanocrystal films show different ordering in the horizontal and vertical directions with 
respect to the substrate of choice and GISAXS offers a simultaneous view of these 
processes, which makes it a powerful tool for structural determination. In addition, 
GISAXS, by using a low incident angle, probes scattering from across several millimeters 
or even centimeters for a beam that is only 50 micrometers in height. This is an important 
consideration for demonstrating that interparticle ordering signals observed are 
representative of the average scattering across large areas. Figure 6.19a shows the 
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GISAXS pattern from a CaCu5-type BNSL structure fabricated on glass using a dip-
coater. Figure 6.19b shows three distinct spots from a thin film of CoFe2O4 nanocrystals 
self-assembled via dip-coating. 
 
Figure 6.19 (a) Cartoon of GISAXS experiment. An incident beam at low angle scatters 
and reflects off of the substrate, typically on to a two-dimensional detector which is 
placed at a distance to capture low-q scattering. (b) A demonstration of the area profiling 
of GISAXS measurements on a sample that is 8 mm wide. 
6.8 Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) 
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction probes interatomic distances like those of crystals. This 
makes WAXS a useful tool in analyzing nanocrystal superlattices because it can reveal 
the extent to which specific crystal axes of the nanocrystals are aligned with the zone 
axes of the assembled superlattice. This property is particularly valuable for anisotropic 
nanocrystals, which have unique X-ray diffraction patterns according to their geometry 
(See Chapter 2). For example, the long axis of a nanorod may be associated with the 
WAXS peak of a particular reflection and thus that reflection can be mapped with respect 
to the SAXS structure and with respect to the substrate plane (a pole figure). A more 
thorough treatment of this sort appears in Chapter 7. However, anisotropic nanocrystals 
are not the only samples which show alignment of the nanocrystal atomic crystal axes 
with the superlattice axes: nominally spherical (but inevitably truncate) samples often 
demonstrate preferential alignment within superlattices, which clearly indicates a failure 
of the hard sphere model of self-assembly. Similar to electron diffraction measurements 
but over much larger scale, WAXS measurements can be performed in grazing incidence 
(GIWAXS), high-angle reflection, and even, though rarer, in transmission. GISAXS and 
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GIWAXS measurements can even be performed simultaneously by using two detectors 
that cover the different ranges of q. 
6.9 Conductive Nanocrystal Superlattices 
6.9.1 Ligand-Exchange Processing 
The ligands that bind to the surface of colloidal nanocrystals synthesized in nonpolar 
solvents enable the solubility of inorganic cores in organic media and can direct the 
formation of anisotropic structures. Surface-bound ligands have also proven essential so 
far for the formation of highly-ordered superlattices from solution-dispersed particles. 
But in the solid state, surface-bound ligands with long aliphatic tail groups present a 
significant problem for device operation because the solids formed with synthesis ligands 
are insulating. One method for removing ligands and increasing interparticle 
conductivity, discussed above, is annealing. Another popular method for transforming 
insulating nanocrystal solids into conductive materials is to perform a ligand-exchange 
and replace the long, aliphatic ligands with shorter ligands that allow hopping or even 
coherent transport between neighboring nanocrystals.236 Several of the original synthesis 
ligand and published displacing ligands are shown in Figure 6.20. 
 
Figure 6.20 Common ligands for nanocrystal synthesis and ligand-exchange. 
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Over several years, many types of ligand exchange have been developed. Broadly, they 
can be classified into two categories: solution exchange or solid exchange. In solution 
exchange, nanocrystals undergo ligand exchange while dispersed, often accompanied by 
phase transfer. Solution exchange has been used extensively to transfer nanocrystals from 
nonpolar organic solvents into water for use in biological applications. For example, in 
ongoing work related to this thesis, mercaptoundecanoic acid was used on colloidal 
nanorods synthesized as described above to stabilize aqueous solutions of nanorod 
emitters that were subsequently conjugated to motor proteins. Solution exchange has also 
found extensive use in deposition of thin film transistors and circuits, typically by spin-
coating concentrated nanocrystal solutions in polar solvents such as dimethylformamide 
or formamide.300–302 In this regard, the major advantage of solution-exchange is the 
preserved ability to deposit crack-free layers using solution-casting methods. One major 
disadvantage is that the ligands typically used to stabilize nanocrystal dispersions in polar 
solvents will give the particle a net charge; this charge is useful for repelling like 
nanocrystals in solution, but this can be a liability in colloidal self-assembly. Nearly all 
efforts to obtain long-range ordered nanocrystal assemblies continue to use long, aliphatic 
ligands. 
 Solid exchange, the other primary method of ligand-exchange, is potentially more 
amenable to assembled structures. Solid exchange displaces the original synthesis ligands 
in the solid state, after the dispersing solvent has evaporated. Solid exchange methods are 
chemically more diverse because they do not require dispersibility after ligand exchange. 
In fact, many displacing ligands (e.g. ethanedithiol) are bidentate and have potential to 
crosslink neighboring nanocrystals in the solid state, although ring formation is more 
likely. Solid phase ligand exchange has been applied effectively to generate high-
performance photovoltaics, photodetectors, and thin-film electronics, frequently through 
layer-by-layer dip-coating or spin-coating.6,80,303 The primary disadvantage of solid state 
ligand exchange is the large and rapid change in the free volume of the solid. For 
example, replacing 1.5 nm ligands with 0.5 nm ligands on 6 nm nanocrystals results in a 
volume change of more than 30 percent. This collapse of the film associated with ligand 
exchange often causes cracking of the film. To overcome this problem, multiple cycles of 
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deposition and ligand exchange are often performed to enhance the optoelectronic quality 
of the thin solid film. 
 In assembled structures this problem is particularly acute: ligand exchange 
processing frequently leads to amorphization of ordered structures.259 Recent efforts have 
shown that the ordering of single-component films self-assembled on liquid surfaces can 
be preserved through ligand-exchange processing294 and through annealing,304 which can 
cause the particles to fuse preferentially along specific surfaces.305 By adding a displacing 
ligand to the subphase liquid, nanocrystal thin films are allowed to contract uniformly, 
permitting the preservation of long-range order in coupled nanocrystalline systems. 
Although it was found that this processing is only effective in ligand-exchanging layers 
of particles close to the liquid interface, it appears that exchange on the bottom surface of 
the thin film can be translated to the top surface with subsequent immersion in a ligand 
exchange medium. 
 For the studies performed here, PbSe nanocrystals (~7 nm) were used as a pilot 
material to study the effects of ligand-exchange on self-assembled nanocrystal 
superlattices. Self-assembled films were prepared on diethylene glycol by the controlled 
evaporation of a hexanes dispersion of PbSe nanocrystals. The concentration of the stock 
solution of PbSe nanocrystals was adjusted so that between 3 and 12 layers of self-
assembled structure would form. Typically for TEM imaging, semitransparency to the 
electron beam is desired and ideal thicknesses are 5-6 layers. Once a dry assembly 
formed on the DEG surface, 100 μL of 0.4 M ligand-exchange solution (in acetonitrile 
unless otherwise stated) was carefully injected into the subphase and the reaction was 
allowed to proceed for 15 minutes. For this work, ligand exchange was performed with 
formic acid, acetic acid, propionic acid, mercaptopropionic acid, tetrabutylammonium 
iodide, ammonium thiocyanate, Meerwein’s salt (triethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate), 
ethylene diamine, sodium sulfide, ethanedithiol, and 1,3-benzenedithiol. All except 
Meerwein’s salt showed good evidence of preserved interparticle ordering. After 15 
minutes, the films were laminated on to quartz coverglass for X-Ray measurements or 
TEM grids, for electron microscopy and dried under vacuum (~0.1 Torr) for up to 2 days 
to ensure all residual subphase was removed. To remove remaining ligand exchange 
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reagents (or perform secondary ligand exchange), the films were then immersed into 
clean acetonitrile or methanol solutions (or 0.1 M ligand exchange solutions). 
Alternately, only subphase-based exchange or only immersion-based exchanges were 
performed, testing three conditions in total. All samples were rinsed with a clean solvent 
solution to remove any remaining ligands, and then dried under vacuum, prior to any 
characterization. Control experiments were performed by washing unexchanged materials 
with clean solvents to disambiguate any effects that arise from washing nanocrystal films 
with solvents, which are known to have important chemical consequences. To improve 
the adhesion of nanocrystal layers to the quartz coverglass substrates, they were treated 
with mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS), which is known to improve nanocrystal 
adhesion to silicon oxide surfaces.302,306 
6.9.2 Structural Characterization of Preserved Ordering 
The preservation of order in ligand-exchanged films was characterized by TEM and X-
Ray diffraction. Once films were formed as floating membranes on diethylene glycol 
surfaces, ligand exchange was performed as described above and the films were 
deposited on to TEM grids or thin quartz coverglass windows. Quartz coverglass 
windows served as excellent substrates for transmission infrared spectroscopy and 
transmission X-ray scattering measurements. For a real space view of the transformation 
of the superlattice films, TEM observations were made. Representative examples are 
shown in Figure 6.21 below. In Figures 6.21a and 6.21b are the results for the 
unperturbed PbSe superlattice thin films, which show a structure consistent with fcc 
ordering. 
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Figure 6.21 (a) TEM micrograph and (b) TSAXS data from an unexchanged PbSe-
nanocrystal superlattice film self-assembled on diethylene glycol. TEM micrograph and 
X-ray data are consistent with an fcc structure. The TEM substrate and the glass slide for 
TSAXS measurements were picked up from the same floating membrane. (c) TEM and 
(d) TSAXS data of a PbSe nanocrystal superlattice which has been ligand-exchanged 
with ethane dithiol. Cracking of the film is evident in the TEM micrograph, but the 
interparticle ordering is still preserved locally. TSAXS data shows the preserved 
superlattice structure, with increased aggregation evidenced by the larger scattering 
intensity at small angle (small q) including specific aggregation of the nanocrystals along 
the axes of the superlattice structure. 
TEM data of ligand-exchanged PbSe films showed the preserved superlattice 
structure after ligand exchange processing. However, as shown in Figure 6.21c, the films 
undergo a great deal of stress from the processing and show many points at which they 
have been pulled apart. These cracks are believed to form during the ligand-exchange 
processing rather than before, because careful observation shows the cracks themselves 
are made of commensurate pieces which would fit together. This is particularly in 
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evidence in Figure 6.21c, which shows a crack roughly 50 nm wide and over 1 μm long 
that extends through the middle of the image. The TSAXS data on the films after ligand 
exchange shows evidence of preserved superlattice structure from the multiple diffraction 
rings apparent in TSAXS data sets like that in Figure 6.21d. Other differences with the 
unexchanged samples are also apparent, particularly that the scattering peaks become 
broader, which is consistent with smaller grain size and move to slightly higher angle, 
which is consistent with the smaller interparticle spacing. Another difference in 
diffraction data after ligand-exchange, which occurred in many ligand-exchanged 
samples, was a large increase in scattering at small angles, less than the first superlattice 
peak. Scattering at these angles—as opposed to the absence of scattering observed in the 
TSAXS data of the pre-exchange sample in Figure 6.21b—is an indication of particle 
aggregation. Furthermore, in some, but not all examples of ligand-exchanged samples, 
the TSAXS data at q < 0.05 shows a specific shape, like the hexagon shown in Figure 
6.21d. This specific shape is evidence that aggregation of the particles, including, 
potentially, fusion of their faces, is non-random and occurs along specific zone-axes of 
the superlattice to form superstructure aggregated particles with six-fold symmetry. Non-
random fusion of PbSe nanocrystals is an area of much recent interest,305,307 but in order 
to observe this behavior in X-ray diffraction measurements, the scale of the lattice fusion 
must be comparable with that of the X-ray spot size, which requires sophisticated 
instrumentation and quite large superlattice domains. 
6.9.3 Efficacy of Ligand Exchange on Ordered Films 
The efficacy of ligand exchange was evaluated (in addition to conductivity measurements 
below) using fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR measurements of 
PbSe thin films show two absorption features of note: absorption arising from the PbSe 
nanocrystal, specifically the lowest exciton (1S), and absorption arising from the 
hydrocarbon oleic acid ligands on the particle surfaces. The 1S absorption of the PbSe at 
5000 cm-1 is diagnostic of quantum confinement; if the peak redshifts to lower energy 
and broadens after ligand exchange, this has been interpreted as a signal of electronic 
coupling.308 In Figure 6.22, both redshifting and broadening of the 1S peak are observed 
for the three ligand exchange procedures compared to the unexchanged sample, 
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especially in the case of NH4SCN-exchange, indicating that electronic coupling is indeed 
occurring. Concomitant with the change of the 1S absorption feature is a substantial 
reduction in the absorption from C-H stretches at 2900 cm-1, indicating displacement of 
the original oleic acid ligands. 
 
Figure 6.22 FTIR spectra of an as-made (oleic acid-capped) and ligand-exchanged PbSe 
nanocrystal superlattice thin films. 
6.9.4 Mechanical Stability of Nanocrystal Superlattices undergoing Ligand-
Exchange 
Although ligand exchange at the air-liquid interface is able to preserve the superlattice 
structure of PbSe nanocrystal film, it was also found that the chemical processing 
conditions of ligand exchange interact with defects in the superlattice structure. 
Specifically, it was found that twin boundaries form in PbSe nanocrystal superlattices 
prior to ligand exchange. Two of these boundaries (one highlighted with a dashed line), 
in which the lattice grains are related by a mirror plane, are shown in Figure 6.23. The 
angle formed by the two lattice vectors is approximately 105° and remains the same, 
within measurement error, for all twin boundaries observed. The origin of this boundary 
and its specific relationship to the PbSe nanocrystal lattice is still under investigation, 
although it is known that similar boundaries also form in other PbE nanocrystal 
superlattices. 
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Figure 6.23 (a) Twin boundary formed in a self-assembled thin film of PbSe 
nanocrystals. (b) Ligand-exchanged film of PbSe nanocrystals showing extensive 
cracking at the same angle of the twin boundaries. 
 After ligand-exchange by submersion of a thick superlattice film in a ligand-
exchange solution, it is observed that microstructural cracking occurs. Many cracks are 
random—that is, they have no systematic relationship to the underlying crystal lattice. 
However, as is clear from Figure 6.23b, many cracks appear to be highly correlated with 
twin-boundaries. The cracks formed upon ligand exchange appear to radiate from, rather 
than along, the twin boundaries, which is particularly in evidence in regions with high 
densities of twin boundaries, as in Figure 6.23b. 
6.9.5 Conductive Nanocrystal Superlattices 
By performing ligand exchange on superlattice films of PbSe nanocrystals and laminating 
the films on to pre-defined electrodes, conductivity measurements of the ligand-
exchanged superlattices can be achieved. Much more work is likely to refine the quality 
of devices fabricated in this manner, but even an early attempt shown in Figure 6.24 
demonstrates that conductive channels are obtained by following this procedure. The 
conductivity of the film is comparable to that which has been obtained using more typical 
casting and ligand-exchange methods (e.g. spin-coating). The conductivity of the films 
was estimated from the current versus voltage slope, which showed Ohmic (linear) 
behavior. From the channel resistance, the conductivity is estimated as 6.7 x 10-3 S/cm, 
despite the microscopic evidence of substantial amounts of cracking. This conductivity is lower 
than films fabricated by multiple layers of spin-coating, but only by a factor of 10 and suggests 
that appropriately fabricated, assembled films will likely show much higher conductivities. 
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Figure 6.24 Perspective photograph of electrode pattern on silicon on to which was 
deposited a PbSe nanocrystal thin film ligand-exchanged with NH4SCN. The upper curve 
shows the current versus voltage response of one channel of the film, indicating a 
conductivity of 6.7 x 10-3 S/cm. 
6.10 Conclusions 
Self-assemble of nanocrystal solids has been demonstrated over large areas in a diversity 
of crystal structures. Both older liquid-interfacial self-assembly and new dip-coating 
based methods were explored for self-assembly of single-component and binary 
nanocrystal superlattices. These self-assembled films were characterized by microscopy 
and diffraction techniques to develop methods for grain size estimation and film 
homogeneity analysis. Such methods can map superlattice films over square millimeter 
areas and show the formation of highly-crystalline, homogeneous self-assembled films.  
Preliminary efforts were made to develop methodologies for making conductive 
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nanocrystal superlattices, with results demonstrating the challenges of structural 
instabilities in certain structures, but also the promise of reasonable conductivities.
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7 SUPERLATTICES OF COLLOIDAL NANORODS 
ASSEMBLED ON LIQUID INTERFACES: STRUCTURE, 
ORIENTATION, DEFECTS, AND OPTICAL 
POLARIZATION* 
7.1 Liquid Crystalline Phases Observed in Colloidal Nanorod Assemblies 
Self-assembly of anisotropic nanocrystals into single-component and binary crystal 
structures has generated a substantial increase in the variety of accessible crystalline and 
liquid crystalline structures achievable using hard materials.57,92,242,245,285,305,309–321 Shape-
dependent modulation of interactions using fields, block-copolymers, rubbing, or 
epitaxial surfaces expand even further the accessible phase space and possibilities for 
epitaxial growth.318,322–327 Anisotropic, particularly uniaxial, assemblies have potential 
advantages as active layers in optoelectronic devices arising from their polarized 
electronic structure. Nanorods offer a new building block for the diverse applications of 
liquid crystals.328 In excitonic photovoltaics, nanorods or nanowires bridge the length-
scales necessary for efficient exciton separation (tens of nanometers) and charge 
collection (hundreds of nanometers) combined with reduced reflection losses.295,329,215,330 
In planar geometries, such as light-emitting applications, polarized emission from 
nanorod or nanorod solids obviate the need for polarizing elements and provide 
opportunities for enhanced light capture.148,331–335 The unique electronic structure of 
CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystals used in this study has also been implicated in low-
threshold stimulated emission and lasing,336–340 anomalously-slow spin-flipping,154 and 
large quasi-Stokes shifts exploited in luminescent solar concentrators.217 
                                                            
* Adapted with permission from: B.T. Diroll, N.J. Greybush, C.R. Kagan, C.B. Murray. Smectic Nanorod 
Superlattices Assembled on Liquid Subphases: Structure, Orientation, Defects, and Optical Polarization. 
Chemistry of Materials, accepted. Copyright 2015. American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 7.1 Nanorod phases observed in this work. Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) 
structures have ordering in three dimensions, specifically with hexagonal layers retaining 
registry in an ababa ordering of lamellae. Smectic B is effectively a relaxation of hcp 
structure such that hexagonal ordering is maintained in lamellae but registry between 
lamellae is lost. Smectic A is a lamellar liquid crystalline phase in which the average 
director of rods within the lamellae is perpendicular to the lamellar stacking direction but 
the rods do not have well-defined order within the lamellae. Smectic C is similar, but the 
average director is not normal to the stacking direction. Nematic structures have 
orientational order but no positional order. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 TEM micrographs of colloidal CdS nanorods self-assembled into (a) dilute 
smectic (b) herringbone, and both monolayer (c) and multilayer (d) nematic structures. 
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 Assemblies of hard rods have theoretical structures including both nematic and 
smectic assemblies.341,342 Under different conditions, many different phases have been 
observed from uncharged colloidal nanorods self-assembled from hydrophobic solutions: 
low density end-on-end343 or side-by-side phases,344 a higher-density nematic 
phase,242,246,333,334,345–347and smectic phases.159,239,240,242,274,334,348,347,349,350 Particles self-
assembled in droplets also exhibit smectic assembly into superparticles having spherical 
and needle shapes.351 Here, we show the formation of polycrystalline films of nanorod 
superlattices formed from CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod nanocrystals using self-assembly on 
polar liquid surfaces with varying dielectric constants, viscosities, and surface tensions. 
Individual superlattices reach several micrometers in average size and, because the 
samples are self-assembled membranes on liquid surfaces, they can be placed on to 
arbitrary substrates.  
7.2 GISAXS and GIWAXS Structure Determination 
The nanorods used in this study have an inorganic size of 28.4 nm in length and 5.8 nm in 
diameter and they have an organic capping layer of octadecylphosphinic acid. Films of 
self-assembled nanorods were made by casting concentrated hexanes solutions (30 
mg/mL) on to polar liquids and restricting the evaporation rate of the solution following 
previous work from our group.243 Similar work was previously shown to generate large-
area liquid-crystalline assemblies of colloidal nanorods and LEDs.78,334In this work, we 
explored self-assembly on polar liquid surfaces including glycerol, water, ethylene glycol 
(EG), diethylene glycol (DEG), triethylene glycol (TEG), tetraethylene glycol (TetraEG), 
dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylacetimide (DMA), 
formamide (FA), and acetonitrile (ACN). Although all of these liquids are polar, they 
have variable dielectric constants, surface tensions, and viscosities, which are cataloged 
in Table 7.1. Other factors which affect the quality and morphology of self-assembled 
structures, including temperature, dispersing solvent, concentration, monodispersity, 
aspect ratio, and free ligand concentration were controlled by casting all samples from the 
same stock dispersion at room temperature. Differences, if any, in the self-assembly 
properties of the films are thus understood to arise from the subphase. In contrast, self-
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assembly at the liquid-air interface or in the solution volume should be insensitive to 
subphase.296,352,353 Deposition and restricted evaporation produced ordered nanorod 
assemblies which can be classified into several structures (Figure 7.1), but primarily the 
smectic B structure. 
Ordering of the nanorods in the film is characterized using three measurements: 
real-space imaging by TEM, GISAXS and GIWAXS. TEM images are useful but highly 
local guides to the morphology of thin films. TEM also suffers from the fact that two-
dimensional projections are not always simple to reconstruct into the three-dimensional 
solid. The small-angle scattering data measures the inter-nanorod structure (ݍ ൏
0.25 Åିଵ) and is a powerful tool to distinguish ordering of nanorod superlattices in 
glassy, smectic A, smectic B, smectic C, and hcp-type assembly. GIWAXS data, covering 
q from 0.5 Å-1 to 2.5 Å-1 in our experiments, examines the nanorod orientations but raw 
data is subject to a number of distortions due to the greater curvature of the Ewald sphere 
at wide detection angles.354 Carefully corrected, GIWAXS is a powerful tool for 
determining the orientation of samples with respect to the substrate plane and, if 
correlated with GISAXS, the superlattice structure. 
 Depending on the subphase material that was used for the self-assembly process, 
we observed different degrees of crystallinity and orientation. Figure 1 shows the three 
extreme scenarios observed: short-range ordering and weak orientation preference; strong 
vertical orientation of hexagonal superlattices; and strong horizontal orientation of 
smectic superlattices. These orientations are demonstrated in TEM, GISAXS, and 
GIWAXS data from films self-assembled on DMA (Figures 7.3a - 7.3c), DEG (Figures 
7.3d - 7.3f), and water (Figures 7.3g - 7.3i). In the case of DMA, hexanes solutions 
rapidly mix into the subphase, resulting in kinetically-trapped nanorod glasses347 with 
paracrystalline ordering of nanorod bundles, evidenced from the TEM micrograph 
(Figure 7.3a). These bundles have no strong orientation with respect to the plane of 
assembly. Figures 7.3b and 7.3c show smooth rings of intensity in the GISAXS and 
GIWAXS data, respectively. Even in this low-crystallinity sample, Figure 7.3b shows 
weak two-dimensional hexagonal packing from nanorod bundles evidenced from the 
(10), (11), and (20) rings at q = 0.091 Å-1, 0.156 Å-1, and 0.182 Å-1, respectively. 
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Figure 7.3 (a) TEM image of nanorods self-assembled on DMA. (b) GISAXS and (c) 
GIWAXS of the same film. (d) TEM, (e) GISAXS, (f) and GIWAXS of nanorods self-
assembled on DEG. (g) TEM, (h) GISAXS, (i) and GIWAXS of nanorods self-assembled 
on water. GISAXS data is plotted in colors according to a logarithmic scale; GIWAXS is 
plotted on a linear color scale. 
The organization of nanorods is quite different for those subphases in which the 
partition of hexanes into the subphase is much slower than the rate of evaporation. Figure 
7.3d shows a vertical, hexagonally-packed, multi-layer array of nanorods self-assembled 
on a DEG subphase. GISAXS data in Figure 7.3e shows intense spots along the reflected 
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beam horizon representing the (10), (11), and (20) planes of a two-dimensional hexagonal 
sheet with a unit cell parameter ܽ ൌ 7.9 nm. This corresponds to a spacing of 
approximately 2 nm between the particles, consistent with the octadecylphosphonic acid 
surface-terminating ligands. Evidence of multi-layer end-on-end stacking is observed 
from diffracted intensity close to the beam stop of spacings at integer values of ݍ ൎ
0.02 Åିଵ, consistent with a smectic B lamellar spacing of 31 nm. This suggests that 
regions of hcp packing, for which the (001) and (003) reflections are forbidden, do not 
dominate vertical ordering although they are occasionally observed by TEM. Although 
diffraction from vertically close-packed nanorods is observed along ݍ௭, this represents a 
much smaller fraction of the sample than the scattering along ݍ௫, which is obscured under 
the horizon. Transmission SAXS measurements of the same film show in-plane 
hexagonal ordering and no evidence of inter-lamellar reflections in the sample plane. This 
strong orientation preference is confirmed from GIWAXS data. Figure 7.3f shows a 
strong (002) reflection from CdS at ݍ ൌ 1.86 Åିଵ, which corresponds to the long-axis of 
the nanorod, near χ = 0° (defined along ݍ௭), as expected for vertically-aligned rods. The 
complementary CdS (100) reflections at ݍ ൌ 1.75 Åିଵappear strongest near ߯ ൌ 90°. 
The CdS (101) reflection at ݍ ൌ 1.98 Åିଵ maximizes at ߯ ൎ 62°, and the CdS (102) 
reflection at ݍ ൌ 2.56 Åିଵ maximizes at ߯ ൎ 43° consistent with the angle between the 
(100), (002), (101), and (102) planes of wurtzite CdS. Although the CdSe/CdS dot-in-
rods contain CdSe, no diffraction is observed from the CdSe cores because they represent 
<1 % of the total volume. 
TEM and GISAXS data in Figures 7.3g and 7.3h show the in-plane lamellar 
structure of nanorods self-assembled on a water surface. The inter-lamellar spacings are 
observed at integer multiples of ݍ௫ ൌ 0.0205 Åିଵ, corresponding to a spacing of 30.6 
nm. In addition to these (00c) peaks, the lamellar spacing is also evident in-plane from 
the side-bands observed on the diffraction peaks arising from spacings within each 
lamella. The assignment of the peaks arising from the smectic B structure is more 
complicated than in the isotropic or homeotropic samples. The hexagonal monolayers of 
nanorods within the smectic lamellae order preferentially with the [10] zone axis oriented 
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perpendicular to the subphase, generating peaks from the (10) and (20) family of planes 
at ߯ ൌ 0° and ߯ ൌ 60° from normal on the image. The (11) family of peaks appear in 
Figure 7.3h at ߯ ൌ 30° and  ߯ ൌ 90° (at the horizon). This ordering motif is even more 
clear in data which collects the full six-fold symmetry of the (10) ring using both 
transmitted and reflected intensity, as shown in Figure 7.4. 
 
Figure 7.4 GISAXS data of nanorod superlattice thin film self-assembled on ethylene 
glycol. The six-fold symmetry (out-of-plane) of the (10) reflection is apparent at ݍ ൌ
0.091 Åି૚. The transmission diffraction peak of the (11) is also apparent at ߯ ൌ 90° with 
a small amount of intensity along the horizon. The attenuation of the intensity under the 
horizon partially explains the relative weakness of scattering from the hexagonal ordering 
of homeotropic smectic B nanorods. 
The GIWAXS data in Figure 7.3i are also more complex than in Figure 7.3f. As 
expected, the peak intensity of the (002) plane corresponding to the rod long axes is near 
߯ ൌ 0°. Free rotation of the horizontal nanorods about their long axes would generate 
rings in the GIWAXS image at the (100) and (101) reflections. Instead, the (100) 
reflection is strongest at ߯ ൌ 30° with lower intensity at ߯ ൌ 90°. (Figure 7.5) The short 
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dimensions of the rods are truncated primarily on three (100) faces in a distorted 
hexagonal profile,108 which restricts the free rotation of the rods about their long axes in 
the superlattice. By comparing the small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering data, we 
conclude that the (100) planes of the CdSe/CdS dot-in-rods are preferentially co-aligned 
with the (11) axes of the smectic B lamellae. The observed maximum of the (101) 
reflections from CdS at ߯ ൌ 40° is also consistent with this preferred alignment.  
 
Figure 7.5 GIWAXS pole figures for the (100) and (101) CdS reflections for a thin film 
grown on a glycerol subphase. 
The results of GISAXS and GIWAXS data were corroborated on superlattice 
single crystals using real-space imaging and electron diffraction. Figure 7.6 shows two 
regions of an EG subphase sample which crystallizes into both vertical and horizontal 
orientations, and the corresponding electron diffraction patterns for those superlattices. 
Figure 7.6a confirms that the smectic nanorod superlattice co-aligns with the CdS (002) 
diffraction peak, as expected. Electron diffraction on single lamellar superlattices offers a 
method for quantifying the dispersion of nanorod directors: within this single superlattice, 
an in-plane pole figure constructed from electron diffraction data shows that 95% of 
nanorods are oriented within ±10° of the average director. Figure 7.6b shows the six-fold 
symmetry of the (100) and much weaker (101) CdS reflections; the (002) reflection is 
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absent in the electron diffraction pattern. This data, taken in-plane, complements the 
GIWAXS data which subsumes distinct in-plane orientations within ݍ௥.  The data show 
the restricted rotational alignment of the nanorods within the hexagonal monolayers of 
the smectic B structure is applicable in both homeotropic and heterogeneous regions. As 
coupling of neighboring nanocrystals is greatly enhanced if their lattices are 
commensurate,28 co-alignment of the nanorod crystal axes with the superlattice axes 
highlights the potential for formation of extended electronic structure through self-
assembly. Indeed, theoretical predictions of dark and light conductivity of nanocrystal 
solids have suggested interparticle order has a substantial influence on the 
conductivity.355 
 
Figure 7.6 (a) Horizontally-aligned superlattice of CdSe/CdS nanorods formed on EG 
with an electron diffraction pattern collected from the same location. (b) Vertically-
aligned multilayer superlattice of nanorods also formed on EG with the corresponding 
electron diffraction pattern collected from the same location. Cartoons indicate the 
structure of the assemblies. 
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7.3 Quantification of Nanorod Orientation 
7.3.1 Distortions of GIWAXS Raw Data 
To this point, analysis of the GIWAXS has been qualitative and the data carefully-
selected. Although Figure 7.3 follows a conventional plotting scheme of ݍ௥ versus ݍ௭ 
(ݍ௥ ൌ ඥݍ௫ଶ ൅ ݍ௬ଶ) using the detector image to facilitate comparison, GIWAXS data can 
be misleading in at least two ways. First: because the detector will only observe those 
points in reciprocal space which intersect with the Ewald sphere, the lines of constant qr  
should appear curved on these images.354 Specifically, because the contribution of qy to qr 
becomes non-negligible at larger angles the reciprocal space probed by the detector 
curves away from the xz-plane and those points near qr = 0 form a missing wedge of 
signal. Thus, our GIWAXS data is restricted to a range of χ of roughly 7° to 87° at q = 
1.86 Å-1. To determine the orientation of the nanorods with respect to the substrate plane, 
we performed a pole figure analysis of the samples by extracting the values of ܫሺ߯ሻ at the 
(002) ring.296 However, a second distortion of GIWAXS data arises from the fact that 
grazing diffraction does not probe all orientations in a sample equally. Measurements of 
the sample at a single orientation probe only that subset of the sample for which the peaks 
intersect with the Ewald sphere. The total scattering of a peak ܮሺݍሻ of an in-plane powder 
summed with an orientation distribution ܫሺ߯ሻ is  
ܫ௧௢௧௔௟ ן න න ܮሺݍሻܫሺ߯ሻݍଶ sinሺ߯ሻ ݀߯
௤బିௗ௤
௤బିௗ௤
݀ݍ
గ
଴
 (7.1) 
The relevant quantity which is proportional to the amount of material at a given 
orientation for an in-plane powder is sinሺ߯ሻܫሺ߯ሻ, not simply ܫሺ߯ሻ.356,357  
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Figure 7.7 (a) Crude detector image of wide-angle scattering. (b) Transformation of 
crude detector image into reciprocal space. 
The explanation is that most generally, total scattering intensity is the scattering 
integrated over all Cartesian reciprocal space, ݍ௫, ݍ௬, and ݍ௭  
ܫ௧௢௧௔௟ ൌමܫ൫ݍ௫, ݍ௬, ݍ௭൯݀ݍ௫݀ݍ௬݀ݍ௭ 
(7.2) 
which can be transformed into spherical coordinates according Figure 7.8. For simplicity, 
the angles of the spherical coordinate system are such that a film is supposed to lie in the 
ݍ௫ݍ௬ plane with rotation of plane about the qz axis referred to as ߶. ߯ is the angle formed 
between the ݍ௭ axis and any vector from the origin to a point ൫ݍ௫, ݍ௬, ݍ௭൯.  
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Figure 7.8 Coordinate system for spherical integration of diffraction intensity. 
Using this conversion, we obtain 
ܫ௧௢௧௔௟ ൌ න ݀߶න ݀߯න ܫሺݍ, ߯, ߶ሻݍଶ sinሺ߯ሻ
ஶ
௤ୀ଴
݀ݍ
గ
ఞୀ଴
ଶగ
థୀ଴
 
(7.3) 
The total intensity can be simplified further by deconvoluting the peak position in q-
space from the angular orientation of the scattering vector. The scattering from a given 
peak is a function of the initial intensity (ܫ଴), the angular distribution ܫሺ߯, ߶ሻ, and the 
distribution of the peak intensity in q, ܮሺݍሻ, which is typically a small range from 
ݍ଴ െ ݀ݍ to ݍ଴ ൅ ݀ݍ for a Bragg reflection: 
ܫ௧௢௧௔௟ ൎ ܫ଴ න න න ܮሺݍሻ
௤బାௗ௤
௤బିௗ௤
గ
଴
ଶగ
଴
ܫሺ߯, ߶ሻݍଶ sinሺ߯ሻ ݀߯݀߶݀ݍ 
(7.4) 
The angular distribution ܫሺ߯, ߶ሻ depends on the sample orientation. If the sample is a 
bulk powder, then the total scattering is scaled by a constant. That is, scattering from a 
randomly-ordered “powder” varies only with ܮሺݍሻ. If, however, samples are in-plane 
powders, like the nanorod solids examined in this work, they will show no global 
preference with respect to the angle ߶ but will show preferential orientation of scattering 
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with respect to the angle ߯ and therefore ܫሺ߯, ߶ሻ ൌ ܫሺ߯ሻ. Total scattering of a peak 
centered at ݍ଴ of the sample becomes  
ܫ௧௢௧௔௟ ൎ 2ߨܫ଴ න න ܮሺݍሻ
௤బାௗ௤
௤బିௗ௤
గ
଴
ܫሺ߯ሻݍଶ sinሺ߯ሻ ݀߯݀߶݀ݍ 
(7.3) 
In practice, ܮሺݍሻ and the integration bounds for the (002) reflection of CdS are defined as 
ݍ ൌ 1.86 Åିଵ and ∆ݍ ൌ 0.04 and background subtraction is used to remove intensity 
arising from other reflections or the substrate. The functional form of ܫሺ߯ሻ is extracted 
from the raw data within the q bounds and in most cases can be approximated by two 
Gaussian functions centered as ߯ ൌ 0° and ߯ ൌ 90°. Although the raw data can be fitted 
to these Gaussian functions, it is clear that the raw data collected from a scan at a single 
orientation does not accurately represent the amount of scattering material. The sinሺ߯ሻ 
factor corrects precisely for the disproportionate dominance of peaks closer to ݍ௭ in the 
detected intensity which arises from the fact that the Ewald sphere intersects a larger 
fraction of crystallites closer to ݍ௭ than those closer to the ݍ௫ݍ௬  plane.  
Although this work and description has focused on GIWAXS data, the same 
phenomenon is operative in GISAXS data. In particular, the relative intensities of 
scattering along the ݍ௭ and ݍ௫ axes in Figure 7.3e do not may give the mistaken 
impression that nanorods standing vertically represent the smaller fraction of nanorod 
assemblies. Although GISAXS data is not strongly affected by the “missing wedge”, it is 
complicated by substantial distortions of reciprocal space along the z-axis and the Yoneda 
streak of intensity along the horizon. GIWAXS is not so strongly affected by distortions 
along the z-axis. 
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7.3.2 Pole Figure Analysis in Grazing Incidence Geometry 
 
Figure 7.9 GIWAXS pole figures of the (002) reflection of CdSe/CdS nanorod thin films 
formed by self-assembly on selected subphases. At top, a cartoon of the intensity 
distributions of vertical, isotropic, or horizontal orientations. 
Defining “vertical” orientation as χ between 0° and 25°, “isotropic” between 25° 
and 65°, and “horizontal” between 65° and 90°, Figure 7.9 shows the sample orientation 
distributions for glycerol, water, FA, TetraEG, TEG, DEG, EG, DMSO, DMF, DMA, and 
ACN subphases. Following Figure 7.3, the “isotropic” portion of orientational 
distribution shown in Figure 7.9 is a proxy for the poorly-crystalline fraction of the 
samples, corroborated by estimated grain sizes. Previous work hypothesized that the 
polarity of the subphase can direct morphology of nanoplate superlattices on liquid 
interfaces,126 but other studies have claimed that nanorod self-assembly into homeotropic 
smectic B phases is substrate-independent.296,353 We found that the orientation of nanorod 
superlattices was strongly dependent on the subphase used for self-assembly. 
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Figure 7.10 High-angle pole figure of DEG-subphase self-assembled nanorod thin film. 
Data was collected on a laboratory diffractometer with a copper K-alpha source at 2ߠ = 
27.4°. Integration of the curve yields an estimate of 95% vertical alignment, close to the 
88% estimated using GIWAXS data. 
7.3.3 Quantified Orientation of Nanorod Superlattices and Subphase Properties 
 
Figure 7.11 Bar plot of the sample fractions with vertical, isotropic, and horizontal 
orientation with respect to the substrate for films of nanorods self-assembled on different 
subphases (left). Vertical is defined as any sample with (002) orientation with χ between 
0° and 25°; isotropic is defined as χ between 25° and 65°; horizontal is defined as χ 
between 65° and 90°. 
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  For DMF, DMA, and ACN, the rapid kinetics of mixing between the dispersing 
solvent (hexanes) and the subphases limited the self-assembly process. For these poor 
subphases, a dry nanorod film formed in <5 s resulting in assemblies with only short-
range order. DMSO showed a slower partition of hexanes into the subphase, but still 
substantially faster than other solvents with a greater crystalline fraction. For all other 
subphases in which the assembly time was largely a function of solvent evaporation rate 
rather than partition of the solvent into the subphase, the evaporation rate was slowed by 
enclosing the evaporating solution with a glass microscope slide. In these examples, 
including water, glycerol, FA, and several glycols, the subphase dielectric is not strongly 
correlated with the assembly orientation. Instead, the glycol subphases, which 
demonstrate a fraction of vertical assembly greater than or equal to horizontal assembly, 
have lower surface tension (45 - 47 mN/m) compared to those assemblies in which 
horizontal alignment dominates (58 - 72 mN/m) with a correlation of -0.84 between 
surface tension and vertical fraction. Surface tension has been used to align spin-coated 
nanorods into nematic liquid crystals with the director in-plane.333 nanorods lying in-
plane at the liquid-liquid interface may reduce surface tension and this phenomenon may 
facilitate formation of homogeneous thin films for those subphases with larger surface 
tension. 
Table 7.1 Subphase Properties  
Subphase Static Dielectric 
constant 
Surface tension 
(mN/m, 25°C) 
Viscosity (cP, 20°C) 
Water 80.2 72.8 1 
Ethylene glycol 41.4 47.3 16.1 
Diethylene glycol 31.7 44.8 35.7 
Triethylene glycol 23.7 45.1 51 
Tetraethylene glycol 20.4 45.0 58 
Formamide 111 58.2 3.30 
Dimethylformamide 36.7 37.1 0.92 
Dimethylacetimide 37.8 36.7 0.945 
Acetonitrile 36.6 29.3 0.343 
Dimethylsulfoxide 48 43.5 1.966 
Glycerol 42.5 63.4 1410 
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7.4 Defects in Nanorod Superlattices 
7.4.1 Crystal-like Defects 
The presence of defects in assembled structures provides valuable clues about the 
pathway of crystal nucleation and growth.  Technologically, defects also offer a 
potentially powerful means of tuning the properties of a solid. Defects in nanorod 
superlattices observed in this paper can be classified into several defect types commonly 
observed in crystalline and liquid crystalline systems including self-assembled 
nanocrystal superlattices.266,269,271,358 The isotropic films made on DMA, DMF, or ACN 
may be described as glassy, poorly-ordered, highly-defective, or paracrystalline. These 
paracrystalline films show extremely high densities of site and grain boundary defects 
consistent with the kinetic trapping of self-assembly. The defect structures observed in 
large area smectic B films did not appear to depend on the subphase per se, but the 
orientation of the superlattice was predictive of the types of defects observed. Figure 7.12 
shows many of the defects found in nanorod superlattices. Figure 7.12a shows a simple 
tilt boundary, in which the boundary is formed by grains rotated about a vector on the 
boundary plane. Figure 7.12b shows an SEM micrograph of two twist boundaries, in 
which the grains are rotated about a vector perpendicular to the boundary. A combined 
twist and tilt boundary is also shown in Figure 7.12a. Each of these boundaries would 
typically be classified as high-angle. We hypothesize that such boundaries arise from the 
convergence of superlattices with different nuclei and that they are physically distinct 
from “chain invariant” boundaries in paracrystalline systems359 or bending defects in 
liquid crystals because the director of the lattice terminates at the boundary. The existence 
of these boundaries—with little or no intervening void space—is simpler to explain if 
self-assembly occurs from surface-anchored nuclei. By contrast, solution-phase self-
assembled structures typically form a Wulff polyhedron or related structure.269,280,360 
Consistent with this, the density of boundaries (and nuclei) depends strongly on the 
subphase. Figure 7.12c shows a low-angle grain boundary formed from a series of edge 
dislocations which may form from aggregation of clusters. Also highlighted is a pair of 
interstitial and vacancy site defects in the smectic structure. Figure 7.12d shows a point 
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defect in the smectic structure: interstitial nanorods lying or standing between lamellae. 
Point defects in the smectic B structures are common in paracrystalline samples which 
dry rapidly (e.g. DMA, DMF, ACN, and DMSO subphases) but rare in large-area smectic 
B assemblies, although they do form preferentially at grain boundaries. Comparatively 
little time is allowed for nanorods to find configurational minima, yielding kinetically-
trapped misoriented nanorods analogous to the rapid precipitation of glasses. 
Similar to other nanocrystal superlattice films, nanorod superlattices show voids 
(Figure 7.12e), the cause of which is not well-understood.271 Large-scale cracks, similar 
to those which appear in dried supercrystals assembled in solution,360 also appear, 
particularly in homeotropic regions. The textured appearance of contrast observed at low 
magnification in Figure 7.12e reflects grain boundaries. The low-magnification image 
shows the crystal grain sizes are anisotropic, with short axes formed by stacking lamellae 
typically 1 - 2 μm (about 50 lamellae) and long axes of 5 - 15 μm formed by close-
packed nanorods within lamellae (about 1200 nanorods laterally, many layers vertically). 
On a per particle basis, the grain shape indicates two-dimensional growth in lamellae is 
at least 100 times more rapid than addition of lamellae, which may be related to the 
relative strength of interactions tip-to-tip and side-to-side. This is consistent with 
solution-phase self-assembled nanorod superlattices, which form thin hexagonal plates 
from a few stacked lamellae but with lateral dimensions of >1 μm.360 Further evidence 
that growth occurs on the subphase is the rarity of multiple grains overlapping vertically; 
the vast majority of grains fill the sample area without voids or overlap and lock together 
tightly, which is not the case in solution-assembled structures.360 Though it is possible 
that isolated lamellae formed on the subphase have translational freedom to combine into 
smectic grains (e.g. forming edge dislocations), it is not clear how a model of solution-
assembly can explain high-angle lock-and-key grain boundaries such as those shown in 
Figures 7.12a and 7.12b. 
The variation in contrast apparent in Figure 7.12e arises from a slight out-of-plane 
tilting of the angle of the lamellae. A tilt series at one such boundary (Figure 7.12f), 
shows a tilt angle of ~5 - 10°. Unlike the high-angle boundaries in Figure 7.12a, these 
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low-angle out-of-plane boundaries do not terminate the close-packed lamellae, which 
continue across the grain boundary with a small change in angle.  
 
Figure 7.12 (a) Region of a pure tilt and a tilt and twist boundary of the smectic nanorod 
superlattice film formed on glycerol. (b) Region of FA subphase film showing a two twist 
boundaries of 90° in which the smectic B structure is in vertical or horizontal 
orientations. Also highlighted is 90° tilt boundary between two horizontal domains. (c) 
Edge dislocations found in the glycerol-assembled film yielding a low-angle grain 
boundary. Circled is a vacancy and interstitial pair in the lattice. (d) Interstitial nanorod 
standing vertically between the smectic lamellae, found on a TetraEG film. (e) Low-
magnification image showing bulk voids and variation of contrast on the glycerol 
subphase film resulting from low-angle out-of-plane tilt boundaries, such as the two tilt 
orientations shown in (f). All images except (b, SEM) are TEM micrographs. 
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7.4.2 Liquid Crystal-like Defects 
 
Figure 7.13 (a) A bend distortion of the smectic liquid crystal director showing a 
transition from smectic A/B to smectic C without the loss of any lamellae. The subphase 
of self-assembly for this sample was glycerol. (b) Two interstitial defects are highlighted, 
one vertical and one horizontal rod, in between lamellae. A disclination is indicated in the 
bottom of the figure. (c) Nematic region with a vortex defect. Both (b) and (c) were found 
on a TetraEG film. 
Figure 7.13 shows liquid crystalline behavior of the nanorod lattices. Figure 7.13a shows 
an example in which the director of the smectic lattice undergoes a bend. Whereas a 
typical crystal may change orientation slightly at low-angle tilt boundaries due to edge 
dislocations, Figure 7.13a shows a change in the director of the lattice without addition or 
loss of lamellae. Rather, the bend is accommodated by deformation of the smectic A/B 
structure to smectic C, evidenced from the smaller spacings between the lamellae. Bend 
defects are common in heterogeneous regions of samples which nucleate rapidly, 
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including ACN, DMSO, and DMF subphase samples, as the close spacing of nuclei 
necessitates bending around other small domains. Figure 7.13b shows a disclination, 
which refers to the 180° rotation of the liquid crystal director. In this case, the rotation of 
the director occurs primarily out of plane with the substrate. A related defect is observed 
in vertically-aligned superlattices of nanorods. Non-systematic tilting of vertical nanorods 
away from vertical results in a nematic phase.296,346 Figure 6c shows a vortex defect 
observed in these nematic fractions, centered by one or a small cluster of homeotropic 
rods. These defects are observed primarily in thin homeotropic regions near the edges of 
thicker superlattice regions. The presence of such locally-chiral defects in solids grown 
from a single achiral building-block is found in many dried nematic nanorod liquid 
crystals and theoretically supported by the relatively small perturbation predicted for 
twist distortions of nematic crystals compared to splay distortions.242,296,345,361,362 
The persistence of classic crystalline defects, such a grain boundaries alongside 
liquid crystalline distortions, such as bends, highlights the position of nanocrystal 
assemblies formed from ligand-stabilized hydrophobic colloids as trapped between those 
of crystals and liquid crystals. Similar to “Solid ‘Liquid Crystal’ Films”,363 nanocrystals 
in a dry state adopt crystalline, liquid crystalline, or glassy structures. Unlike liquid 
crystals, nanocrystal solids are not fluid—except for inorganic sintering or melting—even 
when heated far above the melting point of the organic surface ligands.278,279,283,304,364–366 
Here it is useful to invoke the simple model developed by Brus and co-workers, which 
describes nanocrystal self-assembly as mediated through solvation (nanocrystal gas) and 
precipitation (condensed nanocrystal phase).288,367 Consistent with this, swelling with 
organic solvents greatly enhances the fluidity of the solids and allows the annealing of 
defective or paracrystalline structures.259,275 Many defects associated with paracrystalline 
order, like interstitials, misaligned particles, or bend defects very likely result from 
changes in the fluidity of nanorod ligands during evaporation. However, defects which 
have analogues in crystalline systems, such as high-angle grain boundaries, are not 
obviously natural consequences of rapid kinetic trapping in the drying process. Rather, 
they derive from the nucleation and growth pathways of the polycrystalline films.  
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7.5 Optical Properties of Nanorod Superlattices 
7.4.1 Absorption Anisotropy of Homeotropic, Homogeneous, and Isotropic 
Assemblies 
 
Figure 7.14 (a) Absorption (black), photoluminescence (blue), and fluorescence 
anisotropy (red circles) of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod sample used in self-assembly studies. 
Thin black line is the absorption with the first excitonic feature normalized to the 
emission peak intensity. (b) Disordered nanorod region and (c) photoluminescence 
intensity from the region as a function of the excitation polarization angle. (d) 
Homeotropic nanorod region with (e) photoluminescence intensity using polarized 
excitation. (f) Horizontal smectic nanorod superlattice with the corresponding polarized 
excitation data. (g) Fits of sin2(x) to the polarized excitation data are shown with solid red 
lines. 
Figure 7.14a shows the ensemble optical properties of a solution-dispersed dot-in-rod 
sample used in self-assembly. The absorption spectrum (black) shows strong absorption 
of the CdS shell beginning near 500 nm, with much weaker absorption from the CdSe 
core extending to 600 nm. The sample emission (blue) originates from the CdSe core and 
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several reports have demonstrated emission polarization in similar systems.161,18976 The 
optical anisotropy of the sample (R, red circles) reflects the projection of the excitation 
dipole on to the emission dipole, which can be represented generally for an isotropic 
nanorod ensemble as 
ܴ ൌ
ܫצ െ ୄܫ
ܫצ ൅ 2ୄܫ
ൌ
2
5
ݎݍ (2) 
in which r and q are the excitation anisotropy and emission anisotropy, respectively, 
defined by the projection of the absorbed or emitted intensity along the rod axes (i.e. 
ሺܫ௖ െ ܫ௔ሻ ሺܫ௖ ൅ 2ܫ௔ሻ⁄ ).
175 Based on previous measurements, q can be estimated as 
0.66161,189 and the measured values of R can be interpreted as a function of excitation 
anisotropy. For the excitation source we use in these experiments (488 nm), we estimate 
ݎ ൎ 0.5. 
 Previously, measurements of the polarized properties of nanorod assemblies have 
been performed using photoluminescence,159,334,351 electroluminescence,148,334 and Raman 
spectroscopy.368,369 Photoluminescence studies in particular have reported enhanced 
emission polarization in needle-shaped assemblies of smectic nanorods, although these 
were performed on a grated surface.351 nanorods have been shown to exhibit highly 
anisotropic photoconduction in aligned thin films commensurate with the scale of 
optoelectronic devices and many such films are viewed as potentially valuable 
photovoltaic or light-emitting technologies.148,334 To perform spatially correlated 
measurements of excitation anisotropy and superlattice structure, we used a linearly-
polarized 488 nm laser source focused through a 0.8 NA dry objective (0.74 μm 
estimated spot diameter) and measured the photoluminescence intensity while rotating 
the excitation polarization. The photoluminescence of the samples was slightly redshifted 
from the solution data and the polarized response of the experimental apparatus was 
small, with measured anisotropy <0.05. Assembled and disordered regions on a TEM grid 
were identified by optical microscopy and structures were confirmed by TEM. 
Assembled areas have a smooth opalescent coloration whereas the disordered films show 
heterogeneous coloration. 
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The absorption anisotropy observed in correlated microscopy experiments easily 
differentiates regions of standing versus horizontal nanorods. The disordered structures, 
such as in Figure 7.14b, have nearly random excitation dipoles and consequently only a 
very small absorption anisotropy is observed. Vertical nanorods assemblies (Figure 
7.14d) also show no excitation polarization, as the excitation dipole is approximately 
rotationally-symmetrical about the nanorod long axes (Figure 7.14e). Only in assemblies 
in which the nanorods lie close to parallel with the substrate plane is a strong excitation 
anisotropy observed, shown in Figures 7.14f and 7.14g. The data in Figure 7.14g was fit 
to a model of ܣ sinଶሺߠ ൅ ܤሻ ൅ ܥ in order to calculate the excitation anisotropy. The 
excitation anisotropy observed in the lamellar assembly is 0.32, lower than the predicted 
value of 0.5, but similar to values reported by Carbone et al. for nematic samples aligned 
in an electric field (excitation anisotropy of 0.35).78 Reduced absorption polarization may 
come from nanorods that are misaligned to the sample plane or within the smectic B 
structure (i.e. smectic A/C-type defects). A second possible source of reduced polarization 
is the structured dielectric environment of the smectic B structure, with high-dielectric 
stripes running transverse to the long axis of the nanorods, which may counteract the 
anisotropic optical properties of individual nanorods.187,370 In our studies, the highest 
excitation anisotropy recorded from any point was ~0.45, but most values for 
horizontally-aligned regions varied between 0.3-0.4, indicating that misalignment of 
nanorods with the structure is the most likely reason for reduced ensemble anisotropy. 
The in-plane pole figure constructed from Figure 7.6a above shows a small dispersion in 
nanorod alignments which yields lower effective excitation anisotropy. However, these 
results suggest that self-assembly can be at least as effective in aligning the dipoles of 
nanorod emitters as electric-field alignment. 
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7.4.2 Mapping Nanorod Films with Optical Spectroscopy and Electron Microscopy 
 
Figure 7.15 Correlated optical micrograph (a) and SEM micrograph (b) showing the 
same region of a formamide self-assembled nanorod film on silicon. Comparison of the 
cross-hatch alignment scratch shows that the optical and SEM data were taken with 
approximately 3° offset angle. 
We expanded our microscopy studies by acquiring spatial maps of polarization-dependent 
photoluminescence excitation from assemblies that were characterized structurally by 
optical microscopy and SEM. For these experiments, the FA subphase sample was used 
because it contained a large number of both vertical and horizontal grains, as determined 
from X-ray measurements. Figure 8a shows an SEM image of a 144 μm2 area with the 
corresponding optical micrograph inset. The optical excitation measurements and the 
SEM measurements are offset rotationally by 3° (Figure 7.15). The area of Figure 8a 
contains both homeotropic (lighter) and heterogeneous (darker) regions. Higher 
magnification SEM images of two areas are shown in Figures 7.16b and 7.16c. Polarized 
excitation measurements were made across the area in Figure 7.16a with 600 nm steps: 
the phase angle B for each point is plotted in Figure 7.16d and the anisotropy of each 
point is plotted in Figure 7.16e. The phase map shows that large horizontal regions have 
similar phases, corresponding to the direction of lamellar stacking. For example, the 
lamellae shown in Figure 7.16c are oriented at 45° with respect to the image frame and 
show a corresponding excitation polarization phase angle of ~45°. Homeotropic regions 
like that in top left of Figure 7.16a show random phase angles in Figure 7.16d, which do 
not have a physical meaning. These homeotropic regions in the top and bottom left in 
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Figure 7.16a show low anisotropy as expected (blue regions of Figure 7.16e). In contrast, 
horizontal regions show anisotropy values consistently near 0.3.  
 
Figure 7.16 (a) SEM image with optical micrograph inset of a region mapped by 
polarized excitation. Dashed boxes highlight regions shown in higher magnification in (b) 
and (c). (d) Phase map and (e) anisotropy map of the polarized excitation of the region 
imaged by SEM. The data are shown as interpolations between points and the colors 
correspond to the fit emission intensity as a function of polarized excitation angle 
according to function ܣ sinଶሺߠ ൅ ܤሻ ൅ ܥ. The phase is the B term and the anisotropy is 
defined as ቀ௠௔௫
௠௜௡
െ 1ቁ ቀ௠௔௫
௠௜௡
൅ 2ቁൗ  for the fitted function. 
7.5 Conclusions 
The self-assembly of ordered and oriented thin films of CdSe/CdS nanorods on liquid 
interfaces is demonstrated using TEM and GISAXS. Similar to previous reports, samples 
formed horizontally- and vertically-aligned orientations which are shown in this work to 
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be projections of the same smectic B structure. We find that the samples self-assembled 
into smectic B structures with an orientation of the films determined by the subphase 
used for self-assembly. Carefully corrected for the intersection of the two-dimensional 
detector with the Ewald sphere, GIWAXS data was used to quantify the degree of 
alignment of nanorod films, revealing a strong correlation between the surface tension of 
the subphase and horizontal alignment. Furthermore, GIWAXS data reveals not only the 
expected result that the long nanorod axis is aligned with the director of the liquid crystal, 
but also that truncation on the nanorod short axes is a powerful determinant of nanorod 
rotational orientation within the hexagonal layers of the smectic B lattice. The defects of 
nanorod superlattices fall into common categories that are found in both liquid crystalline 
and crystalline solid-state materials. The defects observed in the smectic B superlattices 
suggest that the formation of nanorod superlattices nucleates from the liquid-liquid 
interface. Last, we demonstrated that the polarized optical properties of isolated nanorods 
are preserved and are collectively aligned along the axes of nanorod assemblies. The high 
degree of crystalline alignment suggests that self-assembled structures may be an 
advantageous route to enhanced long-range electronic coupling from nanocrystal building 
blocks. 
7.6 Appendix 
Synthesis and Self-Assembly. Dot-in-rod nanorods were synthesized following a known 
recipe78 scaled by a factor of 2. After purification nanorods were dried into a powder then 
dispersed at the desired weight concentration (30mg/mL) in hexanes. For self-assembly, 
20 μL of nanorod solution was cast on to the subphases in 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm Teflon wells 
and covered to arrest evaporation, as described in previous publications.243 Once dry, 
films were transferred by scooping the floating membrane on to solid substrates including 
quartz coverglass, TEM grids, or silicon wafers, depending on the desired measurement. 
The films were then held under vacuum to dry remaining subphase solvent. During this 
process, cracks in the films can be formed, both from the mechanical stress of lifting the 
film, which necessitates breaking any film at the edges of the substrate, and during the 
drying process.  
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Electron microscopy. TEM was performed using a JEOL 1400 TEM operated at 120 
keV. The camera length for electron diffraction measurements was 30 cm. SEM 
measurements were performed on a JEOL 7500F HRSEM operating at 5 keV. 
X-ray Diffraction. Small- and wide-angle grazing incidence diffraction were performed 
at the X9 Beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS, Brookhaven 
National Laboratory) using a beam spot of 50 μm tall x 200 μm wide using an evacuated 
beam path. Calibration of SAXS data was performed with silver behenate and calibration 
of WAXS data was performed with LaB6. In the grazing geometry, the beam projected 
over the entire surface of the substrates (~1 cm long). Each sample was analyzed at 
multiple positions and collected at incident angles of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.3 degrees. Data 
shown in this work is from 0.2 degrees. Data at small-angles was collected using a Mar 
CCD detector positioned 3 m from the sample and data at wide-angles was collected 
using a Photonic Science CCD detector positioned at a distance of 20 cm and tilted 45° 
from the sample. Data was interpreted using view.gtk, available from the NSLS, or 
GISAXS Shop. For plots of the intensity as a function of χ, raw data is background 
corrected using a local background because the scattering from the substrate as well as 
data from overlapping reflections is angle-dependent. Laboratory diffraction 
measurements were performed using a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer. 
Optical Spectroscopy. Absorption spectra were taken using a Cary 5000 UV-VIS-NIR 
spectrometer. Solution-phase fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy data was 
collected using a Jobin-Yvon FL3 fluorimeter equipped with hand-aligned polarizers. To 
measure optical anisotropy of colloidal solutions, polarized excitation scans (HH, HV, 
VH, and VV) were performed with a variable excitation and monitoring the emission at 
the maximum of the photoluminescence profile of the hexanes-dispersed sample. Studies 
of the polarized microstructure of nanorod films were performed using a home-built 
instrument similar to an earlier report, with modifications made to filter the excitation 
wavelength from the detector.371 The laser source was a 488 nm line of an Innova 70C 
Spectrum Ar:Kr laser. 
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